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Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
Brinlon M, Wilkins (admitted pro hac vice)
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
.r jarmstrong(q),woodj enk ins law. com
Attorney,\' for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVRNTH .mDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF JJ)AHO, JN AND FOR llONNEVTLLR COUNTY

MELALEUCA, TNC,, an Idaho corporation,
Pla1n1ift~
VS,

)
)
)
)
)_
)

RICK FORT J ,ER and NATALIE
FOELLtm.,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
-)

DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SU1J1MARY JUDGMENT
(llcaring Date:
Monday, November 21, 2011, 9:30 a.m.)

Civil No. CV-09-2616
Judge J 011 J. Shindurling

Pursuant to Idaho R. Civ. P. 56, Defendants Rick and Natalie Foeller (tho

''Delendants"), by and through their counsel of record, be1·eby move tho Court for summury
judgment uguinsl Plaintiff on ea.ch of its claims set forth in Plaintiffs Complaint and Demand for

Jwy Trial.
"Summary judgment dismissal ol' a claim is appropriate where the plaintiff fails to
submit evidence to establish an essential clement of the claim." Nelson By & Through Nel,rnn v,

City of Rupert, 128 Idaho 199, 201, 911 P .2d 1111, ·1114 (Idaho 1996), citing
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Idaho R. Civ, P. 56(c); and Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126, 127 (Idaho 1988).
Mclalcuca has not produced any non-speculative evidence establishing either the fact or value of
any alleged damage. Therefore, Plaintiff callilot establish an essenlial element. of its contract,
tort, un<l equitable claims. Thus, the Complaint should be dismissed in its entirety.
Thfo motion is

supportc~

by a memorandum of points ai1d authorities filed

concurrently herewith, along with other supporting materials attached to the Affidavit <~l

Richard J. Arm.\·lronf(.
DA TED this 20u1 day of October, 201 J.

WOOD JENKJNS LLC

----

13rinton M. Wilkins

Attorneysfor Defendants

DEFENDANTS' MOTTON
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
2
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CERTil!'ICATE OF SERVTCJt:
THEREBY CERTIFY that on the 20°• day of October, 2011, Tcuu::;ed to be
e-mailed and mailed in the United States mail, a trne and correct copy of the foregoing A10TTON
POR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to the fi.)llowing:

J amcs R. Holman
Richard R. Friess
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES PLLC
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404

rfricss@,ts-la woffice. com
Rrent Manning
MA NNTNG CURTIS BRADSHAW & 13UDNAR LLC
170 South Main Stred, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
bmanning(q?mc2 b.com
Joshua K. Chandler
MELALEUCA, ~NC.

3910 South Yellowstone Highway
Idaho Palls, ID 83402
j chandlcr(q~Me1aleucu. com

Attorneys for

Plaint~ff Mfdaleuca,

lnc.

S:IWPDATA\PLEl\PJNG\Hll'.l .1.1m,Mhl .ALE1JCA.MOTION FOR SUMM.l'IR Y JUl1GMl'.NT,"111I

DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

3
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WOOD JENKINS LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
Brinton M. Wilkins (admitted pro hac vice)
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rjarmstrong@woodjenkinslaw.com

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY
)

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)

vs.
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)

(Hearing Date:
Monday, November 21, 2011, 9:30 a.m.)

)

Civil No. CV-09-2616

)
)
)

Judge Jon J. Shindurling

INTRODUCTION
Defendants are entitled to summary judgment on all claims because Plaintiff has
never produced any non-speculative evidence establishing either the fact or the amount of any
alleged damages. Because discovery is now complete, Plaintiffs failure to produce nonspeculative evidence of damages entitles Defendants to summary judgment on all of Plaintiffs
claims.
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STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
1.

On or about September 15, 1999, Defendants entered into an Independent

Marketing Executive Agreement with Melaleuca of Canada, Inc. See Complaint at ~ 6. A true
and correct copy of the Complaint is attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Richard J.
Armstrong ("Armstrong Affidavit"), filed contemporaneously herewith. See also the Melaleuca

of Canada, Inc. Independent Marketing Executive Agreement (the "Melaleuca of Canada IMEA
Agreement") and the ancillary Statement of Policies and Definitions of Terms, true and correct
copies of which are attached to the Armstrong Affidavit as Exhibit B.
On April 29, 2009, Plaintiff filed the Complaint in this matter. See

2.

Armstrong Affidavit, Exhibit A.
The Complaint alleges that "Defendants have committed tortious acts

3.

directed at Melaleuca, Inc., in the State ofldaho." Id.
4.

at~

4.

The alleged tortious acts are that Defendants have "interfere[d] with

Melaleuca, Inc.'s agreements with its other Independent Marketing Executives (IME's) and/or
Customers." Id.
5.

at~

7.

The Complaint also alleges that Defendants have violated their Melaleuca

of Canada IMEA Agreement. Id.
6.

at~

8.

Finally, the Complaint seeks an order "enjoining Defendants from

violating their agreements with Melaleuca, Inc., to include actions in recruiting Melaleuca
independent Marketing Executives, clients and Customers in contravention of their agreements."

Id.

at~

11.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
2
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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7.

The Complaint does not state any specific damages caused by Defendants,

nor does the complaint specify a dollar value of any alleged damages. See Ex. A, Armstrong
Affidavit.
8.

Rather, the Complaint generally alleges that "[t]he actions of Defendants

have caused, and will continue in the future to cause, injury and damage to Melaleuca, Inc.' s
business and will result in loss, damage or other effects as intended by Defendants. Melaleuca,
Inc., is entitled to recover from Defendants all past and future costs, damages, and losses incurred
as a result of the improper actions of Defendants, in an amount to be proven at the time of trial or
at the time judgment is requested." Id.
9.

at~

9.

Melaleuca testified that it would be difficult to measure and state the

amount of its damages, and that therefore it was going to engage a "special consultant" to help or
assist Melaleuca in calculating its damages. See Exhibit C of Armstrong Affidavit, page 110,
lines 19 through 23.
10.

Accordingly, on January 25, 2011, Defendants served their Third Set of

Interrogatories and Fourth Requests for Production upon Plaintiff, requesting Plaintiff to

"[ s]tate the specific dollar amount of damages [it] claim[ s] were caused by Defendants' alleged
violations of Policy 20." See Exhibit D, Armstrong Affidavit, Interrogatory No. 1.
11.

Plaintiff responded to this interrogatory as follows: "Plaintiff is in the

process of determining the amount of damages caused by Defendants' alleged violations of
Policy 20 and will seasonably supplement this answer when the determinations is made." See
Exhibit E, Armstrong Affidavit, at pages 3 through 4 (emphasis added).

MEMORANDUk'f L'V SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
3
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12.

Defendants also asked: "In relation to this case, state the name, address,

and telephone number of each expert witness you intend to designate pursuant to
Idaho R. Civ. P. 26(b)(4)." Armstrong Affidavit, Ex. D at page 2.
13.

Plaintiff responded: "Plaintiff will provide this information in accordance

with the expe1i witness disclosure cutoff date set forth in the Court's January 25, 2011
Scheduling Order." Armstrong Affidavit, Ex. Eat page 4.
14.

Defendants also requested that Plaintiff "produce all expert reports that

have been prepared in relation to the experts and/or matters identified in Interrogatory Nos. 2-4
above." Armstrong Affidavit, Ex. D at page 2.
15.

Plaintiff responded: "Plaintiff will provide the information in accordance

with the expert witness disclosure cutoff date in the Court's January 25, 2011 Scheduling Order."
Armstrong Affidavit, Ex.Eat page 5.
16.

Defendants also requested that Plaintiff "produce any and all

correspondence, including e-mails and other correspondence, between Melaleuca on one hand
and the expert(s) identified in Interrogatory No. 4 above on the other." Armstrong Affidavit,
Ex. D at page 3.
17.

Plaintiff responded: "Plaintiff objects on the basis that the Request seeks

information outside I.R.C.P. 26(b)(I) and on the basis that the information sought is subject to
the attorney client and/or work product privilege. Without waiving said objection, see Answer to
Interrogatory No. 4 [i.e., Plaintiff will provide this information in accordance with the expert

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
4.
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witness disclosure cutoff date set forth in the Court's January 25, 2011 Scheduling Order."].
Armstrong Affidavit, Ex. E. at page 5.
18.

On September 20, 2011, Plaintiff disclosed the identity of its expert

witness. This witness was identified as Robert W. Smith. In the expert disclosure, Plaintiff
states that Mr. Smith "will offer an expert opinion as to the damages Melaleuca suffered as a
result of Foeller' s recruitment of Melaleuca Marketing Executives to Max International."
Armstrong Affidavit, Exhibit F thereto.
19.

Plaintiffs expert witness disclosure did not contain any expert report or

other evidence relating to Plaintiffs damages. See An11strong Affidavit.
20.

According to this Court's Order Setting Pre-Trial Conference and Jury

Trial, entered January 25, 2011, the deadline for completing all discovery was seventy days prior
to trial

i.e., October 10, 2011. The Court also ordered that all discovery responses were to be

due prior to the discovery cutoff date. A true and correct copy of this order is attached to the
Armstrong Affidavit as Exhibit G.
21.

On December 1, 2010, this Court issued its Opinion, Decision, and Order

on Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment ("SJ Opinion").
22.

This SJ Opinion was issued after Plaintiff sought $23 ,856.41 from

Defendants, generally claiming this was the amount of commissions that Defendants were paid
after they had violated Policy 20. A true and correct copy of the SJ Opinion is attached to the
Arn1strong Affidavit as Exhibit H.

1l1EMORANDUl•f IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
1l10TION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
5
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23.

In its SJ Opinion, this Court stated:

Melaleuca states that the [$23 ,856.41] requested is reasonable because it exactly
matches the damages Melaleuca suffered as a result of paying commissions to the
Foellers. This argument is unconvincing based on the evidence currently
before this court. Melaleuca seeks to retroactively take money paid to the
Foellers for sales commissions; there is no argument or evidence that these
commissions were not tied to profitable sales as a result of the Foellers' work as
contractors for Melaleuca or that these are recognizable damages. Rather, it
appears that, lacking other evidence, Policy 20(c)(l) acts solely to "deter a
breach or to punish the breaching party."
See Armstrong Affidavit, Exhibit H, at page 7-8 (emphasis added).

24.

According to the Court, as of December 1, 2010, "[t]here remain[ed] a

genuine issue of material fact as to what damages Melaleuca suffered as a result of the Foellers'
recruitment of Melaleuca customers and executives into Max." See Armstrong Affidavit,
Exhibit H, at page 8.
25.

As of the cut-off date for all fact and expert discovery, Plaintiff has not

disclosed the amount of its damages, and has not produced any expert reports of their expert
witness, Mr. Smith, as requested in discovery. See Armstrong Affidavit.
ARGUMENT
I.

SUMMARY JUDGMENT IS APPROPRIATE ON ALL CLAIMS
BECAUSE PLAINTIFF HAS NOT SUBMITTED ANY NONSPECULATIVE EVIDENCE REGARDING THE FACT OR VALUE OF
ITS ALLEGED DAMAGES.

"Summary judgment dismissal of a claim is appropriate where the plaintiff fails to
submit evidence to establish an essential element of the claim." Nelson By & Through Nelson v.
City of Rupert, 128 Idaho 199, 20 I, 911 P.2d 1111, 1114 (Idaho 1996), citing

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
6
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Idaho R. Civ. P. 56(c); and Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126, 127 (Idaho 1988).
Therefore, because it has not produced any non-speculative evidence establishing either the fact
or value of any alleged damage, Plaintiff cannot establish an essential element of its contract,
tort, and equitable claims. Thus, the Complaint should be dismissed in its entirety.
A.

Damages is an Essential Element of All of Plaintiff's Asserted Claims.

To prevail on a breach of contract claim, the plaintiff must prove four elements:
(1) a contract existed between plaintiff and defendant; (2) the defendant breached the contract;
(3) the plaintiff has been damaged on account of the breach; and (4) the amount of the damages.

See Idaho Civil Jury Instructions, no. 6.10.1. (emphasis added). See also Bergkamp v. lvfartin,
759 P.2d 941 (Idaho Ct App. 1988) (stating that breach of contract requires proof of damages).
The Complaint asserts intentional interference with a prospective economic
advantage and/or tortious interference with contract. Both torts require a plaintiff to establish
damages. See Wesco Autobody Supply, Inc. v. Ernest, 149 Idaho 881, 893, 243 P.3d 1069, 1081
(Idaho 2010), reh 'g denied (Nov. 26, 2010) ("To establish a claim for intentional interference
with a prospective economic advantage, [plaintiff! must show: (1) the existence of a valid
economic expectancy, (2) knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the interferer, (3)
intentional interference inducing termination of the expectancy, (4) the interference was wrongful
by some measure beyond the fact of the interference itself, and (5) resulting damage to the
plaintiff whose expectancy has been disrupted.") (emphasis added); and id. at 1083, quoting

Bybee v. Isaac, 145 Idaho 251, 259, 178 P.3d 616, 624 (Idaho 2008) ("Tortious interference with
contract has four elements: '(1) the existence of a contract; (2) knowledge of the contract on the

MEMORANDUM JN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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part of the defendant; (3) intentional interference causing a breach of the contract; and (4) injury

to the plaintif.f resultingfrom the breach.'") (Emphasis added).
Plaintiff's failure to submit evidence of damages justifies summary judgment in
Defendants' favor.
B.

To Establish Damage, a Plaintiff Must Provide Non-Speculative
Evidence of Both the Fact of Damages and the Amount of Damages.

A plaintiff must prove the fact that it has been damaged as well as the amount of
damages. Furthermore, both must be proven to a reasonable certainty. See Powell v. Sellers,
130 Idaho 122, 127, 937 P.2d 434, 439 (Ct. App. 1997), citing Wing v. Hulet, 106 Idaho 912,
919, 684 P.2d 314, 321 (Ct. App. 1984), and Eliopulos v. Kondo Farms, Inc., 102 Idaho 915,
919, 643 P.2d 1085, 1089 (Ct. App. 1982) ("Damages, and the amount thereof, must be proven
to a reasonable certainty.") (Emphasis added). Thus, "the measure of damage

as well as the

fact of damage - must be proven beyond speculation." Wing, 106 Idaho at 919 (emphasis
added), citing Eliopulos, 102 Idaho 915.
When a plaintiff claims lost profits as damages, the foregoing still applies.
"'Compensatory damages for lost profits and future earnings must be shown with a reasonable

certainty."' Todd v. Sullivan Const., LLC, 146 Idaho 118, 122, 191 P .3d 196, 200 (Idaho 2008)
(emphasis added), quoting Inland Group of Companies, Inc. v. Providence Washington Ins. Co.,
133 Idaho 249, 257, 985 P.2d 674, 682 (Idaho 1999). "Reasonable certainty requires neither
absolute assurance nor mathematical exactitude; rather, the evidence need only be sufficient to

remove the existence of damages from the realm of speculation." Griffith v. Clear Lakes Trout
Co., Inc., 143 Idaho 733, 740, 152 P.3d 604, 611 (2007) (emphasis added). And "reasonable

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
8
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certainty requires more than a mere estimate of net profit as a percentage of gross income. There
must generally be supporting evidence of overhead expenses or other costs of producing
income." B & F Inc. v. Jntermountain Gas Co., 99 Idaho 730, 732, 588 P.2d 458, 460 (1978).
i.

Plaintiff Has Not Produced Any Non-Speculative Evidence
Regarding the Fact of Damage.

Plaintiff has not, either in deposition or in response to written discovery, produced
any non-speculative evidence that Defendants' alleged actions have actually caused damage. In
its Rule 30(b)(6) deposition, Melaleuca was not able to provide any specific testimony regarding
damage, and stated that an expert was required to calculate such damages. See Ex. C, Armstrong
Affidavit, 110:19-23.
In response to Defendants' Third Set of Interrogatories and Requests for
Production of Documents, Plaintiff again provided no information that could be used to infer the
existence or dollar value of the alleged damage. Instead, Plaintiff again responded that the
amount of damages would be calculated by an expert and that the expert would be disclosed on
September 20, 20 I I. And although Plaintiff promised to produce not only the dollar amount of
its damages by that date, it also represented that it would produce its expert's report on that same
date. Plaintiff has failed to do so. See Armstrong Affidavit. As a result, there is no evidence
from which the fact of damage can be inferred.
Thus, the only thing supporting Plaintiff's claim of damage are the allegations of
the Complaint. But, "Rule 56(e) requires a party to respond to a motion for summary judgment
with something more than relying on the mere allegations or denials in the pleadings." Brown,
I 18 Idaho at 833.
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And because discovery has ended and these proceedings are at the summary
judgment stage, Plaintiff can no longer punt the issue of damages. "[T]he purpose of summary
judgment proceedings is to eliminate the necessity of trial where facts are not in dispute and
where existent and undisputed facts lead to a conclusion of law which is certain[,] ... [Thus, i]f a
party resists summary judgment, it is his responsibility to place in the record before the trial court
the existence of controverted material facts which require resolution by trial." Berg v. Fairman,
107 Idaho 441, 444, 690 P.2d 896, 899 (Idaho 1984). Accordingly, "Rule 56(e) requires a party
to respond to a motion for summary judgment with something more than relying on the mere
allegations or denials in the pleadings. Affidavits or other proof must be presented to the court to
set forth the specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue existing for trial." Brown v.

Matthews Mortuary, Inc., 118 Idaho 830, 833, 801P.2d37, 40 (Idaho 1990). Failure to provide
such evidence "exposes a party to the risk of a summary judgment." Berg, 107 Idaho at 444.
Because Plaintiff has not provided any non-speculative evidence of the fact of
damage, it has not established an element that is essential to all of Plaintiffs claims and
summary judgment in favor of Defendants is appropriate.

ii.

Plaintiff Has Not Produced Any Non-Speculative Evidence
Regarding the Amount of Damage.

Plaintiff has not produced any evidence regarding the dollar value of its claims.
In deposition, Melaleuca testified that it was "[v ]ery hard to measure or for me to place a value or
project what those damages are. Therefore, we're going to engage a special consultant to help or
assist us in putting a value or a damage assignment." SOUF at ii 13.
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Plaintiff has been consistent in its assertion that cxpe11 analysis was necessary to
determine damages. In response to written interrogatories and requests for production, Plaintiff
responded that it was "in the process of determining the amount of damages caused by
Defendants' alleged violations of Policy 20 and will seasonably supplement this answer when the
determination is made." SOUF at~ 17. And Plaintiff also stated that it would provide a copy of
its expe11's report regarding damages "in accordance with the expert witness disclosure cutoff
date in the Court's January 25, 2011 Scheduling Order." SOUF

at~

25.

While Plaintiff has provided the name and address and curriculum vitae of an
expert witness, Plaintiff has not provided any expert opinion regarding the amount of Plaintiff's
alleged damages, and has not otherwise supported any such opinion with the materials requested
in discovery. According to the January 25, 2011 Scheduling Order, the deadline for completing

all discovery was October 10, 2011. SOUF

at~

28.

Thus, because Plaintiff has not produced any non-speculative evidence of its
alleged damage, it has not established an element that is essential to all of its claims and
summary judgment in favor of Defendants is appropriate.

II.

THIS COURT'S EARLIER OPINION AND ORDER ON SUMMARY
JUDGMENT HIGHLIGHTED PLAINTIFF'S NEED TO PRESENT
EVIDENCE OF ACTUAL DAMAGES.
As of December 1, 2010, the date of this Court's SJ Opinion, Plaintiff's Policy 20,

and specifically paragraph 20(c )(1) of that policy, is an illegal penalty as it relates to this case,
and does not support Plaintiff's claim for damages. See SJ Opinion, at 8. In its SJ Opinion, this
Court ruled:
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'[W]here the forfeiture or damage fixed by the contract is arbitrary and bears no
reasonable relation to the anticipated damage, and is exorbitant and
unconscionable, it is regarded as a 'penalty', and the contractual provision
therefore is void and unenforceable.'
Armstrong Affidavit, Ex. H, at page 7 (quoting Afagic Valley Truck Brokers, Inc. v. Meyer,
133 Idaho 110, 117, 982 P.2d 945, 952 (Ct. App. 1999)).
This Court ruled further:
Melaleuca states that the amount requested is reasonable because it exactly
matches the damages Melaleuca suffered as a result of paying commissions to the
Foellers. This argument is unconvi11ci11g based on the evidence currently
before this court. Melaleuca seeks to retroactively take money paid to the
Foellers for sales commissions; there is no argument or evidence that these
commissions were not tied to profitable sales as a result of the Foellers' work as
contractors for Melaleuca or that these are recognizable damages. Rather, it
appears that, lacking other evidence, Policy 20( c)(1) acts solely to 'deter a breach
or to punish the breaching party.'
Armstrong Affidavit, Ex. H, at pages 7-8 (emphasis added).
The Court's SJ Opinion should have signaled to Plaintiff that it needed to present
evidence of actual damages, and that without such evidence, Policy 20(c)( 1) is an illegal and
unenforceable penalty as it relates to this case. By virtue of the Court's SJ Opinion, Plaintiff
cannot solely rely on the amount of commissions paid to Defendants as proof of its damages.
Nothing has changed in this case from an evidentiary standpoint since the SJ Opinion. As of
December 1, 2010, Plaintiff had not produced any evidence of actual damages, other than to
argue that its damages were in the amount of commissions the Foellers had been paid during the
time they allegedly violated Policy 20. Plaintiff has not supplemented its damages claim with
any evidence of actual damages. Plaintiff has still not shown that the commissions sought by
Plaintiff as damages were not tied to profitable sales as a result of Defendants' work for
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Melaleuca, or that the commissions are otherwise recognizable damages. The time for producing
such evidence expired on October 10, 2011. Therefore, given this failure of proof, summary
judgment is appropriate in favor of Defendants.
CONCLUSION

For at least the foregoing reasons, Defendants are entitled to summary judgment
on all claims asserted by Plaintiff.
DATED this 20 1h day of October, 2011.
WOOD JENKINS LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 20 1h day of October, 2011, I caused to be
e-mailed and mailed in the United States mail, a true and correct copy of the foregoing

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT to the following:
James R. Holman
Richard R. Friess
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES PLLC
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
rfriess@ts-lawoffice.com
Brent Manning
MANNING CURTIS BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
bmanning@mc2b.com
Joshua K. Chandler
MELALEUCA, INC.
3910 South Yellowstone Highway
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
jchandler@Melaleuca.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc.
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WOOD JENKINS LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
Brinton M. Wilkins (admitted pro hac vice)
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rjannstrong@woodjenkinslaw.com

: ;,4

Attorneys/or Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OFSALTLAKE

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD J.
ARMSTRONG

Civil No. CV-09-2616
Judge Jon J. Shindurling

)
:ss
)

RlCHARD J. ARMSTRONG, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

I am over the age of 18 years old and am competent to testify to the

matters stated herein.
2.

I am an attorney for Defendants Rick Foeller and Natalie Foeller in the

above-captioned case.
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3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the Complaint

and Demand for Jury Trial in this matter.

4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the Afelaleuca of

Canada Jl\lfEA Agreement and Melaleuca's Statement of Policies and Definitions of Terms.

5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of relevant portions

of the Rule 30(b)(6) deposition of Melaleuca, Inc.
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit Dis a true and correct copy of Defendants'

Third Set of Interrogatories and Fourth Requests for Production and accompanying Certificate
of Service.

7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit Eis a true and correct copy of Plaintiff's

answers to Defendants' Third Set of Interrogatories and Fourth Requests for Production.
8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit Fis a true and correct copy of Plaintiff's

Expert Witness Disclosure.

9.

Plaintiff's expert witness disclosure did not contain any expert report or

other evidence relating to Plaintiff's damages.
10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of this Court's

Order Setting Pre-Trial Conference and Jury Trial, entered January 25, 20 I I.

11.

Attached hereto as Exhibit His a true and correct copy of this Court's

December 1, 2010, Opinion, Decision, and Order on Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment.

AFFIDA V/T OF
RICHARD J. ARMSTRONG
2
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12.

As of October 10, 2011, the cut-off date for all discovery, Plaintiff has not

disclosed the amount of its damages, and has not produced any expert reports of their expert
witness, Mr. Smith, as requested in discovery.
DATED this 201h day of October, 2011.

SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN TO before me this 20th day of October, 2011.

NOTA~~

AFFIDAVIT OF
RICHARD J. ARMSTRONG
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 20 1h day of October, 2011, I caused to be
e-mailed and mailed in the United States mail, a true and correct copy of the foregoing
AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD J. ARMSTRONG to the following:

James R. Holman
Richard R. Friess
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES PLLC
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
rfriess(a),ts-lawoffice.com
Brent Manning
MANNING CURTIS BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
bmanning@mc2b.com
Joshua K. Chandler
MELALEUCA, INC.
3910 South Yellowstone Highway
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
jchandler@Melaleuca.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc.
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CASE ASSl~&±6,: : !
JUDGE JON J. SHINDURUT~G

Curt R. ' hcimsen, Esq., ISB #2072
T. Jason \\ 'ood, Esq., ISB #5016 .
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STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, P.LL.C.
2635 Cb nt1ing Way

THOMS

-·

Idaho f;;1 lsi ID 83404
Telepho1 e :zo8) 522-1230
Fax (20 ) 522-1277
Attorm: rs :Or Plaintiff

r; THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICL4..L DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO; 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BOl\'NEVILLE

:MELAL :U::A, INC., an Idaho corporation; )

Case No.

)

P air.tiff;

)
)

)

~

)

COMJ?LAI1'TT A.1\TD DEMAND
FOR JURY TRl4..L

RlCK Fe ELLER and NATALIE FOELLER,)
)
r ;fr ndants.
)

C )\ IBS NOW plaintiff Melaleu~ Inc., by and through counsel of record, and for cause of
action ag ill: it Defendants, alleges as follows:
l.
Bonnevil

Mela1euca, Inc., is an Idaho corporation with its principal place of business in
~County;

State ofidaho. Bonneville County, State ofidaho is the place of principal injury

or damag : n: lated to the actions of Defendants therein.

l -
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Tii'~

XH-!

Defendants Rick and Natalie Foeller are residents of Ontario, Canada

2

Defendants have maintained business contacts with the State ofidaho, out of which
~ri i;;e

of r

)CJ ative

facts pertaining to the present action, have contracted with Melaleuca, Inc., in the

State of] la] .o, have been trained in the State ofldaho, and have sent money to and received products
and

sub~;

a:o.tial commissions from the State of Idaho. Defendants are therefore personally subject

to jurisd ::ti1m of the courts of the State ofidaho pursuant to ldaho Code §5-514 and the due process
clause o foe Fifth Amendment to the United States ConStltutiriii' ·· · .·. · "''"·" .
Defendants have committed tortious acts directed at Melaleuca, Inc., in the State of
Idaho, e td have intended to and have caused damage to Melaleuca, Inc., in the State of Idaho.

pursuar1 t:1 Idaho Code §5-514 and the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment to the United
States (

)ll

rtitution.
Defendants have expressly consented to personal jurisdiction by the Courts of the

State

01

Idaho over disputes such as this one; which turn on violations of Melaleuca1s contractual

prohibi tor against Marketing Executives recruiting Melaleuca Customers for another business.
i.

On or about September 15 i 1999, Defendants entered into an Independent Marketing

indepe1 d,: 1t contractors acting through the agreement ·with Melaleuca, Inc. Defendants agreed to

compl; w 1th and honor the IMEA terms and
exister

;e:

conditions~

as well as Policies, as they were in

and as further amende~ both during their relationship with Melaleuca, and, VY1th respect

to son ;, :>olicies, after any termination of the Independent Marketing Executive Agreement

-~· -··-~--~-------~----~-----~-------
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In November 2008; Defendants terminated their IMEA. Shortly thereafter, Melaleuca

7

notified J e fondants that they had violated the terms and conditions ofthat agreement The activities
ofDefen

a::'.l ts before and since November 2008 have been directed at Melaleuca, Inc., with the intent

to interf1 re- with Melaleuca, Inc.' s agreements with its other Independent Marketing Executives
(Thffi's) nC/or Customers.

Defendants have, in violation of their agreements, and in violation of controlling law,

f;

used cm fl:lential and proprietary business information
former

and trade secrets in an bffort tO raia their

s

us mess organization 1s IME' ·and Customers and to persuade· those persons to leave

Melale11 ;a and goto their new business in Max International ("Max"). Defendants willfully violated
the poli• ies of Melaleuca, Inc.; in their activities, including Policy 20, concerning non~solic.itation
of Mel kuca Marketing Executives and Customers; and policies prohibiting the use and
dissemi tat• on of confidential and proprietary information, and intentionally and tortiously interfered

Y'lrith

:rv

~13.leuca,

Inc. 's agreements with other Melaleuca IME)s and/or Customers.

The actions ofDefendants have caused, and will continue in the future to cause, injury
1

and dar .age to Melaleuca, Inc. s business and will result in loss, damage or other effects as intended
by Def ndants. Melaleuca, Inc., is entitled to recover from Defendants all past and future costs,

damag1 s, und losses incurred as a result of the improper actions of Defendants, in an a.rnount to be
proven 3.1 ·•he time of trial or at the time judgment is requested.
10 .

The amount in controversy is in excess of $10, 000, and is otherwise sufficient to

confer ur..sdiction in the District Court and not the Magistrate's Division of the District Court.
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1 .

Melaleuca; Inc., is further entitled to an order from this Court enjoining Defendants

from vio anng their agreements with Melaleuca, Inc., to include actions in recruiting Melaleuca
indepenc mt Marketing Executivesi clients and Customers in contravention oftheir agreements. The
actions c ; Defend.ants have caused, and will in the future cause, irreparable injury and harm to

Plaintiff
1'

Melaleuca; Inc., is further entitled to recover its attomeyfees and court costs incurred
. ..· ,•;· •;. :··: , •:-:-~~::;:~;:°'. ,'; :-:1~.~!".'.i"'1~>.~ }'.: ~'.·~ir;;~ -;°~:.::· :y~.~1,<·/..~: •.'';':;>ll,-'.~:··~

, , ~·

• .

,

therein j p ·osecuting this action pursuantto Idaho Code sections 12-120 and 121, and per the
controlli g agreements.

\; 1 I'3REFORE, plaintiffMelaleuca., Inc. requests the judgment. order an.d decree ofthis court
against r efondants, as follows:

For judgment against Defendants for past and future costs, losses and damages
sustaine' b;

Melaleuca~

2

Inc., as a result of the improper and unla\Vfu.1 actions identified above;

For a preliminary and permanent injunction directing Defendants to cease and desist

from raii iq; Melaleuca independent Marketing Executives, clients and Customers, for the time
periods r

µ-e~ed

by Defendants, which time period should begin to nm from the time ofjudgment in

order to . hT l\.1ela1euca the compliance agreed, for the time period agreed, v.ithout violation;
3

For an award of Plaintiffs attorney fees;

4

For an award of Plaintiffs cost of suit incurred therein;

5

Plaintiff reserves the right to seek punitive damages under the provisions ofidaho

statute b: si:bsequent motion and order; and

4-
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6.

For such other and further relief as the court deems just and equitable under the

circumst 1cc:s.
D \TED this 29t11 day of April, 2009.

THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, P .L.L.C.

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
.al11tiff Melaleuca, Inc., requests trial by jury of not less than 12 persons as to all issues
triable t( a jury in this matter.

l ATED this 29ih day of April, 2009.
IBOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, P.L.L.C.
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Melaleuca of Ca

g Executive Ag~~eeunent

Inc Independent ,Mar

..1••

Com~lete 1l•is Agreement to enroll as an independent Marketing Executive,:!! you are-1101 already .' _ ·
c11rnl1ed as a Customer, you must also complete !he Mdaleuca Cus1omerAgree1item arida/fach it to'ihls
11den1 Markering Executive Agrceme111.
~print. lncompl_sla /nlormaUon wll/ delay or prevent
MalaJeuca's acceptance and processing of this Aqreement.}
·· '
.

~
Marketing Execullves who start oul wllh theVaiue Pack have a big .c:,;' J
advanlage: product knowledge. Nothing builds a businesS' like product
I
knowledge. You can share products with belief, enlhusiasm and lirs1-hand
experience.
Wllhln iwo months lo!lowing the month of enrollment, you can,purchase:lhese.lncrediblevalues at 20% oil the reguiar.Prefarred Customer
price (that's 47% off the suggeslsd retail price)! Now Marke.ling faecuiives
·may.purchase·a total ol two Melaleuca snd'\wo Nicole Milier Value or Career
· Packs.:0rder yours toaay-and start tapping into Melaleu:a value.
.
iMt
!!-~~t1)C~1~~
D Send me the ·va/Ue·Pack.,-J,Jver $60 savings/
·
Start your "Melaleuca.householcf' - with
,~ . y, ·~~ "'· . :.::, _
1
over 39 representative products -lrom
' · 7' ,;1_ < '
'1; ! i'.' ~·. .....
·Melaleuca's nulrltional, pharmaceutical, !'! .n
dental care, personai care, lacial care,
and home hygiene producl lines.

I

I
I

$289 CDN

100 BP

O Send me the Nicole Miller Career Pack
This pack is your.essential start to a successful busin2ss. You'll ,~1
receive the complele Nicole Miller Skin Care line al a price lar ~· ) .
below !he Preterred Customer price, plus all !he loois you'll
· ' ....
'need to Introduce ihe products to potential customers.

$429 CON . 110 BP

.0 Send mEI the Nicole Millt1r Value Pack
·ExpeJience1he products ior yourseli and discover the
,uniaueness of Nicole Miller.Skin Care wilh !his personalized oack. Pick and
choose products to customize your skin-care routine at a specialiy discounted
price.

I.

E-MAIL ADDRESS.

/"
,

1 1

1

~ff y~ur MeC/a/auca 1nEaptyenAde_nu~usin&eAss is a CorporatMion or a TaTx ExEempttEEnttJtr,Ayou .must comAplele a
"\luca orpora e t:n 1 pp 1calion· greement or a e1a1euca ax xemp
.)>licable, and atlach ii as an addendum to lhls Agreement.

~u•g• rnfervnca: .D .fngllsh . ' D French D Spanish ·' 0

ChinNB

.

handl1na charges.

.D

n 1ty pp11caUon & greement,

D Ko11111n 0

R

Other

::11~

Set your goal.for level of participation .

After reading How Can MelafeucaEnhance Your Life? my goal is to participate at the following level:

D 1 D2 O 3 D4 O 5
I understand that Melaleuca does not guarantee the success of my business or the income, if any, Iha\
I might earn. I understand that my success will depend on my own ettorts, skills and produdivily.

li2' Send me my Melaleuca Business Kit/
.
The cost lo enroll asa'Marketirig Exe_cutlve is$39.00 (plus applicable s~les tax). You'll receive.a
Melaleuca Business Kit and other literature, Including a subscriJ)lion to Melalauca's monthly publications, to familiarize you wlth11nd keep you up to date on Melaleuca's programs and products.

0

$219. CDN 60 BP
ilriilimaiBimm111mam1m1!m:si~.~1:r~~'"\"<'.
My method of payment: Please locluoe appropriate UIBSJax ano Shippmo Snd

my

·Send me
Nicole Miller lnformation:Packet!Videol
The cost lor \he Nicole Miller Information Packet/Video is $14.50 (plus applicable sales tax).
My method of payment: Pk.ase Include appropnalo salas tax and shippl>lg and handinQ char\m.

0 1. Charge my account as indicated on my Customer Agreement.
0 Visa 0 Mastercard 0 Etactronlc Checking

D

•

1. Charge my account as indicated on my Customer Agreement
0 Visa 0 Mastercard 0 Electronic Checking
2. I have altached a check in the amount ol $

D Yes: I am presently registered tor Goods & Services Tax (GST).
.

;-- .. ..

I·---T-· ·r ·-·r-·J-, --r-T·-..

L__J_J___

r··- l

J_.:__J __ I

My GST number is
J__ __ L:. ___
L,___
and I instrucl Melaleuca to pay applicable GST on all bonuses paid to me.
D No, I am not presently registered lor GST and I agree lo Inform Melaleuca when I
am required to regisler lor GST and provide my GST number as instiuction 10
Malaleuca·to pay GSi on commissions and bonuses paid to me·lhereatier.
By signing below! agree to Jhase:temis.

I understand that lam nol li'Melaleuca independent Marketing Executive until:
1.Melaleuca has received and accepted this Agreement,
2~ l have Customers or Marketing Executives wilhin my Ma1keting Organization,
and
3. I receive my first commission check.
By signing this lorm I apply .lo become a Melaleuca Independent Marketing
Executive. I certify thal I am at teas! 18 years ol age and I acknowledge mat t
have carelully read and i agree to all the terms and condiiions of !his lndependeni
Markeling·::Xeculive Agreement, the Melaleuca Compensalion Pian and the
Melaleuca Statement ol Policla•.

0 2.1 have:allached a check in the amount of .$ --'-------------- X.~~~_;_--'~~~~~~
OR 0 3.1 have already orderedlrecelvedBuslnes&Klt '#_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Appllcanra SignalUre ffhls Agreement is not valid unless signed) Date

Assist Cuslomer Na.

Melaleuca of Canada, Jnc.
3910 South Yellowstone Hwy• Idaho Falls, ID 83402-6003 ·
·
·
Enrollments 1-800-262·0600 •Phone Orders 1-800-202°3000 •Fax 1-888-528-2090

Prices do not include

applicable sales tax.

Spousa's'Slgnaturo pl applicable} . _
_
.
Dal~ .
I may cancel !his Agreement tar any .reason at any lime by giving written nolics
to Melatauca llaarlnu my orlglnal·ilgnalure, prlnteo·name, address and
Customer Number. Written cancellations witl be e1tective upon receipt by
Melaleuca. Cancella1ion notices must be mailed to: Melaleuca of Canada, Inc.,
391 O·S. Yellowstone Hwy., Idaho Falls, ID 83402·6003. faxed cance!lalions can-

not be accepted.
· Mall while copy to Mela\euca:ol Canada, Inc, • Cu'1o.'Tlat keeps yelbw copy• Emoller keeos D~ copy
ol

Canada, In;, Slock 1955 Prinled In Iha USA

rosponslblDry lo comply wllh
a Mtukel\nn E.xi;icuUve..

CAl M::: A1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

13. Jh~ve careiuHy;ri>~L~wi(j th.e fylelafeuca Compensat~on::Plan, .Starem 5
of .P.olicies.;;.trid B$flnft(QlJ§j)f.'.~£1_[ms ?Jld :ac.~IJQWJ.l:l,\iQeltJ.a! tl1ey a
.incprporilted as:parFtl'f:U\'is Agraemen1 in ;their preseh'VtDrm ano ,
·'··modi! ied:tro1J} Ji me.to ,time:qyMelale.uc.a at ·its:sole .d isc.relion.

---./:·1~~<1 i1trq1: ~"t'''"nu.~•tt'mw .:rrc•li1;!1ri'jm;u 11~i~;.,;?,;;i5~;;;\';):;/;~L'.£
· .;,;.,··.

)F,'1!.~

..

cf;lf,i:<JJ,)iD1ir:.m~di;:;):ii;;ij,",i•i''irt.i:•:;ii·!i:c;(>li:).r,::n'!~h''~!.,\·24·'·h

~IW,P,f;.c{!lJ!\lct.!11;\!llr~q.;..\~l.~A~te.
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STATEMENT OF POLICIES
AND DEFINITIONS OF TEruviS
STATEMENT OF POLICIES
Capira\ized terms used in the Statemenr of Pohc1es have the meanings set for.h in
the Definitions of Terms.
I. Becoming a Customer
To become a Cusromer, a person must: (a) have an Enroller who has subm111ed an

I
I

Independent Marketing Executive Agreement, (b) sign and sub1mt a Cuswmet
Membership Agreement, marking either the "Direct Customer" or ''Preferred
Cusromer" bm:; and (c) pay a membership iee for the coSI of enroUmem, producr
mformarion, and other lirerarure that Customers receive throughout the vear.
Preferred Customers receive a number of additional benefits and may purchase
producrs directly from Melaleuca at 30~0 to 40% below the Suggested Rerail
Pnce. In rerum for this added discount, Preferred Customers agree to purchase
Melaleuca producrs totaling at least 35 Product Potnts each month. Customers are
not authorized to market or resell Melaleuca products unless they have also signed
and submmed an Independent Markenng Executive Agreement.
2.

Becoming a Marketing Executive

To become a Markermg Executive, a person musr first (a) have an Enroller who
has submined an Independem Marketing Executive Agreement;
(b) sign and submit an Independent Marketing Execurive Agreement: and
(c) purchase a Business Kit Once those steps.are completed the applicant is
aurhorized 10 market and resell Melaleuca products and ro enroll Customers
and Marketing Executives. However, an applicant does not become a Markering
Executive, until: (i) Melaleuca receives the applicant's Independent Markering
Executive Agreement; (ii'! rhe applicant lias a Customer or Marketing Executive
in his/her Marketing Organization; and (ill) the applicant receives his/her first
comm1Ss10n check. Marketing Executives may purchase products direcrly from
Melaleuca at the Direct Customer price. Marketing Executives may also choose w
be Preierred Customers, m which case they may purchase produas directlv from
Melaleuca at the Preferred Customer price. Purchase of a Business Kir is optional
in North Dakota.
3. lndividuals, Corporations, Tax Exempt Entities and Trusts
Melaieuca will only consider for acceptance as Marketing Executives individuals
or entities that fall into one of the following categories:
(a) Individuals who are of rhe legal age.
(b) Married couples of which at.least one is of legal age.
(c) Corporations in good sranding in the Slate, province, or country of their
incorporation which have as their sole shareholder(s), director(s) and
officer{s) either one u=arried individual or a married couple.
(d) Tax exempr entities which are registered and approved as tax exempt
insrirutions under Section 501(c)(3) of the United Stares Internal Revenue
Code or under Section 248(1j of the Income Tax Acr of Canada.
(e) Trusrs estabhshed in accordance with Melaleuca euidelines.
(f) Charitable giving cornorations established in acc;rdance with Melaleuca
guidelines.

+ Customer Numbers
Cusromers and Marketing Executives may not use or submit 10 Melaleuca any
Social Security Number, Social Insurance Number, portion of Social Insurance
Number, Tax Revenue Number, Taiq:iayer Identificanon Number or Corporare
Account Number other than the actual number assigned to rhe Cusromer or
Marketing Executive by the proper governmental aurhority.
5. Proper Completion of Documents
All agreements must be completely and properly filled our and signed. No
copies or alrerations will be accepred. If any agreemenr is alrered rn any way
the agreement will not be deemed accepted by Melaleuca except in irs original
unalrered form, regardless of passage of rime or pavmenr of commissions by
Melaleuca. Melaleuca will not be responsible for loss of commissions or bonuses
or for
m Cusromer or Marketing Execurive regisrrarions or orders due
w: (a; errors by Customers or Marketing Executives in preparing or sendmg

agreemenrs orders or other ciocumentS; (b)
or errors co.used by the mail
or fax rransm1ssion; (c) nonreceipt of documents by Melaleuca; (d) illegible or
mcomplere irJorrnarion on agreemenrs, orders or other documents: or (e) rhe
inability oi Customers or Marketing Executives to reach Melaleuca by
or fax during busy calling periods.
Melaleuca will process and credit orders and enrollments in the calendar
month in which they are received by Melaleuca
1

6. Ordering
Melaleuca encourages Customers ro order early in rbe month. Ali orders are
credired to the calendar month in which they are received bv Melaleuca. For
purposes of product orders, the calendar month encis on the frrst
of the
following month at 4:00:00 a.m. Mountarn Time and begins on the
of the
momh at +00:01 a.m. Mountain Tlllle. Orders
placed by relephone, maLl,
fax orthe Inremet All telephone or fax orders musr be paid by Visa, MasterCard,
Discover/Novus (US. only), or elecrronic checking. Orders
be paid by
check, money order, VISa, MasrerCard, Discover/Nevus (US. only)
checking. When pavmg with a credir card, the card number and ex-pirarion dare
must be included. Customers and Marketing Executives will be charged
$ rou..'/$ r ;""for checks returned ior insufficient funds.
Orders for products will usually be processed by Melaleuca v,~thin 48 hours
of receipt. Shipment will be by common carrier and delivery should be exnected
"~thin 3 to 1o days. Orders placed during the lasr week of the month may be
delayed due to the large volume of orders received al the end of the month.
7. Customer Satisfaction Guarantee

If for any reason any Customer is not completely satisfied v,1th any producr
purchased by such Customer from Melaleuca, lvielaleuca will renlace ir v,1rhour
charge or place a credn on the Cusromer's Melaleuca account for the amoum
of rhe purchase price of the product or, upon receipt of a wnnen request from
the Customer rogether with a copy of the invoice from Melaleuca, refund the
purchase price (less shipping and handling charges), upon irs return within 60
days of nurchase. ·
Unl;ss the Cusromer reguests otherwise, Melaleuca will credit the Customer's
Melaleuca account for the purchase price of the rerumed product This credit
can be redeemed for Melaleuca merchandise ar anv time. If a Customer has
unredeemed credit on accounr with Melaleuca which is more than six months
old, Melaleuca will make an efforr to locate the Customer and advJSe him/her in
writing of rhe credit thar is on account and will continue to make such arrempts
on a monthly basis. Melaleuca will charge rhe Customers account a
service fee for each months notification process. If a Customer requests a
refund, Melaleuca will send the Customer a refund checlc Refund checks that
remain uncashed for more than t8o days will not be honored and the amount of
the check (less a processing fee of i15"'/ £21.soco' and a bank cancellation/stop
pavment fee of ho"'/$15~) will be credired to the Cusrorners account. This
credu on account will be subject ro the above nonficanon process and associated
service lees.
8. Rerurns and Product Point Adjustments
Career/Value Pack Rerurns: Individual products that are purchased as parr of
a Career, Value, or other "special" pack which is priced below the Preferred
Customer price, can be returned for an exchange bur not for a refund unless tbe
entire pack is retumed. Career and Value Pack commissions will be deducred
from the Marketing Executive's check in the month the Career or Value Pack is
rerumed bv the C~rorner.
Marketing .Executives receive commissions based on acrual sales
to End Consumers. When product is returned ro Melaleuca, the commissions
arrriburable ro that product will be deduc1ed from the comm1ss10n checks oi the
Customer's SupporrTeam in the month thar the rerum occurs. lf the return occurs
within 6 months of the purchase date, then commissions v.ill be deducred from
the commission checks of the SupporrTeam of the Markermg Organizanon that
existed at the nme of the purchase. Otherwise, commissions will be deducted
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from the commission checks of the Suppon Team of the current Marketing
Organization.
Melaleuca reserves the righr to tenninate the Independent Marketing
Executive Agreement or cancel the Customer Membership Agreement of
any Markenng Executive or Cusromer who abuses the Melaleuca Satisfacrion
Guarantee and Rerurn Policy by excessively reruming products.

13. Errors or Questions
Marketing Executives should notify Melaleuca immediately of any errors or
guesrions about commissions, bonuses, Monthly Business Reporrs, orders or
charges. Melaleuca will correct any errors reponed ro it within 60 days. but
Melaleuca will not be responsible for any errors, omissions or problems nor
reponed within 60 days.

9. Business Kit Refund
When a Marketing Executive applicant enrolls and purchases a Business Kit, the
Business Kit number will be registered at Melaleuca in the applicant's name. If a
Marketing Executive applicant cancels his/her Independent Marketing Executive
Agreement and rerums his/herpurcksed Business Kit to Melaleuca within r20
days afrer the Marketing Executive applicants dare of enrollment, Melaleuca will
giVe such Marketing Executive applicant a full refund for rhe COST of the Business
Kit. A refund will only be sent to the Marketing Executive applicant in whose
name the Business Kit number is regisrered. This policy will apply whether the
Marketing Executive applicant purchases the Business Kit directly from Melaleuca
or from hisfner Enroller. A Marketing Executive who purchases Business Kits for
resale to Marketing Executive applicants may rerurn unsold kirs to Melaleuca for
a refund only if the Marketing Executive cancels his/her Independent Marketing
Executive Agreement and returns the Business Kirs within no days mer their
dare of purchase. Marketing Executives who purchase Business Kits for resale may
resell such kits for up to one year from their dare of purchase from Melaleuca.
Melaleuca encourages Marketing Executives to keep such Business Kirs updated
until they are sold. A Business Kit may only be sold once. Melaleuca updates and
revises Business Kits from rime to time. Marketing Executives are encouraged
to keep their Business Kits current by purchasing update packers or new
Business Kits as they become available. Outdated or old Business Kits may not be
exchanged for current Business Kits.

14- Joint Ownership of a Business.
.
Independent Melaleuca Businesses may only be owned by an mdividual or a
married couple, or by corporations, tax exempt entities or trusts that comply with
Melaleuca guidelines. If a couple who jointly own an Independent Melaleuca
BuSiness divorce, they may apply to have the Independent Melaleuca Business
transferred 10 one of them as the sole owner. The divorced couple musr submit
to Melaleuca a wrinen reguesr specifying to which person the Independem
Melaleuca Business will be rransferred. The reguesr must either contain the
notarized signature ofboth parries or contain the notarized signature of at leasr
one party and include a cenified copy of the coun approved divorce decree or
property settlement that designates to which partv the Independent Melaleuca
Business should be rransferred. Melaleuca is not bound by any such requesr
or court decree and retains the right to approve or disapprove of such transfer
request at its sole discretion. If the transfer is approved, the person to whom the
Independent Melaleuca Business is being rransferred must sign and submit ro
Melaleuca a new Independent Marketing Execunve Agreement

10.Elect:ion to CancelAgreements
A Marketing Executive may cancel his/her Independent Marketing Executive
Agreement, and a Customer may cancel his/her Cusromer Membership
Agreement, for any reason at any time by giving written notice to Me!aleuca
bearing his/her original signature, printed name, address, Customer Number and
reason for canceling (ro assist Melaleuca in improving its cUSTomer service). Ji an
individual or entity is a Preferred Customer and a Marketing Executive, rhe letter
should specify which agreemem(s) should be canceled. Written cancellations
received by Melaleuca on or before the 25th of the month will be effective the
month received. Wrinen cancellations received by Melaleuca afrerthe 25th of the
month will be effective the following month. Cancellation notices must be mailed
to: Melaleuca, 3910 S. Yellowstone Hwy., Idaho Falls, ID 83402-6003.
Cancellation Refund Policy
Melaleuca will repurchase from Marketing Executives who have canceled their
Independent Marketing Executive Agreements all unencumbered producrs which
are in resalable condition which were purchased by the Marketing Executive
from Melaleuca within the previous 12 months, at a price of not less than ninety
percent (90%) of the original net cost to the Marketing Executive. All producrs or
materials must be returned to Melaleuca with shipping prepaid by the Marketing
Executive in order to receive the above refund. Melaleuca will charge back all
commissions, bonuses and rebates paid by Melaleuca relating ro rhe purchases of
those products.
II.

12. Cancellation Refund Policy (for Georgia Residents Only)
Melaleuca will repurchase from Marketing Executives who have canceled
their Independent Marketing Executive Agreements pursuant ro Policy 10 all
unencumbered producrs, sales aids and literature which are in reasonably resalable
or reusable condition which were purchased by the Marketing Executive from
Melaleuca, ar a price of nor less than ninety percent (90%) of the original ner cosr
to the Marketing Executive. Goods shall be deemed "resalable or reusable" if the
goods are in an unused, commercially resalable condition at the time the goods
are returned ro Melaleuca. ln addition, Melaleuca will repay ninety percent (90%)
of the fees paid by the Marketing Executive for services which have nor been
provided to the Marketing Executive at the rime of cancellation. All producrs
or materials must be rerurned to Melaleuca shipping prepaid by the Marketing
Executive in order to receive the above refund. Melaleuca will charge back all
commissions, bonuses and rebates paid by Melaleuca relating to purchases of
products or services for which refunds are given under rhis policy,

15. One Business per Person or Couple
A Marketing Executive may nor own, operate or have a financial interest in more
than one Independent Melaleuca Business v.~thour Melaleuca's eiqJress wrinen
approval With regard to married couples and non-married cokbiting couples,
both persons will be rreated as a single Marketing Executive for purposes of
Melaleuca's policies. Therefore, for example, if one person ov.'!lS an Independent
Melaleuca Business the other person may nor own, operare or have a financial
inreresr in a separate Independent Melaleuca Business. Additionally, if the couple
jointly owns an Independent Melaleuca Business, neither person may own,
operate or have a financial interest in a separate Independent Melaleuca Business.
However, if two people who own separate Independent Melaleuca Businesses
marry, they may each retain ownership of their businesses.
16. Conduct of Household Members

Ji any member of the Marketing Executive's Immediate Household engages
in any acriviry which, if perfonned by the Marketing Executive, would viola re

any Melaleuca policy or any provision of the Independent Marketing Executive
Agreement, such activity will be deemed a violation by the Marketing Executive.
17. Inheritance of Business
An Independent Melaleuca Business may be inherited by a single person,

a married couple or a rrusr which complies with Melaleuca's guidelines, pursuant
to a valid will or other appropriate document, or in accordance with the intestacy
laws of the state, province, or country in which the Marketing Executive resides. A
person who inherits an Independent Melaleuca Business must furnish Melaleuca
with proper documentation that he/she is the beneficiary and is authomed
to represent the estate. He/she musr also execute a Customer Membership
Agreement and an Independent Marketing Executive Agreement, fulfill all of
the functions of a Marketing Executive and abide by the terms of Melaleucas
Statement of Policies.
r8.Sale or Transfer of Business
Before a Marketing Executive can sell or rransfer his/her Independent Melaleuca
Business (except for transfers by inheritance pursuant ro Policy 17) all of the
following reguirernenrs rnusr be mer:
(a)The rransfer mUST be approved in writing by Melaleuca as being in the
best interesr of all parries involved, including the rransferor, the transferee,
Melaleuca and the members of the Marketing Organization of the rransferor.
(b) The transfer must not consrirure the purckse of srarus or position by the
transferee. The Marketing Executive's actual status musr equal the potential
srarus which the Marketing Executive could anain based on his/her
Organization Producr Points at the rime of the rransfer and for a reasonable
period prior to the transfer, and the transferor Marketing Executive rnusr
have been the acrual Enroller of all Personal Enrollees and musr have been
actively involved m working with hisfner personal directors. Marketing
Executives may nor conrracr or agree with or allow another person ro work
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their Independent Melaleuca Business to bnng it up to its potential status
or offer ro sell their busrness to another person on the condition that such
person bring the business up to its potential starus.
(c) Completed original signed and notarized Organization Sale Request and
Organization Purchase Request forms must be submitted to and accepted bv
Melaleuca.
Id) The rransferee of the business must have completed and submmed to
Melaleuca an Independent Marketing Executive Agreement.
(e) The rransferee of the business has undergone, or will agree to undergo, such
tralning and orientation as MeWeuca may require commensurate with the
size of the business being purchased.
(f) The transferor Mllrkering Execmive and the Independent Melaleuc;i
Business must have been in compliance with all of MeWeuc2's policies and
the terms of the independent Marketing Executive Agreement for the entire
twelve month period preceding the nansfer including the month in which
the rransfer occurs.
(g) Independent Melaleuca businesses that have or have had a total group
volume of 5,000 Product Points or more may not be transferred to any orher
pany as any such transfer would constitute the purchase of sratus or position.
I9. Transfer from Original Organization
Markering Execurives and Customers may nansfer from one Melaleuc;i
organizarion to another only upon fulfillment of all of the follo"ing requirements:
(a) The Marketing Execunve or Cusrnmer seeking the organization change has
submirred an Orga,."1ization Change form "~tb the origL."Jal signatures of the
seven Markering Execunves in the immediate seven generations above the
Marketing Executive or Customer seeking the change. Fa.xes or phmocopies
of the executed Organization Change form will not be accepted;
(b) A Marketing Executive seeking the organization change has no more than
ro Customers in his(her existing Marketing Organization and will have no
more than ro Customers in the Marketing Organization into which he/she
is seeking IO be moved;
(c) The Marketing Executive or Customer seeking the organization change has
paid to Melaieuca the applicable fee charged by Melaleuca for organization
changes;
(d) Melaleuc;i has approved the change in wriring, which approval MeWeuca
may withhold in ns sole discretion.

I

20. Non-Solicitation and Conflicts of Interest
Jvhrkenng Executives are independent connaaors and may be active in other
business ventures while mey are Marketing Executives for Meialeuca. However,
to qualify for compensation under Melaleuca's Compensation Plan, Marketing
Execunves have the ongoing responsibiliry to sm~ce, supervise, motivate, train
and assist the Marketing Executives in their Marketing Organizations. They
also have the responsibiliry m promote Melaleuca prod um and the Melaleuca
income opponunity. Melaleuca and irs Marketing Executives have made a great
investment in the establishment of organizations consisting of Customers and
Marketing Execunves. This constitutes one of Melaleucas most valuabie assets.
Melaleuca reserves the right rn cease paying compensation to any Marketing
Execurive who recruits any Melaleuca Customer or Marketing Executive to
panicipate in another business venrure. ln order to protect the effons of all
Marketing Executives in building and malntalning their individual Marketing
Organizarions and Customer bases, and in order to protect Melaleuca"s interesi
in the overall Customer base, Markering Executives and all members of their
Immediate Household are required to abide by the follo'-'ing policies:
(a) Non-Solicitation of Melaleuca Customers and Marketing Execurives:
(i) During the period that their Independent Marketing Executive
Agreements are in force Marketing Executives and all members of
their Immediate Household are prohibited from drrectly, indirecrly or
through a third parry recruiting any Melaleuca Customers or Marketing
Executives to oarricioare in anv other business venture.
(ii) for a period of twel~e months.after cancellation or rerrnination for any
reason of a Marketing Executive·s Independent Markering Executive
Agreement, the Marketing Executive and all members of his or her
Immediate Household are prohibired from directly. indirectly or through
a third pany recruiting to participare in any other business venture any
Melaleuca Customers or Marketing Executives·
( r) who were m the Marketing Execunves Marketing Organizanon or

Suppon Tea,.'11 at any time during the term of his or her association
with Melaleuca;
(1) \vith wham the Marketing Executive had conracr during the tenn of
his or her associarion with Melaleuca;
contact informarion (name,
number or email
address, etc.) the Marketing Executive or members of his or her
1-nmediate Household has obtained at any time during the term of his
or her associanon v.~th Melaleuca; or
(+)whose contact infom1ation (name, address, phone number or email
address, etc.) the Markenng Executive or members of his or her
Immediate Household obtained ar any time from another person who
obtamed the information because of any orher persons association
with Mela.ieuca.
The prohibitions under clauses (a)(ii and (iii above include bur are not limiied
ro, presenting or assisting in the presentanon of other business ventures to
any MeWeuca Customer or Ml!rketing Execunve
encouraging any Melaleuca Customer or Markering Execuuve IO foin any other
business ventures. It is a \~olarion of this pollcy w re:ruit a Melaleuca Customer
or Marketing Executive to participate in another business venture even if the
Marketing Executive does not know that the prospect is also a Melaleuca Customer
or Marketing Executive. It is the Marketing Executives responsibility to first
determine whether the prospecr is a Melaleuca Customer or Markering Exernrive
before recruitin~ the orosoecr to oarricmate in another business venture.
(Please refer sp:Cifically t~ the d~finiti~n of"recruii" in the Defininons of Terms at
the end of these Policies.)
(b) During me period that their Independent Markering Executive Agreements
are in force, and for a period of nvelve months airer the cancellation or
termination thereof for any reason, Marketing Execurives and all members
of their Immediate Household are further prohibited from the following:
(i) Producing any literature, tapes or promotional material of any nature
(including bur nor limired IO websites and emails) which is used by the
Marketing Executive or any third person to recruit Melaleuc;i Customers
or 1iarker:ing Executives to panicipate :in another business venture;
iii) Selling, offering to sell, or promoting any competing products or
services to Melaleuca Customers;
(iii) Ofiering any non-Melaleuca producrs services or business ventures in
con.iunaion with the offering of Melaleuca producrs, services or income
opponuniry or at any Melaleuca meeting, seminar, launch, convention,
or other Melaleuc;i funaion.
(c)(i) Violation of any provision of this Policy 20 consritmes a Marketing
Executives voluntary resirnarion and cancellation of hisfber
Independent Mark;ting Executive Agreement, effective as of me date
of the violation, and the forfeiture by the Marketing Executive of ali
commissions or bonuses pavable for and after the calendar month in
which the violation occurred.
(ii) Ji Melaleuca pays any bonuses or co=issions to the Marketing
Executive afterthe dare of the violation, all bonuses and commissions for
and after the calendar month in which the violation occurred shall be
refunded to Melaleuca.
(ill) Melaleuca may seek and obtain from the violating Marketing Execurive
both injunctive relief and damages for violations of this Policy 20.
Melaleuca, may, at its option, elect to enforce this Policy by lawsuit in a
court of competent iurisdiction in Idaho rather than bv arbirrarion.
(iv) In addition t~ being entitled to a refund of bonuses a~d commissions
and 10 damages as described above, in the event a person or entiry
viohues this Policy 20, Melaleuca and any Marketing Execurive that
eiq,eriences an adverse financial irnpacr as a result of such person's or
entiry's ,1olarion of this Policy 20 shall be entitled to an accounting and
repayment of all profits. compensation, commissions, remunerations or
other benefi.rs which the person or entity directly or indirectly receives
and/or may receive as a result of, growing out of, or in connecrion with
anv violation of this Policy. Such remedy shall be in addition to and
not in limirarion of any damages, or inJunctive relief or other rights or
remedies to which Melaleuca is or may be entitled at law or m egum•.
(d) Violations of this Policy 20 are especially dmimemal to the growrh and
sales of other Marketing Execurives' Independent Melaleuca Businesses
and ro Melaleuca's business. Consequently Marketing E-.:ecurives who have
1
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tuJ<Jw,ccu1'c that any Marketing Executive has 1~olated this Pohcv muSt
immediately report that information to Melaleuca's Poky Adrninismtion
Department The failure of a Marketing Executive to report such information
ro Melaleuca will also constirure a violation of this Pohcv. The names of those
of this
20 will be heid in confidence.

2r. Proprietary Information and Tracie Secrets
By executing the Independent Marketing Execunve Agreement, the Marketing
Execunve acknowledges that all information which is contained in the
Exernrive's Monthly Business Repon, including names, addresses and telephone
numbers of Marketing Executives and Cuswmers, is Melaleuca's proprietary
rrade secret information. The Marketing Executive agrees not to disclose such
information ro any third party (except to exiSting or prospective MeWeuca
Marketing Execurives or Customers for the purpose of promoting Melaleuca
products and busmess opponunity) or to utilize such information for the purpose
of promoting any other business opponumry ar any rime, whether during rhe
term of his/her association with Melaleuca or ci:iereaiter. The Markering Executive
acknowledges that such proprietary information is of such character as ro render
it unique and that disclosure or use thereof in violation of this provision will result
in irreparable
to Melaleuca and ro Independent Melaleuca Businesses,
Melaleuca and its Marketing Executives will be entitled ro injunctive relief ro
prevem violation of this policy. If litigation or arbitration is reguired to obtain
m1unctive relief or to recover damages, the prevailing parry shall be entitled to an
award of anorney'.s fees and e>.-penses.
22. The Enroller

(a) A Marketing Executive who is the Enroller of a new CuStomer or
Marketing Execunve may not hst another Marketing Executive who did
nor parric1pate in ci:ie contact or the presentation as ci:ie Enroller of such
new Cusromer or Marketing Executive. Regardless of where a CuStomer
or Marketing Executive is placed in a Marketing Organization, the acmal
Enroller of such CUStomer or Marketing Execurive must be listed as the
Enroller on the Customer Membership Agreement.
(b) The Enroller and any other Marketing Executives involved in rhe
recruiting and enrollment process may use only Melaleuca's products and
its compensarion plan and their personal commitment to help the new
Marketing Executive build his or her business as an inducement to enroll
Marketing Executives rnav not enter into special deals witb an Enrolleei
including: bur nor limitel to, promises of the paymem of money or roll ups.
2 3. Supervisory and Leadership Functions
Marketing Executives' compensation is based on sales of product to the End
Consumer. To qualify for this compensation Marketing Executives have the
ongoing responsibiliry ro promote the Melaleuca business opponunity, to suppon
Melaleuca"s policies, programs and personnel, and to service, supervise, motivate
and train the Marketing Executives in their Marketing Organization to sell and
market Melaleuca products and promote rhe Melaleuca business opporruniry.
Ariy effort by a Marketing Executive to convince or entice any Customer or
Marketing Executive to discontinue or diminish purchasing Melaleuca products,
to move from one Melaleuca Marketing Organization ro another, to discontinue or
diminish efforts to promote the Melaieuca business opponuniry, or to promote o~
pursue another direct selling opporruniry, or to disparage Melaleuca, or its
products, marketing plan. managemem team or other personnel is a violation of
the Marketing Executive's leadership responsibility and a violation of this policy

24. Excess Invenrorv Purchases Prohibited
The Melaleuca marke~.ng program is builr upon sales ro the End Consumer.
Producrs representing at leaSt 70% of a Marketing Execurive's monthly
Organization Product Points mUSt be sold to End Consumers each month. Any
device or scheme whereby a Marketing Executive directly or through a third
pany purchases excess product solely for purposes of qualifymg for bonuses or
commissions consrirures fraud on the pan of rhe Jviarketing Executive.
25. Selling in Stores
Melaleuca is in strong suppon of home-based businesses and personal product
presentations. To maintain a standard of fairness, Marketing Executives may
nor display or sell Melaleuca products in drug stores, health food srores or
grocery stores. Any displav of Melaleuca products ro the public must be taSteful
and professional A Marketing Executive may
or sell Nicole Miller
products in any type of retail setting.

26. Media Inquiries
Ir is Melaleuca's policy to have a smgle spokesperson handle all
the media and all media relations. Thereiore, Marketing Execunves mav not. for
a..riv reason, discuss
Melaleuca Business \.vith the media) nor
act as
nor ralk to the media regarding Melaleuca,
irs Compensation Plan, irs products or services. Ir is a violation of this policy
provide any informanon ro the media, regardless of whether the informanon is
positive or negative, accurate or maccurare. All L.11quiries irom the media lwherber
~dio, relevisi~n or print) must be referred ro Mehleuca
27. Checks and Monthly Business Reports
Commission and bonus checks are generally mailed by Melaleuca to Marketing
Execunves on or about the I 5th
of each momh for commissions and bonuses
earned during the previous month. When the I :;th day of the. month fails on a
weekend or holiday. checks wJl generally be mailed on the neJc1 busmess
Each Marketing Executive qual.&J1g for a commISsion or bonus will receive a
Monthly Business Report showmg the Status of each CuStomer and ........ c•••·;,
Executive m his/her Marketing v1~"'·""""'"'u.
The Monthly Business Report
show the calculation of the Markermg
Executive\; commission and bonus in derail. Marketing Execunves should
use their Monthly Business Report as a tool ro manage, supervise and rrarn
the members of their Markering Organizations. The information contained
in Business Reporrs is Melaleuca's proprietary rrade secret information, and
Marketing Executives are prohibited from disseminating the information
conrained therein, See Pohcy 21 for fun:her derail regarding Marketing
.Executives' obligations \Vith respect ro such proprietary trade secret informanon.
A dara processing fee is charged each Marketing Executive for generarmg and
maintaining computerized Monthly Business Renons.
Commission and bonus checks which remain uncashed for more than r8o
will not be honored and the amount of the check,
$22.,oa" and a bank cancellation/sron vavment fee
cred;red ro the Marketing Execu;1vei; a~c~unr, which credit may used rowards
furure purchases made by the Marketing Executive. If a Marketing Executives
accoum is inactive and it is
the Marketing Executive of the
credit on accounr, a service charge
will be deducred from the
account for each notice sem.

28. Purchases for Other Persons
A Marketing Executive may nor order or pay forproducrs for Customers without
such CUStomers express authorization and agreement to reimburse the .M.arketing
Executive for such product.
2 9. Resrrictions on International Marketing (United States and Canada)
Marketing Execurives enrolled in ci:ie United Stares and Canada are aurhonzed
to sell Melaleuca products and ro enroll Customers and Marketing Executives
in the United Stares and Canada. In all other countries in which Melaleuca or
its affiliates are authorized to conduct business Marketing Executives may only
enroll Customers and .M.arketing Executives pursuant to Melaleuca's lmemarional
Sporu;orship Program. Marketing Executives and CUStomers may not
sell Melaleuca products across any mrernarional border for the purpose
excepr the US/Canadian border provided the prod ucrs are appropnateiv labeled
for the country of their destination. Markermg Executives and Customers may
nor sell, gJVe, transfer. i.mpon, en,ort or disnibure Melaleuca producrs or sales aids
in any country, other than the Unued Stares and Canada. nor provide
any individual who the Markering Executive or Customer knows
believe is elc1Joning products to another country.

29.r. Restrictions on International Marketing (Melaleuca of the Caribbean)
Marketing Executives enrolled under Melaleuca of the Caribbean are authonzed
to enroll Customers and Marketing Executives in any country in which Melaleuca
of the Caribbean is authorized to conduct business. Ir all other countries in
which MeWeuca or its affiliates are authorized to conduct business, Markering
Executives may only enroll Customers and Marketing Executives pursuant ro
Melaleucis International Sponsorship Progr<lll. Marketing Executives and
Customers may nor ship or sell Melaleuca products across any rmernarional
border for the purpose of resale. Marketing Executives and CuStomers mav nor
sell, give, transfer, impon, export or disrribure Melaleuca products or sales aids
many other country. nor provide
to any mdividual or entiry who the
Markering E"'<ecurive or Cusromer knows or fias reason to believe is exponmg
products to another counrty.
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30. Trademark, Service l>iark and Trade Name Restrictions

Customers and Marketing Execurlves may not use 1 reproduce or disseminate
the Melaleuca trade name or lorro or anv Melaleuca trademark or service mark
in the use and dissemin;tion oflirerarure published and made available
and except on srarionary and business cards produced and
Melaleuca. This includes. but is not ill:ruted to, the fonnatives "Mela" and "Mel,"
term "Melaleuca," the leaf and drop logo, and
products or services offered by Melaleuca.
31. Rules regarding Advertising, Internet Usage and Sale of Materials
may nor:
(i) create, publish, sell. use,
lnteme1 web sire
ad message, Internet bullerin
board rnessagei mass or bulk email message (irKluding auto~response
infomercial or other pr1.....'1t 1 audio 1 visual or electronic media
represents }vielaleucai us ~roducts 1 services) Compensation Pian
or business opporruniry other than as specifically permmed
ts
rhis Pohcv and Melaleucis Guidelines on Internet Usage
produced and provided by Melaleuca;
(ii) copy or reproduce anv materials produced by Melaleuca except as
specifically pennmed pursuant to this pohcy;
iiii) use the Melaleuca name or logo or the name or logo of anv of
Melaleuca's products or services in any noricel display1adven:isemem or
promorion 1 induding1 but not limited ro 1 newspaper, rnagazine 1 radio)
television or lnrernet or email adverr:isements1 or telenhone, lnterneI
or other dITectories (except a Marketing Executive m~v have a
tne following fonnar "Melaleuca Independent
Executive-[ name of Marketing Executive]");
!iv) display, adverrise or promote Melaleuca's products, services or business
opponur1iry at counry fairs, craft fairs) business fairs, rrade shows, fiea
markers or anv sunilar event. including the use of booths, mthour the
express pnor '~rren approval of Melaleuca;
(v) charge for Melaleuca-related meetings perfonned or arranged by a
11arketing Executive except to th~ extent necessary ro cover the actual
out·of-pockei expenses mcu.rred.
(b) Marketing Executives mav use websites and email messages
m
accordance with Melaleuca s Guidelines on lntemer Usage as the same
on Melaleucas website. and whicb mav be revised and
time to time at Melaleuca·s sole discr~tion. Melaleuca will
take reasonable measures to publish norice of any
to the guidelines
on its website, however it is the Marketing Executives' responsibiliry to
review these guidelines periodically to be infonned of and comply mth anv
changes.
(cl Markenng Executives may only use websites produced bv Melaleuca·s
approved website vendors.
(d) Melaleuca will have the right, in its absolure discretion. to require that any
M.elaleuca related website be taken ciown and that any Melaleuca related
email message be discontinued. A Marketing Executive's failure to comply
may result in forieirnre of cornmissrons
with any provision of this
and bonuses, fines. and/or m tennmation oi the Marketing Executives
Independent lviarketing Executive AgreernenL
1
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32. Income Claims
Marketing Execunves are prohibired from making false, misleading or inaccurate
claims about their or other persons' compensarion received under the Melaleuca
Compensation Plan. Ii, when presenting the Melaleuca business opporrunny,
a Marketing Executive makes any claim regarding hisfner compensation
from Melaleuca. or the potential compensation pavable under Melaleucis
Compensation Pian, the }viarketing Executive must also show the person(s)
receiving the presentation lvielaleucaS current M.arkering Executives Annual
Income Statistics sheet.
33. Product Claims and Warranties
Marketing Executives mav nor make any product clai..-:ns. weight loss or health
benefit dauns, or product warrannes other than those published in Official
Melaleuca Material Marketing Execurives shall not publish or disrribute
information
of Melaleuca
o.ther than those which are set

fonh in

I

Melaleuca Ma1erial \vhich is
claims or promote Melaleuca

in one counrry to make product

34. Ethical Sales Practices
m,•rn.rnJ1;;

Executives shall:

•Conduct themselves in a

couneous and considerate manner:
in a sincere and Tionesr manner and \\111 bonor
as orescribed bv Ofiicial

•Become familiar with and utilize

Compensation

Plan and Statement of Policies, and other materials as prescribed bv Melaleuc2:
in a manner \V~Jch is cons1srern
\Vith
• Provide trai..i.Jh'1g, motivation and support to lviarketing Execmives in their
organi2a1ion.
Jviarketing Executives shall noL
• Engage in any deceptive, unlawful. or unethical
·Engage in any
pressure
·Enroll minors or persons who are not capable
decision \vith respect to entering into a
Independent Marketing Executive Agreement;
• Order Melaleuca products for other Customers
Executives \Vlthom
the n.-press penn~sion of such persons: or
•Seek in any way to viola re or Grcumvent ""''"'''cu'"''
3 5. Policy Disclosure Requirement

Prior to enrollrng a prospecnve Marketing Execurive, Marketing Executives shaD
provide rn and review with the
Marketing Execurive a current copy of
Melaleuca's Sratement of Policies
Defmiuons ofTmns,
"\6. Volumarv Resignation Due to Inacth~tY
It is the Mark~ting Execurive's responsibility lead
Urgar1tZ<m,c'.n with the proper ex~pl; ii.1 produnion of Personal
rms proper example and ieaaersrup. tne
lose his!ner right to receive commissions and bonuses from

I;

1

1

Organiza1ion. Therefore, Marketing Executives who produce less than th~
minimum Personal Product Points reC!uired lO rnai11tain their current Aci::ive
Srarus during a month, as set fonh :in the Comuensation Plan \:\111 nor receive
the commission or bonus anriburable ro such ~rarus for the sales generated
through their Marketing Organization for that month. Failure to meet Personal
Product Point requirements for rwo consecutive months constitutes the
M.arkering Execurive·s volunrnrv
Marketing Execunve \;vho has
voluntaril~ resi£Ded will lose all
Personal Enrollees and
Organization. The resignation shall become effective on the ciay
day of the second month
1

3 7. Reacrivarion and Reenrollmem Requirements
(a) \\then a Marketing Executive who has been deemed to have ,1olunrarily

, , resigned due to in;ctiviry under Pol.icy 36 becomes reactivated he/sh::
1

will reenter h.isfher previous Markenng Organization in the iirst available
position below his/her
Marketing Executive other than the posirion
left
such Marketmg Executive.
ro1 Fonner
(i") Customers and Marketing Execuuves with the Executive Status of
Marketing Execurive Ill or below
(1) may re-enroll as new Customers and Marketing .Executives \vith their
origmal Enroller and their origmal Markering Executive
bur each such reemoilrnem will consnrnte a new enrollment
Enroller onlv ii the newly reenroUed Cus10mer has been canceLed oc
inaaive ior r2 consecutive months or longer prior to reenrolling.
(2) who have not been enrolled with Melaleuca for at least the
six consecutive months rnav reenroll as new Lustc>mers
Marizenng Execuuves \vith.the Enroller and m.''""'u,c.cx.cum"c
their choice.
(iii M;irketin£ Execuuves \vith the Execunve Status of Director and above
( 1) rnav re~nroll as nev,.' Customers and
, ori~mal Enroller and
Jviarkcring Executive at
bu; each such reemoilrnem

-
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if the newly reenrolled Customer has been cancelled or
macrive for 12 consecutive months or longer prior to reenrolling.
(1) who have nor been enrolled with Melaleuca for at least the previous
rwo
reenroll as new Cusrnrners and Marketing .Executives
MarkeriT1g Executive of therr choice
(c) I{ a former Cusromer or Marketing Executive desires to reenroll in a
new Marketing Orgaruzarion in which any Marketing Execunve in the
new Suppon Team was also m hisfnerprevious Suppon Team, such
former Cusrnmer or M:arkenng Executive may reenroll no sooner than
rwelve months following the dare that such Support Team Markermg
Executive became :inactive in his/her previous Marketing Organization
Anv mdividual involved in rhe violation of this policy will be sub1ect

~orrecrive measures pursuant to Policy 42 in~lud~g fines and)or
cancellation of his or her Independent Marketing Executive Agreement.
(d) Former Customers or Markenng Executives who reenroll pursuant ro this
Policy 37 will nor be
ro roll up pursuant ro Policy 39
to

I

1

3 S. Titles Not Forfeited

I

A Markenng Executive can lose his/her Marketing Executive II, Marketing
Executive Ill, Director, Senior Director, Executive Drrecror or Corporate Drrecror
sraws and therefore the righr to panicipare in the correspondmg commission and
bonus if he/she no longer qualifies for the commission or bonus penaining ro
such status. However, as long as a Marketing Executive remains acnve, he/she will
nor forfeit the title of the highest sratus he/she has achieved, Le., once a Director,
a Direcror once an Executive Director always an Executive Direaor.
1

I
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39 Roll Up Policy
(a) When a vaCJJncy occurs in a Marketing Organization due ro the inacriviry,
volunrary resignation or involuntary termination of a Marketing Executive
(a "Canceled Marketing Executive"), each Marketing Executive in the fast
generation below the Canceled Marketing Executive (a "Frrst Generation
Marketing Executive") will have the opponunity ro qualify to roll up inro tbe
position of the Canceled Markering Execurive. In order ro qualify for such
roll up, the following requirements must be met
(i) If the Canceled Markerir1g Executive's Organizarion Product Points
were less than 2500 in the Canceled Marketing Executive's fosr month
of macriviry, the First Generation Marketing Executive with the highest
Active Srarus in the Canceled Marketing Execurive's second month of
macriviry will roll up to the position of the Canceled Marketing Executive
in the month following the Canceled Marketing Executive's second
month of inactivity. In tbe event of a tie, the following criteria will be
applied, in the order lisred, to the FL-sr Generation Markering Execurives
involved in rhe tie until the tie is broken:
(r)who bas rhe largest number of personally enrolled Drreaors;
(1) who has the largesr number of personally enrolled Preferred
Cusroruers;
(3) whose Marketing Organization has the largest number of Preferred
Cusromers;
(4) wbose Marketing Organization has the highesr average Product Point
order per Cusromer, and
has the highest Personal Product Poinrs.
(ii)
Canceled .Markenng Executive's Organization Product Points were
equal to or greater than 2500 in the Canceled Marketing Execurive's fast
month of inacriviry. the Firsr Generation Marketing Executive who has
or first anains rhe srarus which corresponds ro the Canceled Markermg
Executive's Organization Product Points in the first month of inactiviry
will roll up to the position of the Canceled Marketing Executive the
month following rbe month the Firsr Generation Marketing Execurive
has or anains such srarus, bur in no evenr sooner than the montb
following the Canceled Marketing Executives second month of
inactiviry. If rwo or more Frrst Generation Markering Executives qualify
for the roll up in the same month, the tie will be broken bv application of
the criteria set fonh in subparagraph {i) above.
(b) Tbe Enroller of a Canceled Marketing Execurive will inherit rhe Canceled
Marketing Executive's Personal Enrollees as follows:
(iJ For each Personal Enrollee that is a Cusromer (with no Markering
Organization) or thar had the Acrive Srarus of a Markering Executive

and had less than 2100 Or2anization Product Points in tbe Canceled
Marketing Execuri;,e's
month of inaetiV1ry the Enroller will
auromarically inherit the Personal Enrollee in the Canceled """"·'""'b
Executive's thrrd month
(ii) For each Personal
the Active Status of a
Executive II or above and had less than 2 500 Orgaruzation Pro duo
Poinrs in rhe Canceled Marketing Executive's first month
the Enroller will inherit such Personal Enrollee in the monrh
the month the Personal Enrollee bas advanced one sratus above the acnve
srarus the Personal Enrollee had in the Canceled "~""·cuuch:eet1m1es
firsr month of inacrivrry
(iii) For each Personal Enrollee thar had Organizanon Product Pmms of 2\00
or more m the Canceied Markenng Execunve's first rnonrh of inactivny,
the Enroller will inherit such Personal Enrollee in the month
the monrh tbe Personal Enrollee has advanced one status level above
Volume Status that the Personal Enrollee bad in the Canceled "'"'u~cu"'"
Execurlve--s first month of inaaiviry.
(iv) I{ the Personal Enrollee !ud Organization Product Points of 50,000
or more or an Executive Status of Execurive Direcror or higher m the
Canceled Markenng Executive's fast month of inacriviry, the Enroller
cannot inherit such Personal Enrollee.
(v) No Enroller can inherir a Personal Enrollee whose Execunve Status is
higher than his/her own, unless neither has an Executive Status higher
than Director IL
(c) If the Canceled Marketing Executive had the Active Status of Senior
Dlrecror or above in his/her lasr month of acriviry and (i) was renninared
by Melaleuca for a policy violanon or (ii) voluntarilv resigned or went
macrive wbile under mvesugation for a policy violation, the Enroller of sucb
Canceled lviarkering .Executive \Vill continue to receive
a Personal Enrollee wrth tbe same status :.Senior, Execurive or Corporare
Director) ro count towards the Enroller's status for rwelve consecutive
months from the month following the termination or resignarion of the
Canceled Marketing Execurive. For each month airer the initial twelve
rnonths the Enroll;r of such Canceled Marketing Executive will recejve
credit for hav:ing a Personal Enrollee Vlitb the status (Senior, Executive or
Corporare Drrector) arrriburable pursuant to the Compensation Plan ro tbe
Group Volume of the Markering Organization of the Canceled M:arkering
Executive. However such credit cannot apply at the same rime with resp~w
ro two Personal Enrollees. Therefore, the credit v,ill ei.-pire in the firsr month
in which both of the following have occurred: (x) a Pe~sonal Enrollee of the
Canceled Markenng Executive rolls up into the position previously held
by the Canceled Markering Executive, and (y) the Enroller of rhe Canceled
Markering Executive inhents or has inherired sucb Personal Enrollee of the
Canceled Marketing Executive.
(d) To qualify for any roll up or inheritance, the Markering Executive who will be
receiving the roll up or wbo will be inheriting Personal Enrollees must have
been in compliance with Melaleucas policies for the preceding n months

fu;

1

1

40. Obligations of Independent Contractors
As an in depend em conrractor, it is a Marketing Execurive's responsibiliry to

la) Abide by any and all federal, stare, provincial, counry and local laws, rules
and regulations penaining ro the acquisition, receipt, holding,
disrriburing or advenising of Melaleuca products and services and
promotion of the Melaleuca business opponuniry;
(b) Ar the Marketing Executive's OR'Il expense, make, execute or file all such
reports and obrain sucb licenses as are required by law or public aurhorirv
with respect to his/her Independent Melaleuca Business and/or the receipt,
holding, selling, disrriburing or promotL."lg of Melaleuca producrs;
(c) lle solely responsible for declaration and pavment of all local. stare,
provinciali federal and general sales ta.;.es and fees as may accrue because
of the Marketing Executive's acth~nes in conjuncnon with hisfner
lndependent Melaleuca Business;
(d) Supply all ofhisfner own equipment and tools for operating hisfher
business, such as telephone, rransponanon, professional services, office
equipment, and office supplies: and
(e) Provide h1s(her own place ofbusmess and determine h1sfher own work
bours.
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4r. Marketing Executives Are Not Corporate Representatives
m:d1K.euD~ r,x.eurnve> are nor corporate representatives oi Melaleuca and are not
~11rnr1m•Fn to incur any debt. expense or obhgation on behall of or for Melaleuca
nor bind Melaleuca to any agreement conrracr

42. Corrective Measures
AU of the
in this Statement of Pokies, the provisions of the Indenendent
Agreement, the Corporate Enriry Applicanon and
Agreemem, the Tax Exempt Ennry Applicanon and Agreemem and any orhet
agreements entered into by and between Melaieuca and Marketing Execunves are
material terms to the agreement between Melaleuca and MarkeIL'1g Execunves. A
.cxeu1w.•eo ~1 iolarion of anv of the terms and conditions oi anv of these
agreemeni:s or tht Statement of Polic;es or any iliegaL1 fraudulent,
r.r
unethical business
a Jvlarketing Execunve may result, at Melaleuca·s
corrective measures:
(a) issuance of a wnnen \vammg
(b) imnosinon of a fine, which mav be imposed immediatelv or withheld irom
fu~re commission and/or bonus checks;
( c) reassiemnenr of all or nan of his/ner Marketing Organization;
(d) suspe';1Slon ofhis/her,Independent Marketing Executive Agreement for
one or more months;
(e'1 cancellation of his or her Independent Marketing Executive Agret'.m<ont'.
(fl any other measure e>mressly stared within any of the policies set
in the Statement of Policies or any provision of the MarK.eting Executive
Agreement, the Corporate Entity Application and Agreement, or the Tax
Exempt Entity Application and Agreement.
Melaleuca has rhe right to withhold from a Markeri'1g Execunve all bonuses
and commisswns during the period that Melaleuca 1s mvestigating the
violative conduct of the Marketing Execurive. If a Marketing Executives
lm1eriendent Marketing Execurive Agreement is canceled due ro a violanon
the mvestigation, the Marketing Execuuve will not be entitled to anv
co=issions or bonuses withheld by Mebieuca during the
invesrigarion penod

43. Forfeiture of Rights to Bonuses and Commissions
So long as a Marketing Executive is complying \:Vith all policies and terms of
the Independent lvlarketing Executive Agreement. Melaleuca is obliga1ed IO
commissions and bonuses ro such Marketing Executive in accordance \Vith

Compensation Plan A Marketing Executive's commissions and bonuses
constirut,e the entire consideration for all of the lviarkerii-igExecurive's efions
in generating sales, and the Marketing Executive's right to receive commissions
and bonuses from Melaleuca consiirutes the enure value arrribmable to
the Marketing Executive's Marketing Organization. Following a Markenng
Executives
cancellation for macriviry, or volumary or invo!u.-:irary
cancellation
Independent Marketing Executive Agreement, such
former Marketing Executive shall have no righr, title. claim or interest to the
.Marketing Organizarion. the former Marketing Executive shall have no claim
for compensation for the Marketh-:ig Organization or for bonuses or commissions
stemming from sales generated v.~thin or by the Marketing Organization or for car
bonus amounts held in escrow bv Melaleuca. Follov.ing voluntary
cancellation of his/her Independent Marketing Execmive Agreement, the former
Markenng Executive shall not hold himself/nerse!f our as a Melaleuca Marketing
Executive and shall not have the right to sell Melaleuca products or services.
44. Amendments to Compensation Plan, Statement of Policies, and/or
Independent Marketing E'l:ecutive Agreement
Upon notification ro Marketing Executlves, Mela1euca ma;\ at its sole discretion 1
a~end the Compensanon Plan. Statement of Policies, Definitions of Terms
and/orrhe terms of the Independent Markering Executive Agreement and any
other agreements entered inro by and berv.•een Melaleuca and the .Marketing
Executives. By signing the Independent lviarketing Executive Agreemem1
Marke1ingExecutives agree ro abide bv any such amendments. The contltluation
of an Independent Melaleuca Business or a Marketing Executive's acceptance of
commissi;ns and/or bonuses from Melaleuca consrinnes his/her accentance of
anv such amendments. Marketmg Executives will be bound bv the m~sr current
versions of the Compensation Plan, the Staremem of Pohcies, the Defininons
ofTerms, the Inciependenr Markering Executive Agreemem and any other
agreements emered into by and between 1vielaleuc;; and the lviarkering Executives

MELALEUCADEFINTTIONS OFTERMS
The followmg terms will have the meanings set fonh herem when used rn
Meialeucas Sratemem of Pohc1es,
Pla.'1
Marketing Executive Agreement and
Melaleuca Material
Active Customer: Any Customer wbc
rnonrt

Product Pomrs each

Acnve Starns leve! pursuant to the Compensanon PlaI1
Acrive Status: The deveiovrnem posrnon or

starus or a
Executive as of the most r~cent m.ontb end 1 or business reporring penoci,

luumal Income Statistics: A summary of mcorne sranstics
J)'
Melaleuca seuing forth mformanon
high and low mcome
received by Markermg Execunves on arJ an...rmal
Assist: A Marketing Executive who
another Marketing Execunve to vresem
the Melaleuca program may be
as the 'Assts:'· on ;;,e lnciepende~r
Marketing Executive
Marketing Executive destgnared as
the "AssJ.St" receives rhe Value Pack and Career Pack commissron on the first Value
Pack or Career Pack ordered by the new Customer or Marketing Execunve.
Average Retention Inciex: An average of the pcrcentrtges of customers remaining
in an ;rgantzarion from the past ' emo!L'T!cm months. Your AR.I is used ro
derennL'1e vour Rerenrion Facror. multiplier in the Leadership Pool formula,
and
~re a Senior Direc10r or above) detennines yourparric1pation m the
uarn,rs.nm Growth Bonus.
Badrup Order: A preselected
of Mebleuca products which ts
automancalJy shipped to Preferred Cuswmers if they fail to ordei the IDL'11isnum
Product Points agreed upon in
select the Preierred Customer ontion m the
Agreement pre:authori2~ Melaleuca to send a Backup Order anci to make an
aurnmaric \ViLhdrawal from their
account 1 or a ciiarge to their credn card
ro pay for each Backup Order.
Business Kit (Membership Kit): The Melaleuca product and business
on,norru.rutv inforrnation portfolio purchased by a new Markenng Executive
pursuant to
terms of the Jndenendent Marketing
~vhich includes product and marketing informanon and
Ma renal
Comnensarion Plan: The plan offered by Melaleuca which sets fonb
c~moensarion provided. to 11arketing.E.xecunves ior tbe conrmumg
promot;;,g, training. motivation, servicing and development of t.hm lndepenaenr
Melaleuca Businesses.
the

Corporate Entity Application and Agreement: The addendum to the
Independent Marketing Execunve Agreement which musr be completed by
corporate emines which are applvmg ro become Marketi..'1g Executives.
Customer: A person who has an Enroller. has complered, executed and delivered
Melaleuca a Customer Membership Agreement and has paid to Melaleuca the
appropriate membership fee. Customers are either Direct Customers or Preferreci
Customers.
to

Customer Membership Agreement: The agreement which must be cornpleled,
signed, received and accepted bv Meiaieuca before a person may become a
Customer.
Customer Number: A unique number assigned
to each Cusromer
facilitate internal record keening bv Melaleuca mth respect to the Customer

10

Direct Customer: A Customer who is authonzed to purchase product from
A1elaieuca ar Direct CDsrorner pnce:s pursuant to a
Agreement

Elecrronic Checking: A pavmem method bv whicb a Cuswmer authoru.es
Melaieuca to deduct pavrnenr for orders directly from his/her
accoun:
I.nor vet permmed in Jamaica or BahamasJ.
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I
I
I

End Consumer:

commurncat10ns and Internet commuruc.arions

the purpose of

consummg them

Organization Product Points: The total Product Points arrrihmable to Melaleuca
products which a
oc

Enroll: To enlist. sponsor or sign up ar.i individual or enury into a program or
orgamz.anon.

ma

Enroller: Tile

I
I
I
I

I

1

a Customer or

who piaved an active role rn t.1-ie presentation of Mela\euca products or business
opponunirv to rhe new Customer.
Executive Status: The

posinon ever achieved with lvielaieuca

Organization PCs: The total net Preferred Customers in a
orgamzanon ma given n1onth.

online.
Immediate Household: lvfamed
and persons
m the same
home, and \\rith respect to Jviarketmg Execunves and Cusrorncrs \:vh1cb are
enrines (e.g., corporations. rax exempt ~nntiesr trusrs, ere.) rather lhan mdividuals
Immediate Household means the sharei10lders, owners. directors, officers,
rrustees. responsible pames, etc. of such emiries and persons married w or
tn the same home "~til the persons who are the shareholders, ov,mers,
direcwrs, off1cers1 trusrees, responsible pc.....'!1es ere. of such entities.

month.
1

1

Inactive Customer: A Cusrorner becomes inacnve if he/she fails ro
mmnnurn of 35 Product Po:intsfor rwo consecutive months.
Inactive Jv!arketing Executive:
becomes inactive if
the number of Product Points that are
he/she fails ro
to

Independent Melaleuca Business: The busmess orgaillzation

Execurive.

Personal Customer: A person who purchases prociua

irorn Melaleuca

usmg
Personal Enrollee: An Enroller's Enrollee to whom the Enroller has personally
introduced Mel.aleuca and/or
an acnve role rn the ptesemarion of
Melaleuca
or business opponunny
Personal Director: A Personal Enrollee "vvith rhe acnve sranis of Direcwr

products o;generate sales of MeLtleuca produm from whi~h the Marketing
Executive is enriried to rece1ve commissions.
Marketing Execmive: A person who has an Enroller, has completed, executed
and delivered ro Melaieuca an lndependent Marketmg Execmive Agreement, has
purchased a Business K.ir) has at least one Customer and has received his/her iirst
commiss10n checl:
Marketing Organization: The Customers and Marketing Executives that
comprise the group of individuals or enrines from which the Markenng Executive
is entitled to receive commiss10ns based upon the collective sales volume of the
and the mrus of cenain Marketing Executives \Yithin the group pursuant to
of Compensanon.
service as marketed by
MeiaCom ™: Melaleuca's long-distance
Melaleucc.1
inrerexchange earner for such service
1

Melaleuca: Melaleuca, lnc., Melaleuca of Canada. lnc., and/or Melaleuca of the
Caribbean, lnc
Melaleuca lnremational Sponsorship Program: The program offered by
to sponsorship

by Marketing Executives m one counrry

Markenng Execunves in foreign countries where lvielaleuca is
autborized w do business
Monthly Business Reoorts: Reports produced bv Melaleuca on a rnomhlv basis
and provided ro Marketing Execunves which contain wlormation relating ro
the activiry of the Marketing Executive's lvlarketing Organizanor.. The Momhlv
Business Reports cornam rrade secret inionnarion that is proprietary ro Melaleuca
form which is aurhorized
and disseminated bv

mcludes 1 but is not

makes to a Personal Cusrnmer

Preferred Customer: A Customer wbo is aurhonzed
products from
Melaleuca at Preferred Cusrorne.r prices and who has commmed to
each
month
toraling at least 35 Product Po in rs.
Product Points: A value assigned 10 each lvielaieuw

a J\1arketin£: Execunve and rflose nersons and enrir1es that purchase

Melaleuca witfl

by

Personal Sales: Sales which

to becoming a Markenng Executive.

I
I
I
I
I

Personal Product Points: Tile total momhiy Prociuct Pomts personally oroduced

or above.

at

Independent Marketing Exemrive Agreement: The agreement which must be
completed,
received and accepted
as one oi the prereowsnes

I

Execunves

PEG Volume: Personal Enrollee Group (PEG) Volume is the total organizatiot'
Product Pomr volume of a
Person2l Enrollees many given

co:1secu;:1ve months.

I

Personal

Product Points. For each month that a Marketlilg Executive !S enrolied m and
MelaCom"
Product Pomrs for
Pomrs
bvthe
fo:.t:xec11tl'JesMarkenng Orgamzanon in that
JVl;uKec111~ Executive has an acnve Melaleuca Credit Car2.
his or her Organization
Points for that month v.'ill include Produc1
Pomrs arrrib~table to Meialeuca Credit Card usage bY
Execunves
Orgarn.zanon m that calendar monrt

Enrollee: A Customer or MarketILg Execunve,.

1

limiied to,

or servICe upon

which commissions and bonuses are calculated.
Product Point Producrion: To produce Product Points
must create sales to end consumers other than customers m the
Execunve's 11arkenng Organizanon, These sales rnusr be products the consumer
as
consumers ro purchase produas
comm1ss10n.

Recruit: r) To aner::ipt to enroll. enhst, or solicit an indi,~dual or emirv TO Joir.
a busrness 1 procram or onraniza.tion: or 2) to attemvr to promote, influence or

encourage ~'1 ~dividual ;r enury to JOin a busines~1 pro,grarn or orgaruzanon: or
3; to present, or parricipate or assist in the presentation of. a business, progr.im,
organization or lrs products. To consmure recruinng. such elions or an empts mav
be performed either citrectlv through personal contact or indirectly through a
third parry.

Sratemem of Policies: The
published by Melaleuca, as amended irom
rime to time, \vhich set fonh. among orber things, the requirements
an Independent Melaleuca Business
Support Team: The Marketing Executives above an individual in a
Organization who have the pm:ential ro rece1ve commissions based upon the
purchases of such individual.
Tax Exempt Emiry Application and Agreement: Tbe addendum ro rhe
lndependent lviarkering .Exe cu rive
:::nus1 be
by ta;:
exempt entines which are

Volume Status: /ill acivancemems in status of Direcror II or above reqmre a
minimum volume
Produc1 Pomrs. The scams co1Teo;pond:uig

pnnred material. audio and vicieo rapes sarellue broadcasts fax and elecuoruc
1

1
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

MELALEUCA, INC.,
corporation,

an Idaho
Case No.
Plaintiff,

CV-09 2616

vs.

RICK FOELLER and NATALIE FOELLER,
Defe

DEPOSITION OF THOMAS K. KNUTSON
Tuesday, October 6, 2009, 10:30 a.m.
Idaho Falls, Idaho
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DEPOSITION OF THOMAS K. KNUTSON - 10/06/2009
1

financial officer,

2

Q.

I do not have knowledge of that.

And so the record's clear,

that

3

question was not the best articulated,

and I

4

apologize.

5

conduct of my clients,

6

clear,

7

executives that have this disheartened feeling or

8

feeling of instability that relates to alleged

9

conduct of my clients under policy 20?

But I'm wanting to focus on the alleged
and just so that we're

you don't have any evidence of any marketing

10

A.

None that I'm aware of at this time.

11

Q.

Well,

then let me turn it back and ask

12

you just point blank,

13

specifically that Melaleuca has been irreparably

14

harmed by my client's alleged conduct under policy

15

2 0?

A.

Well,

what evidence do you have

as I said,

this is very -- it's

17

a special relationship that we have with our

18

marketing executives and one where trust and

19

confidence is very important.

20

or for me to place a value or project what those

21

damages are.

22

special consultant to help or assist us in putting

23

a value or a damage assignment.
Q.

24

25

value,

Therefore,

Fair enough.

Very hard to measure

we're going to engage a

Putting aside a dollar

I'm talking about specifically not damages,

T&T
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D · OSITION OF THOMAS K.

KNUTSON -

10/06/2009

REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

SS.

I, Sandra D. Terrill, CSR, RPR, and Notary Public
in and for the State of Idaho, do hereby certify:
That prior to being examined Thomas K. Knutson,
the witness named in the foregoing deposition, was by
me duly sworn to testify to the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth;
That said deposition was taken down by me in
shorthand at the time and place therein named and
thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction,
and that the foregoing transcript contains a full,
true, and verbatim record of said deposition.
I further certify that I have no interest in the
event of the action.
WITNESS my hand and seal this 12th day of October
2009.

I
I

I

Say;dra D. Terrill
Idaho CSR No. 702,
Notary Public in and for
the State of Idaho.

I
My Commission Expires:

11-10-10
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WOOD JENKINS LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rj armstrong@woodjenkinslaw.com

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY
)

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

DEFENDANTS' THIRD SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND FOURTH
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION

)
)

RICK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

)
)

Civil No. CV-09-2616

)

The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

)
)
)
)

Pursuant to Rules 33 and 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendants
Rick Foeller and Natalie Foeller ("Defendants"), propound the following Third Set of
Interrogatories and Fourth Requests for Production to Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc. ("Melaleuca"), to
be answered and produced by Melaleuca within 30 days from the date hereof or within such
shorter period as the Court shall order. The requested documents are to be produced at the
offices of Wood Jenkins LLC, 500 Eagle Gate Tower, 60 East South Temple Salt Lake City,
Utah 84111.

359

THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: State the specific dollar amount of damages you

claim were caused by Defendants' alleged violations of Policy 20.
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: State the name, address, and telephone number of

any experts you have designated or intend to designate to testify on Melaleuca' s behalf regarding
any damages in any currently pending litigation or arbitration where at least one of the claims
involves allegations of Policy 20 violations and/or unlawful recruiting of Melaleuca's marketing
executives.
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: In relation to any currently pending litigation or

arbitration, state the name of the case, case number, and court where you have designated or
intend to designate an expert witness to testify on your behalf relating to the issue of damages
arising from alleged violations of Policy 20 and/or unlavdul recruiting of Melaleuca's marketing
executives.
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: In relation to this case, state the name, address, and

telephone number of each expert witness you intend to designate pursuant to Idaho R. Civ. P.
26(b)(4).
FOURTH REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS
REQUEST NO. 1: Please produce all expert reports that have been prepared in

relation to the experts and/or matters identified in Interrogatory Nos. 2-4 above.

2

360

REQUEST NO. 2: Please produce any and all correspondence, including e-mails
and other correspondence, between Melaleuca on one hand and the expert( s) identified in
Intenogatory No. 4 above on the other.

DA TED this 25 1h day of January, 2011.
WOOD JENKINS LLC

S:\WPDATA\PLEADfNG\FOELLER.MELALEUCA.THIRD SET OF fNTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION.wpd
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WOOD JENKINS LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rj armstrong@woodcrapo.com

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE OF
DEFENDANTS' THIRD SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND FOURTH
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
Civil No. CV-09-2616
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

)
)
)

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 25th day of January, 2011, a true and correct
copy of DEFENDANTS' THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND FOURTH

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION were mailed to the following:
Curt R. Thomsen
Richard Friess
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, P.L.L.C.
263 5 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
Attorneys for Plaintiff

361

Brent V. Manning
Maiming Curtis Bradshaw & Bednm LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Josh Chandler, Esq.
Ryan Nelson, Esq.
3910 S. Yellowstone Hwy.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Attorneys for P laintif.f

DATED this 25 1h day of January, 2011.
WOOD JENKINS LLC

By~.::__~~...L::::.;r!l.o==;tt=:;::::,L.L-~~~~~~

Richard J. A
60 E. South e
e, Suite 500
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rjarmstrongr@woodjenkinslaw.com
Attorneys for Defendants

S IWPDATA\PLEADING\FOELLER.MELALEUCACERTIFJCATE OF SERVICE.DISCOVERY.wpd
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James D. Holman, Esq., ISB #2547
Richard R. Friess, Esq., ISB #7820
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES
263 5 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Telephone (208) 522-1230
Fax (208) 522-1277
ho lman@thomsenstephensl aw. corn
rfriess(a),thomsenstephenslaw.com
Brent Manning, Esq., ISB #2359
MANNING CURTIS BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone (801) 363-5678
Fax (801) 364-5678
Ryan D. Nelson, Esq., ISB # 8357
Josh Chandler, Esq., ISB # 7756
MELALEUCA INC.
3910 S. Yellowstone Hwy.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Telephone (208) 522-0700
Fax (208) 534-2063)522-1277
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
v.
)
)
RICK AND NATALIE FOELLER,
)
individuals,
)
)
Defendants.
)

Case No. CV-09-2616

PLAINTIFF'S
ANSWERS TO
DEFENDANTS' THIRD SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND FOURTH
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION

~~~~~~~~~~~~~-)
1-

ANSWERS TO DEFENDANTS' THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES ~ND FOURTH REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION
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Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc. answers the Defendants' Third Set of Interrogatories and Fourth
Requests for Production as follows:
GENERAL OBJECTIONS

l.

Plaintiff generally objects to the Requests to the extent that they demand that Plaintiff

respond in a manner inconsistent with the requirements of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
2.

Plaintiff generally objects to Defendants's "Instructions" and "Definitions" to the

extent they are in any way inconsistent with the requirements of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
3.

Plaintiff generally objects to the Requests to the extent that they seek to compel

disclosure of confidential and/or privileged information under the attorney/client privilege,
information which is non-discoverable under the attorney work product doctrine, i.e., information
prepared in anticipated of litigation or this proceeding, or containing the mental impressions,
conclusions, opinions or legal theories of any attorney or other legal or investigative representative
of Plaintiff, or other applicable privileges, laws or doctrines which prohibit or otherwise limit
discovery, or information which has been gathered or prepared in anticipation of or in connection
with litigation. To the extent that the Requests can be construed to seek such information, Plaintiff
objects to those requests and will provide only non-privileged and non-immune information.
4.

Plaintiff generally objects to the Requests to the extent that they seek to compel the

production or disclosure of information not relevant to the subject matter involved in this action and
not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant and/or admissible evidence. By
providing any of the information requested, Plaintiff does not concede the relevance thereof to the
subject matter of this litigation.
5.
2-

Plaintiff generally objects to the Requests to the extent that they are indefinite, vague,

ANSWERS TO DEFENDA.NTS' THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND FOURTH REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION
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ambiguous, overly broad or duplicative.
6.

Plaintiff objects to the Requests to the extent they are unduly burdensome and

expensive, taking into account the needs of the case, the amount in controversy and the issues at
stake in the litigation. Plaintiff is willing, however, to confer with Defendants to resolve any
disagreements between the parties relating to the scope, breadth and relevance of Defendants'
discovery requests.
7.

Plaintiff objects to the Requests to the extent they seek information already known

to Defendants or available to Defendants from documents in their own files or from public sources.
8.

Plaintiff objects to the Requests to the extent they call for a legal conclusion.

Plaintiff's responses shall not be construed as providing a legal conclusion concerning the meaning
or application of any terrn(s) or phrase(s) used in the Requests.
9.

Plaintiff objects to the Requests to the extent they seek information that is not within

the possession, custody or control of Plaintiff.
10.

Any response to the Requests indicating that documents have been or will be

produced is not to be construed as an admission that documents responsive to the specific Request
actually exist.
Plaintiff incorporates each of the foregoing objections into its response to each individual
request as though fully set forth therein.
THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: State the specific dollar amount of damages you claim were

caused by Defendants' alleged violations of Policy 20.
ANSWER: Plaintiff is in the process of determining the amount of damages caused by

Defendants' alleged violations of Policy 20 and will seasonably supplement this answer when the
3-
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determination is made.
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: State the name, address, and telephone number of any experts

you have designated or intend to designate to testify on Melaleuca's behalf regarding any damages
in any currently pending litigation or arbitration where at least one of the claims involves allegations
of Policy 20 violations andJor unlawful recruiting of Melaleuca's marketing executives.
ANSWER: Plaintiff objects to this interrogatory. To the extent the interrogatory seeks

information regarding experts Plaintiff has retained or intends to retain in actions separate from the
present one, the information sought is irrelevant and is also protected under I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4) and
26(b)(4)(B).
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: In relation to any currently pending litigation or arbitration,

state the name of the case, case number, and court where you have designated or intend to designate
an expert witness to testify on your behalf relating to the issues of damages arising from alleged
violations of Policy 20 andJor unlawful recruiting of Melaleuca's marketing executives.
ANSWER: Plaintiff objects to this interrogatory. To the extent the interrogatory seeks

information regarding experts Plaintiff has retained or intends to retain in actions separate from the
present one, the information sought is irrelevant and is also protected under LR. C.P. 26(b )( 4) and
26(b)(4)(B).
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: In relation to this case, state the name, address, and telephone

number of each expert witness you intend to designate pursuant to Idaho R. Civ. P. 26(b )(4).
ANSWER: Plaintiff will provide this information in accordance with the expert witness

disclosure cutoff date set forth in the Court's January 25, 2011 Scheduling Order.
FOURTH REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND TIDNGS
REQUEST NO. 1: Please produce all expert reports that have been prepared in relation to

4-
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the experts and/or matters identified in Interrogatory Nos. 2-4 above.

RESPONSE: With respect to Interrogatories Nos. 2-3, see Plaintiff's Answers to the
respective interrogatories.

With respect to Interrogatory No. 4,

Plaintiff will provide this

information in accordance with the expert witness disclosure cutoff date in the Court's January 25,
2011 Scheduling Order.

REQUEST NO. 2: Please produce any and all correspondence, including e-mails and other
correspondence, between Melaleuca on one hand and the expert(s) identified in Interrogatory No.
4 above on the other.

RESPONSE: Plaintiff objects on the basis that the Request seeks information outside
LR.C.P. 26(b )(1) and on the basis that the information sought is subject to the attorney client and/or
work product privilege. Without waiving said objection, see Answer to Interrogatory No. 4.
DATED this'22ziay of February, 2011.
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC

By:
Richard R. Friess, Esq.

5-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofidaho, resident of and with
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the22uay of February, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing to be served upon the following persons at the addresses below their names
either by depositing said document in the United States mail with the correct postage thereon or by
hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below.
RICHARD J. ARMSTRONG, ESQ
500 EAGLE GATE TOWER
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
FAX: (801) 366-6061

[x] Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile

THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC

By<SZ-lJtZ-~
Richard R. Friess, Esq.

)

CRT:RRF:s1-1J
4550-021\028 ANS 3RD INT & 4TH REQ.wpd
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Richard R. Friess, Esq., ISB #7820
James D. Holman, Esq., ISB #2547
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Telephone (208) 522-1230
Fax (208) 522-1277
holmanla>,thomsensteohenslaw.com
rfiiess@thomsenstephenslaw.com
Brent Manning, Esq., ISB #2359
MANNING CURTIS BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone (801) 363-5678
Fax (801) 364-5678
Ryan D. Nelson, Esq., ISB # 8357
Josh Chandler, Esq., ISB # 7756
MELALEUCA INC.
3910 S. Yellowstone Hwy.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Telephone (208) 522-0700
Fax (208) 534-2063
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
v.
)
)
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE FOELLER,)
)
Defendants.
)

1-
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In accordance with the court's Order Setting Pre-Trial Conference and Jury Trial dated
January 25, 2011, PlaintiffMelaleuca, Inc., hereby makes the following expert witness disclosure:

1.

Robert W. Smith, CP AlABV - 36 South State Street, Suite 500, Salt Lake City, UT

84111; (801) 708-7700.
Mr. Smith is a shareholder of Lone Peak Valuation Group. Prior to Lone Peak he was a
Director in the international professional services firm ofLECG. He has approximately fifteen years
of public accounting/consulting experience. Throughout his employment he has spent a considerable
amount of time calculating commercial litigation damages and intellectual property damages. He
also performs valuations of businesses and various intellectual property assets outside the context
oflitigation. A complete copy of his curriculum vitae is attached as Exhibit "A."
Mr. Smith will offer an expert opinion as to the damages Melaleuca suffered as a result of
Foeller's recruitment of Melaleuca Marketing Executives to Max International.
DATED this Wday of September, 2011.
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC

By:

Richard R. Friess, Esq.

2-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on September 20, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of the
foregoing PLAINTIFF'S EXPERT 'WITNESS DISCLOSURE to be served upon the following
persons at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the United States
mail with the correct postage thereon, by hand delivery, by transmitting by facsimile, or by placing
said document in the attorney's courthouse box, as set forth below.

RICHARD J. ARMSTRONG
500 EAGLE GATE TOWER
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
FAX: (801) 366-6061

;rfu.s. Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile
[ ] Courthouse Box

THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC

By~?:~

Richard R. Friess, E~

3-
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l
VALUATION

GROUP

ROGER W. SMITH, CPA/ABV
36 South State Street, Suite 500
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Main: (801) 708-7700
Fax: (801) 708-7701
Direct: (801) 321-6330
E-mail: rsmith@lonepeakvaluation.com

Professional Enphasis

Principal of the Lone Peak Valuation Group specializing in the valuation of closely-held
businesses and intangible assets for the purposes of acquisitions, sales, purchases, incentive
stock options and litigation/dispute support (lost profit claims, intellectual property
infringement claims, shareholder disputes). Also performs various accounting/transaction
review and analyses.
Professional Experience
2008 to present

Lone Peak Valuation Group
Principal
Salt Lake City, Utah
Financial Advisory Services

2001to2008

LECG
Director
Salt Lake City, Utah
Financial Advisory Services.

1995 to 2001

PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
Manager
Salt Lake City, Utah

Professional Credentials
Certified Public Accountant- Accredited in Business Valuation
Education

University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah
Masters ofAccounting- Awarded Outstanding Accounting Scholar
BS Accounting- Magna Cwn Laude, Phi Beta Kappa

Professional M embershipsllnvolvement
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Utah Association of Certified Public Accountants- Chaimrnn of the Business Valuation Committee
(2001 - 2002, 2002 - 2003)
Co~Instructor NACVA- Valuing Intellectual Property
Instructor NACVA- Valuing Intellectual Property for Financial Reporting Purposes

Speeches, Articles, and Books
"Calculating IP Damages"
NACVA, Washington DC-Nov2001
"Fair Value and Its Implications for All of Us"
The Journal Entry-December 2002
"An Introduction to Valuing Intellectual Property"
The RMA Journal - May 2002
"ValuationandSFAS 141 & 142"
The Journal Entry-June 2002
"Valuing Intellectual Property"
Western States Association of Tax Administrators- 2002

"Business Valuation Basics"
UACPA Business Valuation Symposium
-September 2002

"Intellectual Property Damages: Guidelines and Analysis,"
Contributing Author, Wiley Publications, November 2002
"Business Valuation"
University of Utah- May 2004

"Valuing IP for Purchase Price Allocations"
NACYA, Salt Lake City- Oct 2005
"How to Determine the Value of Your Business"
Law School for Business People, Small Business Development Group- October 2006
"Intangible Asset Valuation"
ACG Corporate Roundtable, March 2007
"Fair Value Issues in Financial Reporting"
UACPA Winter Symposium, December 2010

Roger W. Smith- Prior Testimony Experience:

Case Name
Utah Resources International, Inc. v.
Mark Technolo2ies Corp., et al.
Traverse Mountain Enterprises, LLC
v.
VS Fox Ridge, LLC., et. al.
Horton et. al.
v.
Park City Group, Inc., et. al.
Mitchell v. Freeman & Jones
Wasatch Oil & Gas, LLC
v.
Reott et. al.
Kortright et. al.
v.
Advanced Network Installations, LLC, et. al.
CRNDLLC

Description
Deposition,
State Court, Utah
Deposition,
State Comt, Utah
Deposition,
State Court, Utah

I Deposition, Arbitration
State Court, Nevada
Trial,
State Court, Utah
Deposition, Trial
State Court, Utah

v.

Deposition,
State Court, Utah

Seelevel et. Al
Daly

Deposition

v.
Lambert
Techni-Graphic Services, Inc.,

v.
Majestic Homes
Darol Forsythe, John Forsythe, and PIN/NIP,
Inc.

Trial
Deposition
Federal Court, Utah
Deposition
Federal Court, Idaho

v.
Tri-River Chemical Company, Inc., and Aceto
Agricultural Chemicals Corporation
Trial
Bonneville Distributing, Inc.,
Deposition
v.
State Court, Utah
Green River Development Associates, Inc., et
al.
Oliekan

v.

Trial
State Court, Utah

Oliekan
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

MELALEUCA, Inc.,
Plaintiff,
-vs.RICK FOELLER, et al,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2009-2616
ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL
CONFERENCE AND JURY TRIAL="~

Pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, the following pre-trial
schedule shall govern all proceedings in this case:
I. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:
1.

Formal pre-trial conference pursuant to Rule 16, I.R.C.P., will be held on

December 5, 2011, at 10:00 a.m., at which time witness lists, exhibit lists and any
proposed jury instructions must be filed.
Jury Trial shall commence at 1:30 p.m., on December 19, 2011.

2.

No later than ninety (90) days before the date set for trial, counsel shall disclose
the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of expert witnesses that may be
called to testify at trial.
4.

All discovery shall be completed seventy (70) days prior to trial. 1

5.

All Motions for Summary Judgment must be filed sixty (60) days prior to trial in

\10

conformance with Rule 56(a), I.R.C.P.

6.

All Motions for Summary Judgment must be heard at least twenty-eight (28) days
prior to trial.

1

Discovery requests must be served so that timely responses will be due prior to the discovery cutoff date.

ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE AND JURY TRIAL- 1
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II. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that each attorney shall, no later than fourteen (14)
days before trial:
I.

Submit a list of names to the court of persons who may be called to testify.

2.

Submit a descriptive list of all exhibits proposed to be offered into evidence to the
court indicating which exhibits counsel have agreed will be received in evidence
without objection and those to which objections will be made, including the basis
upon which each objection will be made.

3.

Submit a brief to the court citing legal authorities upon which the party relies as to
each issue of law to be litigated.

4.

If this is a jury trial, counsel shall submit proposed jury instructions to all parties
to the action and the court. All requested instructions submitted to the court shall
be in duplicate form as set out in Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 51 (a)( 1).

5.

Submit that counsel have in good faith tried to settle this action.

6.

State whether liability is disputed.

III. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that each attorney shall no later than seven (7) days
before trial:
1.

Submit any objections to the jury instructions requested by an opponent specifying
the instruction and the grounds for the objection.

2.

Deposit with the clerk of the court all exhibits to be introduced, except those for
impeachment. The clerk shall mark plaintiffs exhibits in numerical sequence as
requested by plaintiff and shall mark all defendant's exhibits in alphabetical
sequence as requested by defendant.

3.

A duplicate set of all exhibits to be introduced, except those for impeachment,
shall be placed in binders, indexed, and deposited with the clerk of the court.

IV. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that:
1.

Any exhibits or witnesses discovered after the last required disclosure shall
immediately be disclosed to the court and opposing counsel by filing and service
stating the date upon which the same was discovered.

2.

No exhibits shall be admitted into evidence at trial other than those disclosed,
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listed and submitted to the clerk of the court in accordance with this order, except
when offered for impeachment purposes or unless they were discovered after the
last required disclosure.
3.

This order shall control the course of this action unless modified for good cause
shown to prevent manifest injustice.

4.

The court may impose appropriate sanctions for violation of this order.
DATED this 24th day of January 2011.

JON J. SH
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 24th day of January 2011, I did send a true and conect copy of
the aforementioned Order upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the conect postage
thereon, or by causing the same to be hand delivered.
Jason Wood
Courthouse Box
Joshua Chandler
3910 S. Yellowstone Hwy.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Brent Manning
370 East South Temple, Suite 200
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Richard Armstrong
60 E South Temple, Suite 500
500 Eagle Gate Tower
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

RONALD LONGMORE
Clerk of the District Court

Deputy Clerk

\...
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

MELALEUCA, INC.,

Case No. CV-2009-2616

Plaintiff,

OPINION, DECISION, AND ORDER
ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

v.

0

RJCK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

I.

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

Plaintiff Melaleuca is an Idaho corporation that produces and markets various nutritional
and cosmetic goods. The defendants Rick and Natalie Foeller case are former Melaleuca
contractors residing in Ontario, Canada.
The Foellers entered into an Independent Marketing Executive Agreement with Plaintiff
in September 1999. The IMEA requires contractors to pay $39 CDN, for which they receive
literature and are eligible to receive commissions and prizes for selling Plaintiffs products and
for emolling other independent marketing executives with Melaleuca. The Foellers received
monthly commission checks from Melaleuca until November 2008, when they ended their
relationship with Melaleuca.
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The IMEA contains a non-compete clause and several provlSlons dealing with
competition and solicitation.
At some point, Melaleuca learned that the Foellers were involved with a competing
corporation, Max International, during their time with Melaleuca. The IMEA expressly allows
Melaleuca contractors to work for other compames, but does not allow contractors to recruit
existing Melaleuca customers into any other organizations. It now appears that the Foellers
enrolled a number of Melaleuca customers in Max programs while receiving Melaleuca
comrr11ss10ns.
On April 29, 2009, Melaleuca filed this lawsuit in Bonneville County, seeking an
injunction requiring the Foellers to comply with the non-solicitation provisions of the IMEA and
seeking damages for refunds of commission money paid to the Foellers since June 2008.
Following lengthy procedural wrangling, Melaleuca filed this motion for summary
judgment on July 9, 2010. Melaleuca argues that it is entitled to a return of commissions paid out
to the Foellers from the time they first violated the IMEA in June 2008, and that no question of
fact remains on that issue. The Foellers argue that the amount requested by Melaleuca is
incorrect, and that the provision cited by Melaleuca is unenforceable.
Following responsive briefing, this matter was called up for hearing on October 4, 2010.
Following argument from counsel, the court took the matter under advisement.
After considering the court's file, pleadings, depositions, admissions, affidavits, and the
argument of counsel, the court renders the following opinion.
II.

STANDARD

Rule 56(c), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, provides that "summary judgment shall be
OPINION, DECISION, AND ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
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Lezamiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 84, 87, 996 P.2d 303, 306 (2000). In other words, "the party opposing

the motion must present more than a conclusory assertion that an issue of fact exists." Coghlan
v. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388, 401, 987 P.2d 300, 313 (1999).

III.
ANALYSIS

Melaleuca argues that summary judgment is appropriate on its claim for a repayment of
$31,860.64 CDN paid to the Foellers from June 2008 until they left Melaleuca. The Foellers
argue that Melaleuca has failed to establish that $31,860.64 is an accurate sum under the IMEA
and that the provision in the IMEA is an unenforceable forfeiture clause.
Amount Sought

Melaleuca originally requested the repayment of $31,860.64 in commissions. Melaleuca
initially alleged that Tracy Leigh was among the Melaleuca customers improperly recruited to
Max by the Foellers. However, at oral argument, Melaleuca conceded that the Foellers did not
improperly enroll Leigh, and that the $8,004.23 related to her sales should not be considered
against the requested repayment. This lowers the requested amount to $23,856.41.
The Foellers also argue that Melaleuca improperly calculates the amount paid to the
Foellers. The Foellers allege that they were never paid for October 2008, commissions that
would have amounted to $7,968. Melaleuca argues that the $7,968 for October was never
included in its calculations.
Examining the testimony and evidence presented by Melaleuca, it appears that Melaleuca
never included the $7,968 in its calculations. The final commission payment that Melaleuca
seeks was issued on October 17, 2008 for $7,853.98, ·representing commission payments for
September 2008. The Foellers do not appear to argue that they are entitled to the $7,968 in
OPINION, DECISION, AND ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
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commission payments for October 2008.
$23,856.41 appears to be an accurate sum representing the repayments cunently sought
by Melaleuca.
Policy 20

The parties' chief disagreement concerns the applicability and legality of Policy 20 of the
IMEA.
Policy 20 is a lengthy section of the IMEA entitled Non-Solicitation and Conflicts of
Interest. It forms the basis of Melaleuca's complaint against the Foellers. The Foellers argue that
Policy 20 contains an illegal liquidated damages provision and that Melaleuca's cause of action
is baned under Idaho law.
Policy 20 allows Melaleuca contractors to participate in other business activities while
they work for Melaleuca. However, the IMEA contains a number of limitations on the competing
business activities. The relevant limitation is: "During the period that their Independent
Marketing Executive Agreements are in force Marketing Exeuctives and all members of their
Immediate Household are prohibited from directly, indirectly or through a third party recruiting
any Melaeluca Customers or Marketing Executives to paiiicipate in any other business
ventures." Policy 20 (a)(i).
The IMEA Melaleuca Definitions of Terms defines "recruit" as:
1) To attempt to emoll, enlist, or solicit an individual or entity to join a business,
program or organization; or 2) to attempt to promote, influence or encourage an
individual or entity to join a business, program or organization; or 3) to present, or
participate or assist in the presentation of a business, program, organization or its
products. To constitute recruiting, such efforts or attempts may be performed
either directly through personal contact or indirectly through a third party.
Policy 20 also states:

OPINION, DECISION, AND ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
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Violation of any provision of this Policy 20 constitutes a Marketing Exeuctive' s
voluntary resignation and cancellatuion of his/her Independent Marketing
Exeuctive Agreement, effective as of the date of the violation, and the forfeiture
by the Marketing Executive of all commissions or bonuses payable for and after
the calendar month in which the violation occurred.
Policy 20( c )(i).
Melaleuca argues that the quoted provisions of the IMEA allow it to demand repayment
of all commission payments since June 2008, when the first violation of Policy 20 was alleged to
have occurred. The Foellers argue that the forfeiture provision of Policy 20 constitutes a
liquidated damages policy and an illegal penalty.
Liquidated damages policies are not per se unenforceable. The Idaho Supreme Court has
held:
Generally speaking, parties to a contract may agree upon liquidated damages in
anticipation of a breach, in any case where the circumstances are such that
accurate determination of the damages would be difficult or impossible, and
provided that the liquidated damages fixed by the contract bear a reasonable
relation to actual damages.
Graves v. Cupic, 75 Idaho 451, 456, 272 P.2d 1020, 1023 (1954).

Melaleuca argues that the provision is not a liquidated damages policy, because it does
not set out a fixed amount the Foellers must pay regardless of the loss suffered by Melaleuca.
Rather, the contract calls for the Foellers to now forfeit any commissions they received after
violating the contract.
Generally, a provision for liquidated damages will enumerate a specific sum to be paid.
See 25 C.J.S. Damages § 175 (Citing Hamming v. Murphy, 83 Ill. App. 3d. 1130, 404 N.E.2d

1026 (2d Dist. 1980) "It has been held that to be valid, a provision for liquidated damages must
be for a certain sum.").
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Though the clause in Policy 20 bears some similarity to a liquidated damages clause, it
does not require a specific sum to be paid. The purpose of liquidated damages clauses is to allow
pmiies to agree to a reasonable sum where it might otherwise be difficult to determine damages
for a breach; here, the IMEA states exactly how the parties will determine what payment should
be forfeited. Additionally, as Melaleuca points out, liquidated damages are often valid contract
tools.
However, it is not necessary for a provision to be styled as a liquidated damages clause in
order for it to be an illegal penalty. "[W]here the forfeiture or damage fixed by the contract is
arbitrary and bears no reasonable relation to the anticipated damage, and is exorbitant and
unconscionable, it is regarded as a 'penalty', m1d the contractual provision therefore is void and
unenforceable." Magic Valley Truck Brokers, Inc. v. Meyer, 133 Idaho 110, 117, 982 P.2d 945,
952 (Ct. App.1999).
Clauses intended to punish a breaching party are not allowed in Idaho contract law. As
the Court of Appeals states:
Historically, courts of equity developed a rule, later adopted by courts of law, that
contractual clauses prescribing penalties for a breach of the contract would not be
enforced because of the potential for over-reaching and unconscionable bargains.
JOHN D. CALAMARl & JOSEPH M. PERILLO, THE LAW OF CONTRACTS,
§ 14-31, at 589 (4th ed.1998). Modem courts continue to refuse to enforce
contract clauses that appear designed to deter a breach or to punish the breaching
party rather than to compensate the injured party for damage occasioned by the
breach. CALAMARI & PERILLO, supra, § 14.31, at 590. See also Graves v.
Cupic, 75 Idaho 451, 456, 272 P.2d 1020, 1023 (1954).
Magic Valley Truck Brothers. 133 Idaho at 117.

Melaleuca states that the amount requested is reasonable because it exactly matches the
damages Melaleuca suffered as a result of paying commissions to the Foellers. This argument is
unconvincing based on the evidence currently before this court. Melaleuca seeks to retroactively
OPINION, DECISION, AND ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
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take money paid to the Foellers for sales commissions; there is no argument or evidence that
these commissions were not tied to profitable sales as a result of the Foellers' work as
contractors for Melaleuca or that these are recognizable damages. Rather, it appears that, lacking
other evidence, Policy 20(c)(l) acts solely to "deter a breach or to punish the breaching party."
There remains a genuine issue of material fact as to what damages Melaleuca suffered as
a result of the Foellers' recruitment of Melaleuca customers and executives into Max. Summary
judgment is not appropriate on this issue and will be denied.
IV.
CONCLUSION

Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment is DENIED.

IT IS SO O~RED.
Dated this /

~ay of December, 2010.
1

J. Shindurling
Df~trict Judge
·0
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Lhereby certify that on this :l day of December, 2010, I served a trne and correct copy of the
foregoing OPINION, DECISION, AND ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the correct postage
thereon, or by causing the same to be delivered to their courthouse boxes.
Attorneys for Plaintiff

James R. Holman
Thomsen Stephens Law Offices
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Brent Manning
Manning Curtis Bradshaw & Bednar
170 South Main St., Ste. 900
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Attorney for Defendants

Richard J. Armstrong
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Ronald Longmore
Clerk of the District Court
Bonneville County, Idaho

by

.9J.Wottj!L1
Deputy Clerk
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James R. Holman, Esq., ISB # 2547
Richard R. Friess, Esq., ISB #7820
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES PLLC
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls ID 83404
Telephone (208)522-1230
Fax (208)522-1277
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Brent Manning, Esq., ISB # 2359
MANNING CURTIS BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 8410 I
Telephone (801)363-5678
Fax (80 l) 364-5678
Ryan D. Nelson, Esq., ISB # 8357
Joshua K. Chandler, Esq., ISB #7756
MELALEUCA, Inc.
3910 Yellowstone Hwy.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Telephone: (208) 522-0700
Fax: (208) 534-2063
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,

v.
RICK AND NATALIE FOELLER,
individuals,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-09-2616
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)
)
)
)
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Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc. ("Melaleuca") respectfully submits this Memorandum in
Opposition ("Opposition" or "Opp.") to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Motion,"
or the Memorandum in Support, the "Memo") in the above-captioned matter. For the reasons set
forth herein, the Motion should be denied.
INTRODUCTION

Defendants argue that Plaintiff's case must be dismissed because, even though
Defendants' liability is established, Melaleuca has allegedly provided no reasonably certain
evidence of damages. Melaleuca has already submitted to the Court, however, evidence to
substantiate damages of more than $23,855.81 CDN, including both I) uncontroverted evidence
as to exact amount of the commissions paid to the Foellers which were paid in error and were not
in fact due; and 2) expert testimony, signed by the expert and submitted in accordance with the
relevant Rules of Civil Procedure, to the effect that the other harms suffered by Melaleuca
caused damage substantially in excess of $23,855.81 CDN. This evidence is more than enough
to create a genuine issue of material fact as to both the fact and amount of damages.
Even absent Melaleuca's evidence, Defendants' motion would fail because it confuses
the fundamental distinction between evidence showing the fact of harm, and evidence sufficient
to establish without speculation the amount of any such damages. The former is a required
element of any claim, while the latter is not. Accordingly, Defendants have pointed to no Idaho
decision doing what they ask this Court to do-dismiss claims on summary judgment for failure
to submit evidence of the amount, as opposed to the fact, of damages.
Contrary to Defendants' argument, there can be no serious dispute on this record that
Melaleuca did suffer actual harm as a result of Defendants' actions. Melaieuca has submitted
evidence (which is uncontroverted) proving that the Foellers recruited Gwen and Ledell Miles
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and Laraine Agren (among many, many others) into Max. These individuals were long-time,
high-level Marketing Executives whose efforts on behalf of MelaJcuca were very valuable to the
company. The loss of the purchases and efforts of these Marketing Executives would be enough
harm, by itself, to avoid summary judgment on Defendants' theory.
Thus, if it were to be shown (which it has not been) that no sufficiently certain evidence
establishes the amount of damages, Melaleuca would stiII be entitled to proceed with its claims
and recover nominal damages plus costs and fees, as warranted under applicable law. It would
not justify dismissal of all such claims. 1
Finally, Defendants' Motion fails because the complaint contains a claim for injunctive
relief. Regardless of whether or not the amount of the harm can be proven, the claim for
injunctive relief would still stand, provided harm has been suffered or may be suffered in the
future. Accordingly, and for all these reasons, Defendants' motion should be denied.

ARGUMENT
I.

STANDARD OF REVIEW
Summary judgment may not be granted unless the moving party meets its burden to

establish that I) "there is no genuine issue of material fact" and 2) "that the moving party is
entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw." IRCP 56(c); G & M Farms v. Fund Irrigation Co., I 19
Idaho 514, 516-17 (1991); Thompson v. City of Idaho Falls, 126 Idaho 587, 590 (Ct. App. 1994).

1

As set forth more fully in Melaleuca's Motion for Relief Pursuant to Rule 56(t) and Motion to Continue Trial, filed
contemporaneously herewith, Melaleuca is willing to accept the $23,855.81 CDN in commissions which the Focllers
wrongfully obtained (plus any legally recoverable costs or fees) as sufficient damages in this case, and accordingly
did not previously request that its expert provide a detailed opinion as to the Jost profits and similar damages the
Foellers' breaches caused. Melaleuca did so because the Court's December 1, 2010 Memorandum Opinion only
held that Melaleuca could not prevail as a matter of law, on the record then before the Couii. This would of course
allow Melaleuca still to pursue recovery of the wrongly paid commissions at trial, assuming this Court does not
grant Melaleuca's pending Motion for Reconsideration.
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In making these determinations, the Court must "construe the record in the light most favorable
to" Melaleuca, "drawing all reasonable inferences in [Mclaleuca's] favor." Wesco Autobody
Supply, Inc. v. Ernest, 149 Idaho 881, 890 (2010). "Summary judgment is improper if

reasonable persons could reach differing conclusions or draw conflicting inferences from the
evidence presented." Id

II.

MELALEUCA HAS PRODUCED EVIDENCE SUFFICIENT TO ESTABLISH
THE FACT AND AMOUNT OF DAMAGES
Defendants argue that Melaleuca cannot prove at trial either that it has been damaged by

the Foellers or the amount of that damage. Defendants are wrong. Melaleuca is entitled to
produce at trial further evidence establishing and supporting its very specific claim for the
$23,855.81 CDN the Foellers fraudulently obtained from Melaleuca, regardless of its general
interrogatory and deposition rcsponses, 2 and regardless of this Court's prior ruling declining to
grant summary judgment to Melaleuca.
Defendants' reliance on Mclalcuca's general interrogatory and deposition responses is
misplaced. Defendants admit they were well aware of all of the specifics of Melaleuca's Policy
20(c)(i) claim for wrongly paid commissions more than a year ago-and after they received
Melaleuca's discovery responses. See Memo at 10-12. As a result, Defendants are not
prejudiced by allowing Melaleuca to submit evidence and argument as to this claim at trial.
Defendants' attempt to attribute preclusivc effect to this Court's denial of Melaleuca's
motion for summary judgment fares no better. As this Court itself expressly noted, its decision
was limited because it was "based on the evidence currently before this Court." Memo at 12,
citing Memorandum Decision of December 1, 2010. Moreover, the Court was required, on

2

An amended response submitted by Melaleuca, to clarify Defendants' apparent misunderstanding as to the amount
of damages sought, is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
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summary judgment, to construe the record in the light most favorable to Defendants, whereas a
jury is under no such compulsion. See, e.g., Wesco, 149 Idaho at 890.
Accordingly, Defendants' claim that "the Court's SJ Opinion should have signaled to
Plaintiff that it needed to present evidence of actual damages, and that without such evidence,
Policy 20(c)(l) is an illegal and unenforceable penalty as it relates to this case," (Memo at 12) is
simply not true. The Court's opinion, like all denials of summary judgment, simply held that
when construing all the evidence then in the record in the light most favorable to the Foellcrs,
the Court could not rule for Melaleuca as a matter of law. The Court did not rule that more
facts were needed before a jury could hold Policy 20(c)(l) enforceable after a full trial. \Vhen
summary judgment is denied, the losing party is not thereby barred from going to trial, even on
precisely the same facts, because the standards to be applied by the trier of fact differ
substantially from the summary judgment standard.
Thus, Defondants' claim that summary judgment should now be granted because
"nothing has changed in this case from an evidentiary standpoint since the SJ Opinion" (Memo
at 12) is wrong. Nothing evidentiary is or was required to change in order for a trial to take
place. If Defendants wanted to obtain a pretrial resolution of the Policy 20(c)(i) claims and
prevent the jury from hearing evidence related to them, Defendants should have filed their own
motion for summary judgment as to Policy 20(c)(l).3 Having failed to do so, Defendants cannot
now be permitted to accomplish the same objective by different means.

3

Melalcuca has now submitted additional evidence in any event, in support of its Motion for Reconsideration. To
avoid duplication of records and overburdening the Court with excessive and duplicative factual material, Melaleuca
hereby incorporates by reference into this Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, as if
referenced in full and attached hereto, the lengthy affidavits and exhibits attached to l) Melaleuca's initial Motion
for Summary Judgment, and 2) Melaleuca's Motion for Reconsideration. Those affidavits and exhibits are hereby
expressly made part of the record submitted in opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, and
Plaintiff respectfully requests that they be considered by the Court in deciding whether or not a genuine issue of
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Defendants also wrongly claim, without any authority, that "the time for producing
[additional] evidence (as to the Policy 20(c)(i) claim] expired on October 10, 2011." Memo at
13. That is not the regime contemplated by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Under the

Rules, Me1aleuca is required to respond, by the discovery cut-off, to Defendants' proper
discovery requests, and to supplement those responses in a timely manner if and as required by
I.R.C.P. 26(e). It is not required to produce in discovery all evidence upon which it intends to
rely at trial, upon pain of summary dismissal. For example, Mclaleuca is perfectly free to offer
testimony supporting Melaleuca' s claims, regardless of whether or not that testimony was
previously obtained by Defendants in discovery. 4 Defendants' argument that Me1aleuca's
evidence is insufficient, before Defendants or the Court have had the opportunity to hear the
evidence, is without merit.
III.

ONLY THE FACT, NOT THE AMOUNT, OF DAMAGES NEED BE
ESTABLISHED TO AVOID SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Even if it were true that the amount of Melaleuca' s damages were not subject to reliable
proof, Melaleuca's claims would still survive summary judgment. As noted in the
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 346(1-2) "The injured party has a right to damages for
any breach by a party against whom the contract is enforceable" but "[i]fthe breach caused no
loss or if the amount of the loss is not proved under the rules stated in this Chapter, a small sum
fixed without regard to the amount of loss will be awarded as nominal damages." (emphasis

material fact exists as to the issues raised in Defendants' Motion.
4

Had Defendants filed a motion for summary judgment as to Melaleuca's Policy 20(c)(i) claim, Melaleuca would of
course be required to produce evidence sufficient to establish a genuine issue of material fact with respect to this
claim. While Defendants have brought no such motion, Melaleuca believes that the documents and evidence
submitted in support of its Motion for Summary Judgment and its Motion for Reconsideration (which documents are
expressly made part of this summary judgment record-see note 3, supra) are sufficient not only to establish such an
issue, but to compel summary judgment for Melaleuca.
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added); see also Myers v. Workmen's Auto Ins. Co., 140 Idaho 495, 503 (2004) (affirming award
of nominal damages and $300,000 in punitive damages in breach of contract case). Melaleuca
has the right to establish the liability of Defendants for breaching the contract, and then to
recover from Defendants nominal damages, if not more, as well as costs and attorney's fees
under the IMEA and Idaho law. See id
Neither Idaho Jury Instruction 6.10.1 nor any of the cases cited by Defendants is to the
contrary. Idaho Jury Instruction 6.10.1 is an instruction as to which party has the burden of
proving damages in a contract case. It says nothing about whether a plaintiff can prove liability,
prevail, and recover nominal damages plus costs and fees. Even if it did, Idaho cases such as

Myers make clear that nominal damages are sufficient to allow a trial and even a punitive
damage award.
Defendants' cases (Memo 8-9) arc similarly inapposite. They hold only that a Plaintiff
must prove the amount of damages with reasonable certainty in order to recover those damages.
They do not hold that summary judgment as to the claim itself may be granted because the
amount of damages was not proven with sufficient certainty. Indeed, counsel's diligent search

has uncovered no Idaho case that has ever dismissed a plaintiffs substantive claim on summary
judgment based on failure to show the amount of damages with reasonable certainty. 5
Defendants' further contention, that Melaleuca has submitted no evidence sufficient to
establish the fact of damages, is simply wrong. In addition to the $23,855.81 CDN the Foellers

5

Defendants' real argument appears to be that evidence of damages should be barred at trial because of Plaintiffs
discovery responses, entitling them to summary judgment. As set forth in note l, supra, should its motion for
reconsideration be denied, Melaleuca is prepared to go to trial seeking only recovery of the $23,855.81 CDN
recoverable under Policy 20(c)(i) and (ii), plus fees and costs as allowable. Melaleuca also respectfully requests the
opportunity (pursuant to the accompanying Rule 56(1) motion) to prepare for submission expert testimony as to all
of its damages for use at trial.
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were wrongly paid, Melaleuca has also produced evidence that the Foellers recruited at least the
individuals listed in Mclaleuca's initial summary judgment motion, as well as Gwen and Ledell
Miles and Laraine Agren (as set forth in Melaleuca's Motion for Reconsideration). The loss of
these customers is evidence from which the jury could infer that Melaleuca suffered harm due to
Foellers' actions.

IV.

MELALEUCA IS ENTITLED TO PURSUE INJUNCTIVE RELIEF IN ANY
EVENT
Finally, Defendants' exclusive focus on damages ignores the fact that Me1aleuca has also

requested injunctive relief against the Foellers. Once the fact of harm has been established,
Melaleuca is entitled to pursue its claims for injunctive relief regardless of whether or not
amount of damage it sustained is subject to proof. See, e.g., Aztec, Ltd. v. Creekside Inv. Co.,

100 Idaho 566, 568 (1979) (an invasion of a legally protected right is sufficient to permit
recovery of nominal damages and granting of injunctive relief).
Here, Melaleuca has requested and is entitled to injunctive relief forbidding the Foellers
from violating Policy 20 and/or using Melaleuca's proprietary information for their own
purposes, including without limitation, to recruit Melaleuca Customers to another business
venture. See Affidavit of Richard J. Armstrong in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary
Judgment ("Armstrong Aff."), Exhibit A, Complaint if 8, Prayer ir 2. In addition, Defendants
have also tmiiously interfered with Melaleuca's contractual relations with other Marketing
Executives, by aiding, abetting, encouraging, and profiting from those breaches, and Melalcuca
is entitled to an injunction forbidding further such tortious interference. See id., Complaint if 8.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, the Motion should be denied.
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Respectfully submitted this 7th day of November, 2011.

K. Chandler
MELALEUCA, INC.
3910 S. Yellowstone Hwy
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
(208) 522-0700 telephone
(208) 534-2866 fax

Attorney for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM
IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be
served in the method indicated below to the below-named pmiies this 7th day of November,
2011.

HAND DELIVERY
U.S. MAIL
_f.C,F AX TRANSMISSION
~}(E-MAIL TRANSMISSION

Richard J. Armstrong, Esq.
500 Eagle Gate Tower
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Attorney for Rick and Natalie Foeller

'Joshua K. Chandler
MELALEUCA, INC.
3910 S. Yellowstone Hwy
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
(208) 522-0700 telephone
(208) 534-2866 fax
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James D. Holman, Esq., ISB #2547
Richard R. Friess, Esq., ISB #7820
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Telephone (208) 522-1230
Fax (208) 522-1277
.. holman@thomsenstephenslaw.com
rfriess@thomsenstephenslaw.com
Brent Manning, Esq., ISB #2359
MANNING CURTIS BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone (801) 363-5678
Fax (801) 364-5678
Ryan D. Nelson, Esq., ISB # 8357
Josh Chandler, Esq., ISB # 7756
MELALEUCA INC.
3910 S. Yellowstone Hwy.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Telephone (208) 522-0700
Fax (208) 534-2063
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
v.
)
)
RICK AND NATALIE FOELLER,
)
individuals,
)
)
Defendants.
)

Case No. CV-09-2616
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INTERROGATORIES
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Pursuant to Rules 33, 34, and 36 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc.
("Plaintiff'') hereby provides the following supplemental response to Interrogatory No. 1 of
Defendants' Third Set of Interrogatories. This responses are subject to, and made without
waiving, the objections set forth by Melaleuca in prior responses.

INTERROGATORY NO. 1: State the specific dollar amount of damages you claim
were caused by Defendants' alleged violations of Policy 20.

ANSWER: As to restitution, Defendants' action caused at least $23,855.81 CDN in
damage to Melaleuca because Melaleuca paid commissions totaling that amount to Defendants
after they materially breached the agreement by violating Policy 20. Policy 20(c) provides for
contractual recovery of those amounts. In addition, Plaintiff has already submitted an expert
report and affidavit in which Piaintiff s expert testifies that the damages in the form of lost
profits would be far in excess of $23,855.81. In the event that an additional report is prepared,
Defendants should look to that report for a fuller enumeration; Plaintiff does not intend to
provide another amended response.
DATED this +day ofNovember, 2011.
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC

_,./\--,
By: '

.

~ ~ ~

\~ kC .t::~·· ~I..-<\__

Richard R. Friess, Esq.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and
with my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the <f-day ofNovember, 2011, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS' THIRD SET OF
INTERROGATORIES to be served upon the following persons at the addresses below their
------

----·-~----

--~---~--

names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with the correct postage
thereon or by hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below.
RICHARD J. ARMSTRONG, ESQ
500 EAGLE GATE TOWER
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
FAX: (801) 366-6061

[x] Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile
[]Email

THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES,

PLLC

/o,
<V
By:(·~W +-~
~

Richard R. Friess, Esq.

""
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James D. Holman, Esq., ISB #2547
Richard R. Friess, Esq., ISB #7820
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Telephone (208) 522-1230
Fax (208) 522-1277
holman@thomsenstephenslaw.com
rfriess@thomsenstephenslaw.com
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Brent Manning, Esq., ISB #2359
MANNING CURTIS BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone (801) 363-5678
Fax (801) 364-5678
Ryan D. Nelson, Esq., ISB # 8357
Josh Chandler, Esq., ISB # 7756
MELALEUCA INC.
3910 S. Yellowstone Hwy.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Telephone (208) 522-0700
Fax (208) 534-2063
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
v.
)
)
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE FOELLER,)
)
Defendants.
)
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RULE 56(f) MOTION

RULE 56(f) MOTION
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COMES NOW Plaintiff, by and through counsel of record, and requests that the Court issue
its order under Rule 56(f) IRCP, continuing any hearing on Defendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment on November 21, 2011 for the following reasons:
1.

Defendants' Motion for Surnrnary Judgment contends that Plaintiff has failed set forth

evidence of damages, in part because Plaintiffs expert witness disclosure did not set forth a specific
calculation of Plaintiffs damages.
2.

Plaintiffs expert, Roger Smith, needs additional time to prepare a more complete,

detailed expert report.
3.

Plaintiff believes there is adequate evidence of Plaintiffs damages in the record to

withstand surnrnary judgment. See Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion
for Summary Judgment. Plaintiff further believes that it is entitled to summary judgment awarding
Plaintiff $23,855.81 CDN pursuant to Policy 20(c). See Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration.
4.

However, Plaintiff requests that, ifthe Court is not inclined to grant Plaintiff's Motion

for Reconsideration, the Court grant Plaintiff an extension of time for Mr. Smith to complete his
expert report before responding to Defendants' motion for summary judgment and before the trial
of this action.
Oral argument is requested.
DATED this

-:1: day of November, 2011.
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC

,,,.-----;
By:'

~

~C~J£,t___,,~>:.
Richard R. Friess, Esq.\
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, resident of and with
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on November 7, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of the
foregoing RULE 56(f) MOTION to be served upon the following persons at the addresses below
their names either by depositing said document in the United States mail with the correct postage
thereon, by hand delivery, by transmitting by facsimile, or by placing said document in the attorney's
courthouse box, as set forth below.

·b(! U.S. Mail
"[ j Hand Delivery

RlCHARD J. ARMSTRONG
500 EAGLE GATE TOWER
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
FAX: (801) 366-6061

[ ] Facsimile
[ ] Courthouse Box

THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC
.--(

By:

~

c'\~L__J· 12 ~.
Richard R. Friess, Esq.
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TY
WOOD JENKINS LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
Brinton M. Wilkins (admitted pro hac vice)
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rjarmstrong@woodjenkinslaw.com
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Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY
)

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

vs.

)

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION OF MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)

RICK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,

)
)

Civil No. CV-09-2616

)

Defendants.

)
)

Judge Jon J. Shindurling

INTRODUCTION
As applied in this case, Melaleuca's policy requiring forfeiture of all commissions
earned after a breach of an Independent Marketing Executive Agreement ("IMEA'') is an illegal
and unenforceable penalty. Melaleuca has stated that this policy is intended to give Melaleuca
the ability to punish those whom it believes are straying from the fold. Nevertheless, controlling
law is clear: a forfeiture provision that imposes a fine solely to punish the violating party is void
and unenforceable.

409

To decide whether a contractual provision is an unenforceable penalty, this Comi
must determine whether there is some reasonable relation between the penalty imposed and the
alleged damage suffered by Melaleuca. But Melaleuca has not provided any non-speculative
evidence of its alleged damages. Thus, there is no evidence establishing a reasonable relation
between Melaleuca's alleged damages and the penalty Melaleuca is seeking to enforce.
Accordingly, Melaleuca cannot establish that it is entitled as a matter of law to enforce its
forfeiture policy in this case.
This Court correctly recognized as much in its Opinion, Decision, and Order on

Plaintiff's Motion/or Summary Judgment (the "SJ Decision") issued on December 1, 2010.
Although discovery has concluded, nothing has changed since the Court issued the SJ Decision.
Melaleuca has still not provided any non-speculative evidence of either the fact or the amount of
its alleged damages. Thus, the Court's analysis in the SJ Decision is as potent today as it was
nearly a year ago, and the Court should deny Melaleuca' s Motion for Reconsideration of Motion
for Summary Judgment (the "Motion").
The evidence presented by Plaintiff in its Motion has never previously been
disclosed to Defendants, despite Defendant requesting in discovery the specific amount of
damages allegedly caused by Defendants. The time for producing discovery responses to
Defendants' request expired on October 10, 2011. As a matter of fairness and due process,
Plaintiff should not be allowed to produce all of its damages evidence in a motion for
reconsideration after discovery has ended. Moreover, most if not all of the affidavit testimony
presented by Plaintiff in support of its motion for reconsideration should be stricken on grounds
the affidavits are rife with hearsay, speculation, lack foundation, and assume facts that are not in
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evidence. Accordingly, the affidavits should be stricken as demonstrated in the motions to strike
filed contemporaneously herewith. For this reason alone, Plaintiffs motion for reconsideration
should be denied.
STATEMENT OF FACTS

1.

Melaleuca has never provided conventions, trainings and promotions

specifically for Ms. Foeller's business organization. See Affidavit ofNatalie Foeller (the "Foeller
Affidavit"), filed contemporaneously herewith.
2.

Natalie and Rick Foeller spent thousands of dollars traveling, offering

promotions, and conducting numerous events, for the specific purpose of growing their business
organization. When members of their downline business organization attended conventions, they
paid out of their own pocket to attend. They, and the Foellers, paid for the flight, hotel, and food
at those events. See Foeller Affidavit.
3.

Ms. Foeller was more closely connected to her business organization than

most would be and constantly provided support and presentations as evidenced by the leadership
points she earned consistently month after month. See Foeller Affidavit.
4.

It is the nature of network marketing that a particular business organization

will grow by a marketing executive's efforts rather than by the efforts of those who are trained by
other marketing executives. Ms. Foeller earned on average more leadership points than others,
which shows she did more meetings and presentations than the average marketing executive. See
Foeller Affidavit.

3
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5.

The $1. 7 million paid to the Foellers over the years was directly related to

commissions on product purchased and sold by Ms. Foeller's organization. Aside from bonuses
earned by growing the organization, all income earned was from commissions for product that
her organization purchased and sold. For example, for the month of September 2008, the last
month she received compensation, Ms. Foeller's organization produced 67,089 points. This
equates to at least $140,000 paid to Melaleuca for product by Ms. Foeller's organization. From
these purchases, Ms. Foeller received $167.40 for leadership "pool" money, $1,200 for a car
allowance, and $6,312.83 for commissions on her organization. The car bonus is provided to
marketing executives that have achieved a sales volume of 50,000 with ten (10) personal
directors. Whether Ms. Foeller grew or did not grow, trained, or did not train, her organization,
she still earned this car allowance month after month as a result of her team's sale of products,
not because of training, supporting, or motivating her downline. See Foeller Affidavit.
6.

The compensation paid to Ms. Foeller in July, August, and September

2008 were in the following amounts:
MONTH

AMOUNT

July 2008
August 2008
September 2008
TOTAL

$6,711.55
$7,538.99
$7,612.17
$21,862.71
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7.

These amounts are found in monthly summary reports produced by

Melaleuca in this case. These documents were provided to Ms. Foeller on a regular basis during
the time she was a marketing executive at Melaleuca. Copies of these documents are attached to
Ms. Foeller' s affidavit as Exhibit 1. 1
8.

Each of these three pages identifies a particular item of compensation. In

the first page, every item listed in the summary refers to commissions for the sale of products or
services. The "Organization Commission" refers to the commission paid for the sale and
purchase of products within Ms. Foeller' s downline organization. There is also a "CareerNalue
Pack Commission," a "Services Bonus," and a "VFL.com Bonus." The "VFL.com Bonus" refers
to "Vitality for Life," which relates to the sale of specific health products. Each of these items of
compensation refers to the sale of products and/or services by Ms. Foeller's downline
organization. Importantly, none of these items on the first page refers to compensation for
training or leadership activities. See Foeller Affidavit and Ex. 1 thereto.
9.

The second and third pages in Exhibit 1 relate to the Commission and

Bonus Summary for August and September 2008. These pages contain similar entries to the first

page, but refer to an "Executive Director Car Bonus," and an "Executive Director Pool" bonus.
The Executive Director Pool is the only item of compensation on these two sheets that relate to
Ms. Foeller's leadership activities within Melaleuca. See Foeller Affidavit.

1

While these documents were previously designated by Melaleuca as "Sensitive" and
"Confidential" under the protective order in this case, Melaleuca agreed to undesignate these
three pages prior to Defendants' filing this opposition memorandum.
5
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10.

As shown in the July 2008 Commission and Bonus Summary, the entire

check in July 2008 was for commissions on product and services purchased and sold within
Ms. Foeller's business organization. See Ex. 1 to the Foeller Affidavit.
11.

As shown in the August 2008 Commission and Bonus Summary, out of

the $7,538.99 paid to Ms. Foeller, $7,483.55 of this amount was based entirely on commissions
on product and services purchased and sold within Ms. Foeller' s business organization. See
Ex. 1 to the Foeller Affidavit.
12.

As shown in the September 2008 Commission and Bonus Summary, out of

the $7,612.17 paid to Ms. Foeller, $7,444.77 of this amount was based entirely on commissions
on product and services purchased and sold within Ms. Foeller' s business organization. See
Ex. 1 to the Foeller Affidavit.
13.

In sum, if any amounts were paid to Ms. Foeller for leadership activities

for the months of July, August, and September 2008, such amount totaled only $222.84. See
Ex. 1 to the Foeller Affidavit.
14.

Ms. Foeller trained and supported her downline organization up until the

time she resigned her marketing executive position with Melaleuca on November 13, 2008.
Therefore, she earned all amounts paid to and received by her for training, support, and
leadership activities, as well as for products purchased and sold within her business organization.
See Foeller Affidavit.
15.

Prior to that date, Ms. Foeller trained and supported her downline

organization. Indeed, Melaleuca refused and has continued to refuse to pay Ms. Foeller' s check
for October 2008, totaling $7,968. See Foeller Affidavit.
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16.

Like the other checks, most if not all of this amount related to the purchase

and sale of product and services within Ms. Foeller's business organization. See Foeller
Affidavit.
17.

Therefore, contrary to Mr. Vandersloot' s affidavit, the compensation paid

to Ms. Foeller in the last three months was almost exclusively for commissions earned on actual
product bought and sold by her organization, and not for training, motivating, or leadership
activities. The relatively small amounts paid to Ms. Foeller for that time period for training,
motivating, or leadership activities were earned by her as a result of her performance of those
duties. See Foeller Affidavit.
ARGUMENT
I.

PENALTY CLAUSES ARE VOID AND UNENFORCEABLE.
"Historically, courts of equity developed a rule, later adopted by courts of law,

that contractual clauses prescribing penalties for a breach of the contract would not be enforced
because of the potential for over-reaching and unconscionable bargains. . . . Modern courts
continue to refuse to enforce contract clauses that appear designed to deter a breach or to punish
the breaching party rather than to compensate the injured party for damage occasioned by the
breach. Magic Valley Truck Brokers, Inc. v. Meyer, 133 Idaho 110, 117, 982 P.2d 945, 952
(Idaho Ct. App. 1999) (citations omitted).
It is a long-established principle in Idaho that "[ e]quity abhors forfeitures."

Stringer v. Swanstrum, 66 Idaho 752, 760, 168 P.2d 826, 830 (Idaho 1946), and that"[e ]quity
will not grant specific performance of a forfeiture unless the failure to do so would lead to an
unconscionable result." Sullivan v. Burcaw, 35 Idaho 755, 208 P. 841 (Idaho 1922), as quoted in
7
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Graves v. Cupic, 75 Idaho 451, 456, 272 P.2d 1020, 1023 (Idaho 1954). See also Dohrman v.
Tomlinson, 88 Idaho 313, 319, 399 P.2d 255, 259 (Idaho 1965) ("Forfeitures are abhorrent to the
law and all intendments are against them."); and Magic Valley Truck Brokers, 133 Idaho at 117,
982 P.2d at 952. 2
A forfeiture clause is a penalty when "the forfeiture or damage fixed by the
contract is arbitrary and bears no reasonable relation to the anticipated damage." Graves,
75 Idaho at 456, 272 P.2d at 1023. Such forfeiture clauses are void and unenforceable. Id. 3

2

Any argument that the rule holding penalty clauses void and unenforceable does not
apply because Melaleuca is seeking legal relief must fail. The Idaho Supreme Court has held that
"[f]orfeitures are abhorrent to the law ...." Dohrman, 88 Idaho at 319, 399 P.2d at 259
(emphasis added). As mentioned in Magic Valley Truck Brokers, law has adopted the equitable
rule. Magic Valley Truck Brokers, 133 Idaho at 117, 982 P.2d at 952. And the Idaho Supreme
Court has held that "[a]ctions to forfeit contractual rights of the defaulting party, pursuant to a
forfeiture clause, are addressed to the courts equitable discretion." Thomas v. Klein, 99 Idaho
105, 107, 577 P.2d 1153, 1155 (Idaho 1978).
3

Although this analysis is usually applied in cases involving liquidated damages clauses,
the rule against forfeiture and penalty clauses need not be applied only in those situations. As
recognized by the Idaho Supreme Court, an unenforceable penalty "exists where there is an
attempt to enforce an obligation to pay a sum fixed by agreement of the parties as a punishment
for the failure to fulfill some primary contractual obligation." Margaret H Wayne Trust v.
Lipsky, 123 Idaho 253, 259, 846 P.2d 904, 910 (Idaho 1993), quoting Mahoney v. Tingley, 85
Wash.2d 95, 529 P.2d 1068 (Wa. 1975). And as this Court recognized in the SJ Decision, not all
clauses demanding payment of a fixed sum are per se liquidated damages clauses. One
commentator has recognized that "a clause that either prevents breach by coercing performance,
or that punishes breach after it occurs, is void as a penalty," 24 Williston on Contracts 65: 1 (4th
ed.), making no distinction between liquidated damages clauses and any other clause that coerces
performance or punishes breach.
8
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II.

MELALEUCA HAS PROVIDED NO EVIDENCE TENDING TO SHOW
THAT THE FORFEITURE IT IS SEEKING IS REASONABLY RELATED
TO THE DAMAGE IT HAS ALLEGED AND IS NOT ARBITRARY.
Although discovery has ended, Melaleuca has not produced any evidence

regarding the fact or the amount of its alleged damages, and there is no way that this Court can
determine if the forfeiture of $23 ,856.41 in commissions is arbitrary or bears a reasonable
relation to Melaleuca's damages. Therefore, there is no factual basis upon which the Court can
make a determination that Melaleuca's forfeiture policy is or is not an unenforceable penalty.
Accordingly, there is no factual or legal basis upon which this Court can base a decision to
reconsider its earlier SJ Decision.
When alleging breach of contract or tort liability, a plaintiff bears the burden of
providing non-speculative evidence of both the fact and the amount of its alleged damages. See
Powell v. Sellers, 130 Idaho 122, 127, 937 P.2d 434, 439 (Ct. App. 1997), citing Wing v. Hulet,
106 Idaho 912, 919, 684 P.2d 314, 321 (Ct. App. 1984), and Eliopulos v. Kondo Farms, Inc.,
102 Idaho 915, 919, 643 P.2d 1085, 1089 (Ct. App. 1982) ("Damages, and the amount thereof,
must be proven to a reasonable certainty.") (Emphasis added). Thus, "the measure of damage as well as the fact of damage - must be proven beyond speculation." Wing, 106 Idaho at 919
(emphasis added), citing Eliopulos, 102 Idaho 915. "Reasonable certainty requires neither
absolute assurance nor mathematical exactitude; rather, the evidence need only be sufficient to

remove the existence of damages from the realm of speculation." Griffith v. Clear Lakes Trout
Co., Inc., 143 Idaho 733, 740, 152 P.3d 604, 611 (2007) (emphasis added).
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A.

Melaleuca has not provided any evidence establishing the fact of its
alleged damages.

Melaleuca has not, either in deposition or in response to written discovery,
produced any non-speculative evidence that Defendants' alleged actions have actually caused
damage. As explained in Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment (the "Defendants' SJ Motion") which was filed with this Court on
October 20, 2011, and which is incorporated herein by reference, in its Rule 30(b)(6) deposition,
Melaleuca was not able to provide any specific testimony regarding damage, and stated that an
expert was required to calculate such damages. See Ex C. to the Affidavit of Richard Armstrong
(the "Armstrong Affidavit"), which is attached to Defendants SJ Motion, at 110:19-23.
Furthermore, in response to Defendants' Third Set of Interrogatories and Requests
for Production of Documents, Melaleuca provided no information that could be used to infer the
existence or dollar value of the alleged damage. Instead, Melaleuca responded that the amount of
damages would be calculated by an expert and that the expert would be disclosed by no later than
September 20, 2011. Although Melaleuca promised to produce not only the dollar amount of its
damages by that date, it also represented that it would produce its expert's report on that same
date, which it never did. See Armstrong Affidavit. As a result, there is no evidence from which
the fact of damage can be inferred.
The only thing supporting Melaleuca's claim of damage is the general allegation
in its Complaint. But "Rule 56(e) requires a party to respond to a motion for summary judgment
with something more than relying on the mere allegations or denials in the pleadings." Brown v.
Matthews 1Mortuary, Inc., 118 Idaho 830, 833, 801P.2d37, 40 (Idaho 1990).
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B.

Melaleuca has not provided any evidence regarding the amount of its
alleged damages.

Melaleuca has also not produced any evidence regarding the dollar value of its
claims. In deposition, Melaleuca testified that it was "[v]ery hard to measure or for me to place a
value or project what those damages are. Therefore, we're going to engage a special consultant
to help or assist us in putting a value or a damage assignment." Statement of Undisputed Fact
("SO UF") accompanying Defendants' SJ Motion at , 13.
In response to written interrogatories and requests for production, Melaleuca
responded that it was "in the process of determining the amount of damages caused by
Defendants' alleged violations of Policy 20 and will seasonably supplement this answer when the
determination is made." SOUF at, 17. Melaleuca also stated that it would provide a copy of its
expert's report regarding damages "in accordance with the expert witness disclosure cutoff date
in the Court's January 25, 2011 Scheduling Order." SOUF at, 25.
While it provided the name and address and curriculum vitae of an expert witness,
Melaleuca never provided any expert opinion regarding the amount of its alleged damages, and
has not otherwise supported any such opinion with the materials requested in discovery.
According to this Court's January 25, 2011 Scheduling Order, the deadline for completing all
discovery was October I 0, 2011. SOUF aqps.

C.

Melaleuca cannot rely upon the affidavits and documentation filed
with the Motion as admissible evidence of damages.

Melaleuca may attempt to overcome its failure during discovery to produce any
evidence of damages by invoking the affidavits and documents it filed with the Motion. These
affidavits and documents are inadmissible, however, and cannot be used to support the Motion.
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For the reasons explained in the motions to strike filed concurrently with this memorandum, the
affidavits and documents filed with the Motion must be stricken. Furthermore, discovery is now
complete, and the universe of evidence upon which Melaleuca may base the Motion is limited to
that evidence produced before close of discovery.

D.

Melaleuca cannot show that its forfeiture policies as applied to
Defendants are anything other than an unenforceable penalty.

In light of its failure to provide any evidence of damage, this Court cannot
determine at this juncture whether the forfeiture policies, at least as applied to Defendants, are
unenforceable penalties. Melaleuca is obligated to show that the penalty it seeks to enforce bears
a reasonable relation to its alleged injuries. Thus, in order to be entitled to summary judgment on
its claims, Melaleuca must have provided evidence showing that there is no material factual
dispute calling into question its assertion that its forfeiture policy is valid and enforceable. It has
not done so.
Melaleuca has consistently punted the issue until it is now too late. There is no
evidence that the amount of commissions paid to Defendants after their alleged breaches of
contract is a reasonable estimate of the damage Melaleuca alleges it has suffered. As this Court
recognized in the SJ Decision, "there is no argument or evidence that these commissions were
not tied to profitable sales as a result of the Foellers' work as contractors for Melaleuca or that
these are recognizable damages. Rather, it appears that, lacking other evidence, Policy 20( c)(1)
acts solely to 'deter a breach or to punish the breaching party."' Nothing has changed since the SJ
Decision, and this Court's reasoning is as correct today as it was nearly a year ago. It is
interesting to note that Ms. Foeller, in her affidavit, testifies to the substantial benefit Melaleuca
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received as a result of her being a marketing executive, even during the time she allegedly
violated Policy 20. Ms. Foeller testifies:
[t]he $1. 7 million [paid to me over the years] was directly related to commissions
on product purchased by my organization. Aside from bonuses earned by growing
the organization, all income earned was from commissions for product that my
organization purchased. For example, for the month of September 2008, the
last month I received compensation, my organization produced 67,089 points.
This equates to at least $140,000 paid to Melaleucafor product by my
organization. From these purchases, I received $167.40 for ''pool" money,
$1,200 for a car allowance, and $6,312.83 for commissions on my organization.
Foeller Affidavit, if 6 (emphasis added). Thus, the sale of products that led to the payment of
Defendants' commissions resulted in sales to Melaleuca, through which it apparently obtained a
profit totaling $132,319.77 for the month of September 2008 ($140,000 - $6,312.83 - $1,200 $167.40 = $132,319.77). Melaleuca has not proven otherwise.
Melaleuca cannot reasonably rely upon this Court's decisions in Blood v.

Melaleuca, Inc., and Jordan v. Melaleuca, Inc. to justify its argument that it does not have to
show damages. In both Blood and Jordan, whether Melaleuca' s forfeiture policy was an illegal
penalty was never raised or addressed by the court in those cases. Although they contain broad
statements regarding the enforceability of Melaleuca's policies, these decisions do not shed any
light on the question of whether Melaleuca's policies constitute illegal penalties.
In the absence of any evidence establishing what its damages are, Melaleuca's

insistence that it can mandate the return of the commissions, regardless of what Defendants may
have sold or done after the allegedly damaging conduct, makes it that much clearer that
Melaleuca uses its policies to punish people that it believes have strayed. Melaleuca says that
Defendants caused damage at specific points in time. Nevertheless, despite the specific instances
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of allegedly improper behavior, Melaleuca is demanding the return of everything earned after
those specific events. If Melaleuca could show that the return of everything was a reasonable
estimation of the damage it alleges, such a request might be proper. But it has not done so.
Melaleuca simply wants everything back, regardless of whether it was actually
injured, and regardless of whether Defendants' post-breach actions were of any value to
Melaleuca. In short, Melaleuca wants to punish Defendants in a manner not permissible under
Idaho law. This comports with Melaleuca' s admission that Policy 20' s forfeiture provision
constitutes a "fine." See Ex. 2 to Armstrong Affidavit, filed with Defendants' Opposition to

Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, filed September 22, 2010 ("Melaleuca has the right
to impose/foes ... including ... withholding from outstanding commissions and bonuses."
(Emphasis added)).
Melaleuca argues that commissions are "generally not tied to any specific sales

activity undertaken by that Marketing Executive in a particular month" and are instead based on
"leadership, training, support, and similar activities" provided to their downlines (see Motion at
page 3). Melaleuca supports this argument with statements from affidavits of its CEO, Frank
Vandersloot, and one of its in-house attorneys, Joshua Chandler, where they admit that in any
given month, the commissions an executive receives are not tied to the sale of goods, services or
intangible property, but to the provision of leadership, training and support to other Melaleuca
executives. See Affidavit ofJoshua Chandler,

ii 8 ("[T]he compensation a Marketing Executive

receives is based on leadership, training, support, and similar activities, and is generally not tied
to any specific sales activity undertaken by that Marketing Executive in a particular month.");

ii 8

("Marketing Executives are entitled by contract to receive these (mostly residual) commissions
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only while in good standing, including compliance with all of Melaleuca's Policies, and
providing the leadership required by, inter alia, Policy 23 .");Affidavit of Frank L. Vandersloot,

ii 22 ("[T]he compensation received by the Foellers was in return for training and leadership
activities expended by the Foellers.").
Melaleuca's argument in this regard is interesting because it potentially places
Melaleuca into the category of an illegal pyramid scheme. Under Idaho Code§ 18-3101(2)(k), a
"'[p]yramid promotional scheme' means any plan or operation in which a participant gives
consideration for the right to receive compensation that is derived primarily from the

recruitment of other persons as participants in the plan or operation rather than from the
sales ofgoods, services or intangible property to participants or by participants to others."
(Emphasis added). Ifthere are no sales upon which commissions are based, as asserted by
Messrs. Vandersloot and Chandler in their affidavits, then the importance of Defendants'
leadership, training and support ultimately exists, not to ensure the sale of a product, but to
ensure the retention of a person within Melaleuca' s organization. Thus, based on statements in
Plaintiff's supporting affidavits, Melaleuca may be functioning as an illegal pyramid scheme
pursuant to the terms ofidaho Code § 18-3101 (4). Surely, this cannot be the intent of Melaleuca
and its executives.
Melaleuca couches its argument in general terms, arguing that commissions are
"generally not tied to any specific sales activity undertaken by that Marketing Executive in a

particular month." See Plaintiff's Motion at page 3. While Melaleuca may think this is the case
"generally," with regard to this case and the $23,855.81 in commissions paid to Defendants, and
which Plaintiff seeks in its forfeiture request, these commissions were specifically tied directly to
15
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sales activities of Defendants and their downline organization. Ms. Foeller testifies that the
$23,855.81 in commissions sought by Melaleuca was directly tied to the sale of product within
her downline organization. See Affidavit of Natalie Foeller, filed contemporaneously herewith.
She testifies further that nominal amounts of her compensation actually related to her leadership
activities, but that these amounts were also tied to the sale of products.

III.

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION SHOULD BE DENIED SIMPLY BY VIRTUE OF
THE FACT PLAINTIFF FAILED TO DISCLOSE ITS DAMAGES.
Even if this Court reversed itself and ruled that Policy 20( c)(1) is not an unlawful

penalty provision, this Court should nevertheless deny Plaintiffs motion for reconsideration
because Plaintiff never disclosed its damages in this case.
As set forth in Defendants' motion for summary judgment, Defendants asked
Plaintiff in discovery requests to disclose the amount of damages caused by Defendants' alleged
conduct. In response to this request, Plaintiff stated that it did not know the amount of its
damages, and that once it ascertained those damages through an expert witness, it would disclose
the amount by the expert witness disclosure cut-off date, i.e., September 20, 2011. ·See Affidavit
of Richard J. Armstrong, filed with Defs' Mem. in Supp. of Mot. for Summ. J. This is the
evidence Defendants relied on in preparing their defense relating to Plaintiffs damages.
September 20, 2011 came and went, and Plaintiff never disclosed the amount of its damages. By
October 10, 2011, the fact discovery cut-off date, Plaintiff still failed to provide its damages
figure to Defendants. Plaintiff should not be allowed to come into court after fact discovery has
ended and present its amount of damages in a new dispositive motion. It is fundamentally unfair
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and violative of Defendants' due process rights for Plaintiff to be allowed to do so. This Court
should therefore deny Plaintiffs motion for reconsideration for failure to disclose its damages.
CONCLUSION
This Court's earlier SJ Decision should not be disturbed. It is well-grounded on
the record as the record existed at that time, and supported by well-established law. Melaleuca
could have overcome the effect of the Court's December 2010 SJ Decision simply by producing
actual evidence of its damages, and, concomitantly, the propriety of its forfeiture policy. It has
failed to do so. Melaleuca had more than ten months to do so, and the fact that the summary
judgment record is as it was back in December 2010, i.e., completely devoid of evidence of
actual damages, conclusively demonstrates that Melaleuca has not suffered any actual damages at
the hands of Defendants. The SJ Decision is therefore as correct today as it was in December
2010. Plaintiffs motion for reconsideration should therefore be denied for the reasons set forth
in that decision, as well as those set forth above and in Defendants' SJ Motion.
DATED this

7th

day of November, 2011.
WOOD JENKINS LLC

Attorneys for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

7th

day of November, 2011, I caused to be

e-mailed and mailed in the United States mail, a true and correct copy of the foregoing

11/EMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to the following:
James R. Holman
Richard R. Friess
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES PLLC
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
rfriess@ts-lawoffice.com
Brent Manning
MANNING CURTIS BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
bmanning@mc2b.com
Joshua K. Chandler
MELALEUCA, INC.
3910 South Yellowstone Highway
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
jchandler@Melaleuca.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc.

S:IWPDATA\PLEADINGIFOELLER.MELALEUCA.OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION.wpd
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TY

WOOD JENKINS LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
Brinton M. Wilkins (admitted pro hac vice)
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rj armstrong@woodjenkinslaw.com

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
ROGER SMITH

Civil No. CV-09-2616
Judge Jon J. Shindurling

Defendants Rick and Natalie Foeller, by and through their counsel of record,
hereby move the Court for an order striking the "Affidavit of Roger Smith in Support of Plaintiff's

Motion for Reconsideration." The grounds for this motion include lack of foundation for Mr.
Smith's testimony regarding damages, and Plaintiffs failure to disclose any expert testimony of
Mr. Smith within the deadline set by the Court in its Order Setting Pre-Trial Conference and

Jury Trial, entered January 25, 2011. The entire affidavit of Mr. Smith should be stricken.

427

This motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of Motions to Strike the

Affidavits of Roger Smith, Frank Vandersloot, and Joshua Chandler.
DATED this

7th

day of November, 2011.
WOOD JENKINS LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 7th day of November, 2011, I caused to be
e-mailed and mailed in the United States mail, a true and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION

TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF ROGER SMITH to the following:
James R. Holman
Richard R. Friess
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES PLLC
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
rfriess@ts-lawoffice.com
Brent Manning
MANNING CURTIS BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
bmanning@mc2b.com
Joshua K. Chandler
MELALEUCA, INC.
3 910 South Yellowstone Highway
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
jchandler@Melaleuca.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc.

S:\WPDATA\PLEADING\FOELLER.MELALEUCA.MOTION TO STRIKE ROGER SMITH AFFIDAVIT.wpd
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WOOD JENKINS LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
Brinton M. Wilkins (admitted pro hac vice)
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rjarmstrong@woodjenkinslaw.com
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Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
JOSHUA CHANDLER

Civil No. CV-09-2616
Judge Jon J. Shindurling

Defendants Rick and Natalie Foeller, by and through their counsel of record,
hereby move the Court for an order striking the "Affidavit ofJoshua Chandler in Support of

Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration." The grounds for this motion include irrelevant
testimony in various paragraphs, irrelevant exhibits, lack of foundation, hearsay, and testimony
that is speculative and assumes facts not in evidence. Specifically, Defendants move to strike
paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 of Mr. Chandler's Affidavit,
and Exhibits A, B, D, E, F, G, and H to Mr. Chandler's Affidavit.
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This motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of Motions to Strike the
Affidavits of Roger Smith, Frank Vandersloot, and Joshua Chandler.
DATED this

7th

day ofNovember, 2011.
WOOD JENKINS

Brinton M. Wilk s
Attorneys for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 7th day ofNovember, 2011, I caused to be
e-mailed and mailed in the United States mail, a true and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION

TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF JOSHUA CHANDLER to the following:
James R. Holman
Richard R. Friess
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES PLLC
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
rfriess@ts-lawoffice.com
Brent Manning
MANNING CURTIS BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
bmanning@mc2b.com
Joshua K. Chandler
MELALEUCA, INC.
3 910 South Yellowstone Highway
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
j chandl er@M ela1euca. com

Attorneys for Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc.

S \WPDATAIPLEADINGIFOELLER.MELALEUCA.MOTION TO STRIKE JOSHUA CHANDLER AFFIDA V!T.wpd
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WOOD JENKINS LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
Brinton M. Wilkins (admitted pro hac vice)
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rj armstrong@woodjenkinslaw.com
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Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
RJCK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF
FRANK VANDERSLOOT

Civil No. CV-09-2616
Judge Jon J. Shindurling

Defendants Rick and Natalie Foeller, by and through their counsel of record,
hereby move the Court for an order striking the "Affidavit of Frank L. Vandersloot in Support of

Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration." The grounds for this motion include irrelevant
testimony in various paragraphs, lack of foundation, and testimony that is speculative and
assumes facts not in evidence. Specifically, Defendants move to strike paragraphs 4, 5, 6, 8, 11,
12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25 of Mr. Vandersloot's Affidavit.
This motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of.Motions to Strike the

Affidavits of Roger Smith, Frank Vandersloot and Joshua Chandler.
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DATED this

7th

day ofNovember, 2011.
WOOD JENKINS LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

7th

day ofNovember, 2011, I caused to be

e-mailed and mailed in the United States mail, a true and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION

TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF FRANK VANDERSLOOTto the following:
James R. Holman
Richard R. Friess
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES PLLC
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
rfriess@ts-Iawoffice.com
Brent Manning
MANNING CURTIS BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
bmanning@mc2b.com
Joshua K. Chandler
MELALEUCA, INC.
3910 South Yellowstone Highway
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
jchandler@Melaleuca.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc.

S:\WPDATAIPLEADING\FOELLER.MELALEUCAMOTION TO STRIKE FRANK VANDERSLOOT AFFIDA VIT.wpd
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WOOD JENKINS LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
Brinton M. Wilkins (admitted pro hac vice)
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rjarmstrong@woodjenkinslaw.com
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MEMORANDUM JN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS
OF ROGER SMITH, FRANK
VANDERSLOOT, AND JOSHUA
CHANDLER

Civil No. CV-09-2616
Judge Jon J. Shindurling

ARGUMENT
Plaintiff has submitted three affidavits in support of its motion for reconsideration
of its earlier motion for summary judgment. These affidavits are signed by Roger Smith,
Plaintiffs expert witness, Frank L. Vandersloot, Plaintiffs Chief Executive Officer, and Joshua
Chandler, Plaintiffs Associate General Counsel. For the reasons discussed below, these
affidavits should be stricken and disregarded by the Court for purposes of Plaintiffs motion for
reconsideration.
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A.

The Affidavit of Roger Smith

The Court should strike the entire affidavit of Mr. Smith, and exclude Mr. Smith
from testifying here and at trial. Mr. Smith's testimony in paragraphs 4-6 is without foundation,
assumes facts not in evidence, is speculative, and irrelevant. Mr. Smith's alleged analysis of
damages in the Max case, referenced in paragraphs 4 and 5 of his affidavit, is irrelevant.
Importantly, Defendants requested production of all expert reports and damages analyses by
experts in the Max case, as well as in this case, and Plaintiff objected to producing this
information in the Max case because Plaintiff claimed it was irrelevant to this case. See

Plaintiff's Answers to Defendants' Third Set ofInterrogatories and Fourth Requests for
Production, attached as Exhibit A to the Affidavit of Richard J. Armstrong, filed herewith.
Answering Defendants' Interrogatory Nos. 2 and 3, where Defendants requested information
relating to any experts designated or where Plaintiff intended to designate an expert witness,
Plaintiff stated as follows: "To the extent the interrogatory seeks information regarding experts
Plaintiff has retained or intends to retain in actions separate from the present one, the

information sought is irrelevant and is also protected under LR.C.P. 26(b)(4) and
26(b)(4)(B)." See id. (Emphasis added).
Any testimony from Mr. Smith should be excluded, not only from consideration
of Plaintiffs current motion, but at trial. Plaintiff never disclosed any opinion testimony of Mr.
Smith during the discovery phase of this case, despite promising in its discovery responses that
such evidence was going to be produced by the expert and fact discovery cut-off dates. Plaintiff
has failed to disclose any evidence from Mr. Smith pertaining to any alleged analysis of damages
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in this case, or in the Max case. Therefore, Mr. Smith's affidavit should be stricken in its
entirety.

B.

The Affidavit of Frank L. Vandersloot

Mr. Vandersloot's affidavit is rife with speculation, hearsay, and irrelevant
testimony. Moreover, portions of Mr. Vandersloot' s testimony refers to damages that have never
been disclosed in discovery.
Paragraph 4: This paragraph should be stricken as irrelevant, assumes facts not

in evidence, speculative, and without foundation. Reference is made generally to other MLM
companies, without any specific reference to Defendants.
Paragraph 5: This paragraph should be stricken as being irrelevant, assumes facts

not in evidence, speculative, and without foundation. There is no evidence in this record
regarding "tremendous damage to the lives and businesses of dozens, hundreds, or even
thousands of individuals."
Paragraph 6: This paragraph should be stricken as being irrelevant, assumes facts

not in evidence, speculative, and without foundation. There is no evidence in this record
regarding any influence being used to "manipulate or coerce persons to make decisions that they
would not normally have made except for wanting to salvage [personal] relationships." There is
also no evidence in this record to support the other statements in paragraph 6. Therefore, this
paragraph is irrelevant.
Paragraph 8: This paragraph should be stricken as being irrelevant and

containing hearsay.
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Paragraph 11: This paragraph should be stricken as referencing hearsay records
in two umelated cases, which are also irrelevant to the issues in this case. This paragraph also
lacks proper foundation. The two referenced cases had nothing to do with this Court's analysis
and decision regarding Policy 20 containing an unlawful penalty provision.
Paragraph 12: This paragraph should be stricken because it lacks foundation,
assumes facts not in evidence, and is a broad statement with no support showing amounts
expended.
Paragraph 14: This paragraph should be stricken because it lacks foundation and
assumes facts not in evidence. There is no evidence in the record showing that the referenced
amount was paid to Defendants for motivating, training, and leading their downline, and fails to
show how Mr. Vandersloot knows this information. As a result, this paragraph contains hearsay.
Paragraph 15: This paragraph should be stricken because it lacks foundation and
assumes facts not in evidence. There is no evidence in the record showing that the referenced
amount was paid to Defendants for building, training, and motivating their organization, and fails
to show how Mr. Vandersloot knows this information. As a result, this paragraph contains
hearsay.
Paragraph 16: This paragraph should be stricken because it lacks foundation and
assumes facts not in evidence. There is no evidence in the record showing how Mr. Vandersloot
knows this information. As a result, this paragraph contains hearsay.
Paragraph 17: This paragraph should be stricken because it lacks foundation and
assumes facts not in evidence. There is no evidence in the record showing how Mr. Vandersloot
knows this information, and as a result, this paragraph contains hearsay.
4
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Paragraph 18: This paragraph should be stricken because it lacks foundation and

assumes facts not in evidence. There is no evidence in the record showing how Mr. Vandersloot
knows this information, and as a result, this paragraph contains hearsay. Moreover, this
paragraph references a fact that is supposedly "well documented," but fails to supply the
documents, thereby making this statement hearsay and without proper foundation.
Paragraph 19: This paragraph should be stricken because it lacks foundation and

assumes facts not in evidence. There is no evidence in the record showing how Mr. Vandersloot
knows this information, and as a result, this paragraph contains hearsay. This paragraph also
references "millions of dollars," without laying any foundation as to how Mr. Vandersloot knows
this information.
Paragraph 20: This paragraph should be stricken because it lacks foundation and

assumes facts not in evidence. There is no evidence in the record showing how Mr. Vandersloot
knows this information, and as a result, this paragraph contains hearsay.
Paragraph 21: This paragraph should be stricken because it lacks foundation and

assumes facts not in evidence. There is no evidence in the record showing how Mr. Vandersloot
knows this information, and as a result, this paragraph contains hearsay.
Paragraph 22: This paragraph should be stricken because it lacks foundation and

assumes facts not in evidence. There is no evidence in the record showing how Mr. Vandersloot
knows this information, and as a result, this paragraph contains hearsay.
Paragraph 23: This paragraph should be stricken because it lacks foundation and

assumes facts not in evidence. There is no evidence in the record showing how Mr. Vandersloot
knows this information, and as a result, this paragraph contains hearsay. This paragraph also
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states a legal conclusion, without Mr. Vandersloot stating the foundation for such a legal
conclusion. This paragraph also constitutes speculation.
Paragraph 24: This paragraph should be stricken because it lacks foundation,

assumes facts not in evidence, is speculative, and contains hearsay. There is no evidence in the
record showing how Mr. Vandersloot knows this information, and as a result, this paragraph
contains hearsay and speculation.
Paragraph 25: This paragraph should be stricken because it lacks foundation and

assumes facts not in evidence. There is no evidence in the record showing how Mr. Vandersloot
knows this information, and as a result, this paragraph contains hearsay.

C.

The Affidavit of Joshua Chandler

Mr. Chandler's affidavit should be stricken to the extent it references any
information related to the Jordan, Blood, and Max cases. It should also be stricken to the extent
it is rife with hearsay, speculation, and irrelevant testimony. The Jordan, Blood, and Max
references and documents attached to Mr. Chandler's affidavit are irrelevant to the issues in this
case. That information also constitutes hearsay, and they have not been properly authenticated by
counsel.
Paragraph 3: This paragraph should be stricken as irrelevant. What has

happened in other cases is irrelevant to the issues presented here.
Paragraph 4: This paragraph should be stricken as containing and referencing

hearsay, and containing irrelevant information. The Blood and Jordan Decisions are irrelevant
and have not been properly authenticated by counsel.
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Paragraphs 5-12: These paragraphs should be stricken as containing Plaintiffs
factual basis for its damages, which has never been disclosed to Defendants in response to
discovery requests seeking Plaintiffs disclosure of its damages and the basis for such.

Paragraph 13: This paragraph should be stricken as irrelevant, lacks foundation,
and contains hearsay. The referenced cases did not include Defendants as parties and did not
consist of claims against Defendants.

Paragraph 14: This paragraph should be stricken as irrelevant, lacks foundation,
and contains hearsay. The referenced cases did not include Defendants as parties and did not
consist of claims against Defendants.

Paragraph 15: This paragraph should be stricken as irrelevant, lacks foundation,
and contains hearsay. Moreover, the referenced Exhibit Dis hearsay, irrelevant, and has not been
properly authenticated by counsel. Moreover, the referenced paragraph and exhibit involved a
case in which Defendants were not a party and did not consist of claims against Defendants.

Paragraph 16: This paragraph should be stricken for lack of foundation, assumes
facts not in evidence, and therefore hearsay. There is no foundation showing how Mr. Chandler
knows this information. Therefore, this paragraph is hearsay. Moreover, the alleged statements
from the Agrens and other business leaders in Canada, as well as the settlement agreement with
Max, constitute rank hearsay.

Paragraph 17: This paragraph should be stricken for lack of foundation and
hearsay, as well as irrelevant. The referenced Exhibits E and F are hearsay and should also be
stricken.
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Paragraph 18: This paragraph should be stricken for lack of foundation and

hearsay, as well as irrelevant. These records have no tendency to prove or disprove the existence
of damages to Melaleuca.
Exhibit A: This exhibit should be stricken as hearsay, irrelevant, and lack of
foundation.
Exhibit B: This exhibit should be stricken as hearsay, irrelevant, and lack of
foundation.
Exhibit D: This exhibit should be stricken as hearsay, irrelevant, and lack of
foundation.
Exhibit E: This exhibit should be stricken as hearsay, irrelevant, and lack of
foundation.
Exhibit F: This exhibit, and its attached exhibits, should be stricken as hearsay,
irrelevant, and lack of foundation. This declaration is also governed by a protective order in the
referenced federal case where the Court specifically ordered that documents produced in that case
are to only be used in conjunction with that case. A true and correct copy of this protective order
is attached as Exhibit B to the Affidavit of Richard J. Armstrong filed contemporaneously
herewith. In paragraph 2.1 of that Order, the federal court ordered that "[e]xcept as the parties
may otherwise agree, or the Court may order, Material produced, whether or not designated
CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY, including any report, excerpt,
analysis, summary, or description of it, shall be used solely for the prosecution or defense of the

above-captioned action, including appeals." See id., at ii 2.1, at 4 (emphasis added).
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Exhibit G: This exhibit should be stricken as irrelevant to the issue of damages

and the amount of those damages. Moreover, Plaintiff has not properly authenticated this
exhibit, as it fails to contain the reporter's certificate. See Idaho R. Civ. P. 56(e) ("Sworn or

certified copies of all papers or parts ... referred to in an affidavit shall be attached thereto or
served therewith.").
Exhibit H: This exhibit should be stricken as irrelevant to the issue of damages

and the amount of those damages.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, this Court should strike the referenced paragraphs and
exhibits in the affidavits of Messrs. Smith, Vandersloot, and Chandler.
DATED this

7th

day of November, 2011.
WOOD JENKINS LLC

Richar
Brinton M. Wilkins {
Attorneys for Defen ants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

7th

day of November, 2011, I caused to be

e-mailed and mailed in the United States mail, a true and correct copy of the foregoing
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS TO STRIKE THE
AFFIDAVITS OF ROGER SMITH, FRANK VANDERSLOOT, AND JOSHUA CHANDLER
to the following:
James R. Holman
Richard R. Friess
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES PLLC
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
rfriess@ts-lawoffice.com
Brent Manning
MANNING CURTIS BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
bmanning@mc2b.com
Joshua K. Chandler
MELALEUCA, INC.
3910 South Yellowstone Highway
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
jchandler@Melaleuca.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc.
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TY
WOOD JENKINS LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
Brinton M. Wilkins (admitted pro hac vice)
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rj armstrong(a),wood jenkinslaw. com

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

STATE OF FLORIDA
COUNTY OF SUMTER

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF NATALIE FOELLER

Civil No. CV-09-2616
Judge Jon J. Shindurling

)
)ss.
)

NATALIE FOELLER, hereby swears and deposes as follows:
1.

My name is Natalie Foeller and I am one of the defendants in the above-

referenced litigation. I am over 21 years of age and have personal knowledge of the facts herein.
2.

I am familiar with my downline organization that existed at Melaleuca
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before my husband and I resigned from Melaleuca. I am also familiar with the amounts of
commissions paid to me during my time as a marketing executive, and familiar with the basis for
those commissions.
3.

I have read the affidavit of Frank Vandersloot that is submitted in support

of Plaintiff's motion for reconsideration and disagree with various points in his affidavit.
4.

In paragraph 12 of his affidavit, Mr. Vandersloot states that "Melaleuca

has invested an extensive amount of time, energy, and financial resources totaling millions of
dollars into building the business organization that the Foellers were compensated to train,
motivate and lead." In point of fact, while Melaleuca provided conventions, trainings and
promotions company-wide, none of these things were done specifically for my business
organization. I do not recall any specific training or seminars that were conducted specifically
for my organization. Indeed, I spent thousands of dollars traveling, offering promotions,
conducting dinner events, and the like all for the purpose of growing my business organization.
When members of my downline business organization attended conventions, they paid out of
their own pocket to attend. They, and I, paid for the flight, hotel, and food at those events.
5.

In paragraph 14 of his affidavit, Mr. Vandersloot states: "[T]here is

substantial evidence that the Foellers had never met and had never talked with many of the
persons they were being compensated to motivate, train and lead." This is false. In fact, I was
more closely connected to the organization than most would be and constantly provided support
and presentations as evidenced by the leadership points I earned consistently month after month.
It is also the nature of the business that it grows by a marketing executive's efforts and the efforts
of those who the marketing executive has trained. I earned on average more leadership points

2
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than others, which shows I did more meetings and presentations than the average marketing
executive.
6.

In paragraph 15, Mr. Vandersloot states: "[S]ince the Foellers enrolled

with Melaleuca in 1999, Melaleucahas paid them more than $1.7 million to build, train, and
motivate her business organization." This is false. The $1. 7 million was directly related to
commissions on product purchased by my organization. Aside from bonuses earned by growing
the organization, all income earned was from commissions for product that my organization
purchased. For example, for the month of September 2008, the last month I received
compensation, my organization produced 67,089 points. This equates to at least $140,000 paid
to Melaleuca for product by my organization. From these purchases, I received $167.40 for
"pool" money, $1,200 for a car allowance, and $6,312.83 for commissions on my organization.
7.

In paragraph 22, Mr. Vandersloot states: "In summary, the compensation

received by the Foellers was in return for training and leadership activities expended by the
Foellers." This is not true. The checks paid to me in July, August, and September 2008 were in
the following amounts:

8.

MONTH

AMOUNT

July 2008
August 2008
September 2008
TOTAL

$6,711.55
$7,538.99
$7,612.17
$21,862.71

These amounts are found in monthly summary reports produced by

3
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Melaleuca in this case. These documents were provided to me on a regular basis during the time
I was a marketing executive at Melaleuca. Copies of these documents are attached hereto as
Exhibit 1.
9.

Each of these three pages lists and identifies all items of compensation

paid to me by Melaleuca for the months of July, August, and September 2008. In the first page,
every item listed in the summary refers to commissions for the sale of products or services. The
"Organization Commission" refers to the commission paid for the sale and purchase of products
within my downline organization. There is also a "CareerNalue Pack Commission," a "Services
Bonus," and a "VFL.com Bonus." The "VFL.com Bonus" refers to "Vitality for Life," which
relates to the sale of a specific health and fitness program. Each of these items refers to the sale
of products and/or services by my downline organization and the corresponding amount of the
compensation tied to that item of compensation. Importantly, none of these items on the first
page refers to compensation for training or leadership activities.
10.

The second and third pages in Exhibit 1 relate to the Commission and

Bonus Summary for the months of August and September 2008, and are similar to the first page.

These pages contain different entries to the first page by referring to an "Executive Director Car
Bonus," and an "Executive Director Pool" bonus. The "Executive Director Pool" bonus is the
only item of compensation on these sheets that relates to my leadership activities within
Melaleuca. The car bonus is provided to marketing executives that have achieved a sales volume
of 50,000 with ten (10) personal directors. Whether I grew, did not grow, trained, or did not
train, I earned this car allowance month after month as a result of my team's sale of products, not
because of training, supporting, or motivating my downline.

4
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11.

As shown in the July 2008 Commission and Bonus Summary, the entire

check in July 2008 was for commissions on product and services purchased and sold within my
business organization. See Ex. 1, hereto.
12.

As shown in the August 2008 Commission and Bonus Summary, out of

the $7,538.99 paid to me, $7,483.55 of this amount was based entirely on commissions on
product and services purchased and sold within my business organization. See Ex. 1, hereto.
13.

As shown in the September 2008 Commission and Bonus Summary, out of

the $7,612.17 paid to me, $7,444.77 of this amount was based entirely on commissions on
product and services purchased and sold within my business organization. See Ex. 1, hereto.
14.

In sum, if any amounts were paid to me for leadership activities for the

months of July, August, and September 2008, such amount only totaled $222.84. See Ex. 1,
hereto.
15.

Contrary to what Melaleuca tries to claim in paragraph 24 of Mr.

Vandersloot's affidavit, I trained and supported my downline organization up until the time I
resigned my marketing executive position with Melaleuca on November 13, 2008. Therefore, I
earned all amounts paid to and received by me for training, support, and leadership activities.
16.

Prior to that date, I trained and supported by downline organization.

Despite this fact, Melaleuca refused and has continued to refuse to pay me my check for October
2008, totaling $7,968.
17.

Like the other checks, most if not all of this amount related to the purchase

and sale of product and services within my business organization, and not training, supporting,
motivating, or leading my organization.

5
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18.

Therefore, contrary to Mr. Vandersloot' s affidavit, the compensation paid

to me in the last three months was almost exclusively for commissions earned on actual product
bought and sold by my organization, and not for training, motivating, or leadership activities.
The relatively small amounts paid to me for that time period for training, motivating, or
leadership activities were earned by me as a result of my performance of those duties.
DATED this

-qtt-- day of November, 201 L

NATdlE~
SIGNED AND SWORN before me this

ROBERTA.WARREN

Notary Public. State of Florida
Commission# EE 128376
My comm. expires Sept. 7 2015

z.f£_ day of November, 2011.

~
,,

NOTARY

~
·

~,,.,

_..e.'.:..!..~Ur"':!'.:--L"-",,.,,,,,=====~

BLIC
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MELALEUCA OP CANADA INC
DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
JULY BUSINESS REPORT

REPORT DATE
08/13/2008
MONTH END DATE 07/31/2008
Natalie or Rick Foeller

PAGE 57

* * * * * * * * COMMISSION AND BONUS Su'MMARY * * * * * * * *
AVAILABLE
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE

I
II

VII

IX

PRODUCT INTRODUCTION COMMISSION
ORGANIZATION COMMISSION
CAREER/VALUE PACK COMMISSION
RETRACTIONS
SERVICES BONUS
VFL. COM BONUS

60.96

6,587.88
96.00
-61.24

8 .30
19. 65

TOTAL COMMISSION AND BONUS EARNED

EARNED

100%
100%
NA
NA
100%
NA

60.96

6,587.88
96. 00
-61.24

8 .30
19. 65

6,711.55*

*CURRENCY CONVERSION OF 1.2

SENSITIVE

CONFIDENTIAL

MEL017247

MELALEUCA OF CANADA INC
DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
AUGUST BUSINESS REPORT

REPORT DATE
09/12/2DD8
MONTH END DATE D8/31/2DD8
Natalie or Rick Foeller
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* * * * * * * * COMMISSION AND BONUS SUMMARY * * * * * * * *

SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE

I
II
VI
IX

PRODUCT INTRODUCTION COMMISSION
ORGANIZATION COMMISSION
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR POOL I
RETRACTIONS
SERVICES BONUS
VFL. COM BONUS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CAR BONUS

AVAILABLE

EARNED

---------------

----------

D. OD
6,329.99
55.44
-77.5D
11.41

19. 65
1,2DD.DD

1DO%
1DD%
1DD%
NA
100%
NA
1DD%

D. OD
6,329.99
55.44
-77.50
11.41

19. 65
1,2DD.DD

---------------

TOTAL COMMISSION AND BONUS EARNED

7,538.99*

*CURRENCY CONVERSION OF 1. 2

SENSITIVE

CONFIDENTIAL

MEL017307

MELALEUCA OF CANADA INC
DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
SEPTEMBER BUSINESS REPORT

REPORT DATE
10/12/2008
MONTH END DATE 09/30/2008
Natalie or Rick Foeller
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* * * * * * * * COMMISSION AND BONUS SUMMARY * * * * * * * *
AVAILABLE
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE

I
II
VI
VII
IX

---------------

PRODUCT INTRODUCTION COMMISSION
ORGANIZATION COMMISSION
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR POOL I
CAREER/VALUE PACK COMMISSION
RETRACTIONS
SERVICES BONUS
VFL.COM BONUS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CAR BONUS

33.60
6,133.55
167.40
120. 00
-68.06
6. 03
19. 65
1,200.00

%
100%
100%
100%
NA
NA

100%
NA
100%

EARNED

----------

33.60
6,133.55
167. 40
120. 00
-68. 06
6. 03
19.65
1,200.00

---------------

TOTAL COMMISSION AND BONUS EARNED

7' 612 .17*

*CURRENCY CONVERSION OF 1.2

SENSITIVE

CONFIDENTIAL

MEL017364
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WOOD JENKINS LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
Brinton M. Wilkins (admitted pro hac vice)
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rjarmstrong@woodjenkinslaw.com
Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OFSALTLAKE

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD J.
ARMSTRONG IN SUPPORT OF
MOTIONS TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS
OF ROGER SMITH, FRANK
VANDERSLOOT, AND JOSHUA
CHANDLER

Civil No. CV-09-2616
Judge Jon J. Shindurling

)
:ss
)

RICHARD J. ARMSTRONG, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

I am over the age of 18 years old and am competent to testify to the

matters stated herein.
2.

I am an attorney for Defendants Rick Foeller and Natalie Foeller in the

above-captioned case.
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3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Plaintiff's

Answers to Defendants' Third Set of Interrogatories and Fourth Requests for Production.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of a Protective

Order in Melaleuca, Inc. v. Max International, Case Number 4:09-cv-572-WFD.
5.

Defendants respectfully request that the Court take judicial notice of the

above-referenced and the attached Protective Order pursuant to Idaho R. Evid. 201 (c).
DATED this 7th day of November, 2011.

SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN TO before me this 7th day ofNovember, 2011.

AFFIDAVIT OF
RICHARD J. ARMSTRONG
2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

7th

day of November, 2011, I caused to be

e-mailed and mailed in the United States mail, a true and correct copy of the foregoing

AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD J. ARMSTRONG IN SUPPORT OF MOTIONS TO STRIKE
THE AFFIDAVITS OF ROGER SMITH, FRANK VANDERSLOOT, AND JOSHUA
CHANDLER to the following:
James R. Holman
Richard R. Friess
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES PLLC
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
rfriess@ts-lawoffice.com
Brent Manning
MANNING CURTIS BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
bmanning@mc2b.com
Joshua K. Chandler
MELALEUCA, INC.
3910 South Yellowstone Highway
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
jchandler@Melaleuca.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc.

S:\WPDATA\PLEADING\FOELLER.MELALEUCA.ARMSTRONG AFFIDAVIT-MOTION TO STRIKE.wpd

AFFIDAVIT OF
RICHARD J. ARMSTRONG
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James D. Holman, Esq., ISB #2547
Richard R. Friess, Esq., ISB #7820
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Telephone (208) 522-1230
Fax (208) 522-1277
holman@thomsenstephenslaw.com
rfriess@thomsenstephenslaw.com
Brent Manning, Esq., ISB #2359
MANNING CURTIS BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone (801) 363-5678
Fax (801) 364-5678
Ryan D. Nelson, Esq., ISB # 8357
Josh Chandler, Esq., ISB # 7756
MELALEUCA INC.
3910 S. Yellowstone Hwy.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Telephone (208) 522-0700
Fax (208) 534-2063 )522-1277
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
V.

)

RICK AND NATALIE FOELLER,
individuals,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-09-2616

PLAINTIFF'S
ANSWERS
TO
DEFENDANTS' THIRD SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND FOURTH
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~)
1-

ANSWERS TO DEFENDANTS' THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND FOURTH REQUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION
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Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc. answers the Defendants' Third Set of Interrogatories and Fourth
Requests for Production as follows:
GENERAL OBJECTIONS

1.

Plaintiff generally objects to the Requests to the extent that they demand that Plaintiff

respond in a manner inconsistent with the requirements of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
2.

Plaintiff generally objects to Defendants's "Instructions" and "Definitions" to the

extent they are in any way inconsistent with the requirements of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
3.

Plaintiff generally objects to the Requests to the extent that they seek to compel

disclosure of confidential and/or privileged information under the attorney/client privilege,
information which is non-discoverable under the attorney work product doctrine, i.e., information
prepared in anticipated of litigation or this proceeding, or containing the mental impressions,
conclusions, opinions or legal theories of any attorney or other legal or investigative representative
of Plaintiff, or other applicable privileges, laws or doctrines which prohibit or otherwise limit
discovery, or information which has been gathered or prepared in anticipation of or in connection
with litigation. To the extent that the Requests can be construed to seek such information, Plaintiff
objects to those requests and will provide only non-privileged and non-immune information.
4.

Plaintiff generally objects to the Requests to the extent that they seek to compel the

production or disclosure of information not relevant to the subject matter involved in this action and
not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant and/or admissible evidence. By
providing any of the information requested, Plaintiff does not concede the relevance thereof to the
subject matter of this litigation.
5.
2-

Plaintiff generally objects to the Requests to the extent that they are indefinite, vague,
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PRODUCTION
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ambiguous, overly broad or duplicative.
6.

Plaintiff objects to the Requests to the extent they are unduly burdensome and

expensive, taking into account the needs of the case, the amount in controversy and the issues at
stake in the litigation. Plaintiff is willing, however, to confer with Defendants to resolve any
disagreements between the parties relating to the scope, breadth and relevance of Defendants'
discovery requests.
7.

Plaintiff objects to the Requests to the extent they seek information already knm:vn

to Defendants or available to Defendants from documents in their own files or from public sources.
8.

Plaintiff objects to the Requests to the extent they call for a legal conclusion.

Plaintiff's responses shall not be construed as providing a legal conclusion concerning the meaning
or application of any term(s) or phrase(s) used in the Requests.
9.

Plaintiff objects to the Requests to the extent they seek information that is not within

the possession, custody or control of Plaintiff.
10.

Any response to the Requests indicating that documents have been or will be

produced is not to be construed as an admission that documents responsive to the specific Request
actually exist.
Plaintiff incorporates each of the foregoing objections into its response to each individual
request as though fully set forth therein.
THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: State the specific dollar amount of damages you claim were
caused by Defendants' alleged violations of Policy 20.
ANSWER: Plaintiff is in the process of determining the amount of damages caused by
Defendants' alleged violations of Policy 20 and will seasonably supplement this answer when the
3-
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determination is made.
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: State the name, address, and telephone number of any experts

you have designated or intend to designate to testify on Melaleuca's behalf regarding any damages
in any currently pending litigation or arbitration where at least one of the claims involves allegations
of Policy 20 violations and/or unlawful recruiting of Melaleuca's marketing executives.
ANSWER: Plaintiff objects to this interrogatory. To the extent the interrogatory seeks

information regarding experts Plaintiff has retained or intends to retain in actions separate from the
present one, the information sought is irrelevant and is also protected under LR. C.P. 26(b )(4) and
26(b)(4)(B).
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: In relation to any currently pending litigation or arbitration,

state the name of the case, case number, and court where you have designated or intend to designate
an expert witness to testify on your behalf relating to the issues of damages arising from alleged
violations of Policy 20 and/or unlawful recruiting ofMelaleuca's marketing executives.
ANSWER: Plaintiff objects to this interrogatory. To the extent the interrogatory seeks

information regarding experts Plaintiff has retained or intends to retain in actions separate from the
present one, the information sought is irrelevant and is also protected under LR. C.P. 26(b )(4) and
26(b )(4)(B).
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: In relation to this case, state the name, address, and telephone

number of each expert witness you intend to designate pursuant to Idaho R. Civ. P. 26(b)(4).
ANSWER: Plaintiff will provide this information in accordance with the expert witness

disclosure cutoff date set forth in the Court's January 25, 2011 Scheduling Order.
FOURTH REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND TIDNGS
REQUEST NO. 1: Please produce all expert reports that have been prepared in relation to

4-
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the experts and/or matters identified in Interrogatory Nos. 2-4 above.

RESPONSE: With respect to Interrogatories Nos. 2-3, see Plaintiff's Answers to the
respective interrogatories.

With respect to Interrogatory No. 4,

Plaintiff will provide this

information in accordance with the expert witness disclosure cutoff date in the Court's January 25,
2011 Scheduling Order.

REQUEST NO. 2: Please produce any and all correspondence, including e-mails and other
correspondence, between Melaleuca on one hand and the expert(s) identified in Interrogatory No.
4 above on the other.

RESPONSE: Plaintiff objects on the basis that the Request seeks information outside
I.R.C.P. 26(b )(1) and on the basis that the information sought is subject to the attorney client and/or
work product privilege. Without waiving said objection, see Answer to Interrogatory No. 4.
DATED this"22uay of February, 2011.
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC

By:
Richard R. Friess, Esq.

5-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofidaho, resident of and with
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on the 22-aay of February, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing to be served upon the following persons at the addresses below their names
either by depositing said document in the United States mail with the correct postage thereon or by
hand delivering or by transmitting by facsimile as set forth below.
RICHARD J. ARMSTRONG, ESQ
500 EAGLE GATE TOWER
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
FAX: (801) 366-6061

[x] Mail
[ ] Hand Delivery
[ ] Facsimile

THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC

By<:Z-Ll~~
Richard R. Friess, Esq.

)

CRT:RRF:skp
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Case 4:09-cv-005

FD -CWD Document 89

Filed 1

10 Page 1 of 20

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,

Case No. 4:09-cv-572-WFD
PROTECTIVE ORDER

v.

MAX INTERNATIONAL, LLC, a
Utah limited liability company, KEN
DUNN, an individual, DOES 1
through 25 and DOES 26 through 50,
Defendants.

Before the Court is Plaintiffs Motion for Entry of Protective Order. (Dkt. No. 81).
Having previously set this matter on an expedited basis (Dkt. No. 83), and in the interests
of avoiding further delay, the Court will resolve this matter on the briefing and the record
without oral argument. After reviewing the record, including both parties' briefing and
proposed protective orders, and otherwise being fully informed, the Court finds that
Plaintiffs Proposed Protective Order (Dkt. No. 81-1) sufficiently protects the interests of

ORDER-1
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FD -CWD Document 89

Filed
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the parties and is consistent with Rule 26 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 1
Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c), Plaintiffs motion is GRANTED, and
the Court hereby enters the following Protective Order to apply to documents and
information produced or disclosed in this case:

1.

DEFINITIONS
1.1

"Material" refers to any document, data compilation, testimony, report,
interrogatory response, response to a request for admission, response to a
request for production, or other information in any form produced or
disclosed in this action (including copies), whether voluntarily or through
any means of discovery authorized by law, and whether by a party or nonparty.

1.2

Material may be designated "CONFIDENTIAL" ifthe Designating Party in
good faith believes that disclosure of such Material in this case without the
designation presents a risk of injury to the legitimate business interests of
the Disclosing Party or any other legitimate interest. Confidential
information includes, but is not limited to, trade secrets (as trade secrets are
defined by the Idaho Trade Secrets Act, Idaho Code§§ 48-801, et seq. and

This Order should not be construed as limiting the parties from filing a
proposed stipulated protective order and seeking modification of the present order.
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the Utah Uniform Trade Secrets Act, Utah Code Ann.§§ 13-24-1, et seq.),
all Materials reflecting, referring to or evidencing any information deemed
confidential by any local, state, or federal statute, ordinance, regulation, or
other law, business plans or forecasts, financial plans and forecasts,
operational plans and forecasts, and all private or sensitive commercial,
financial, personal or personnel, underwriting, rating, claims and insurance
policy information. Confidential information may take the form of, but is
not limited to, (a) documents, responses to request for production,
interrogatory responses, or responses to requests for admissions; (b) hearing
or deposition transcripts and related exhibits; and (c) all copies, abstracts,
excerpts, analyses, reports, and complete or partial summaries prepared
from or containing, reflecting, or disclosing such confidential information.
1.3

A party may also designate Material as "OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES
ONLY." OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY Material must meet the
CONFIDENTIAL designation requirements of Section 1.2 and must be so
proprietary or competitively sensitive that its disclosure to persons other
than those enumerated in Section 4.1. 7 below could cause irreparable
competitive or other injury to one of the Parties or to a competitor of one of
the Parties (for instance, by giving one of the Parties a competitive
advantage).
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"Disclosing Party" refers to a party, or non-party, to this action who
produces Material.

1.5

"Designating Party" refers to a party or non-party to this action who
designates Material as CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES
ONLY.

1.6

"Requesting Party" refers to a party who has made a discovery request.

1. 7

"Receiving Party" refers to a party who receives, or is otherwise exposed to,
Material during the course of this action.

2.

SCOPE OF PROTECTIVE ORDER
2.1

Except as the parties may otherwise agree, or the Court may order, Material
produced, whether or not designated CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE
COlJNSEL EYES ONLY, including any report, excerpt, analysis,
summary, or description of it, shall be used solely for the prosecution or
defense of the above-captioned action, including appeals. If
CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY Materials are
used in the above-captioned action they must be used without violation of
this Protective Order.

2.2

This Order shall govern all Material produced in this action, including
Material produced prior to entry of this Order.
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The protections of this Order shall not apply to Material that, prior to
disclosure in this action, was within the actual possession or knowledge of a
Receiving Party but was not subject to any confidentiality obligation
between the Parties, was previously disclosed by a Disclosing Party to a
non-party to this action without any obligation of confidentiality, or was
actually public knowledge, provided that the Material did not become
public knowledge through an act or omission of a Receiving Party.
However, Material that was in the hands of the Receiving Party prior to
disclosure in this action and that was subject to a confidentiality obligation
between the Parties shall be made subject to this Order. Any party who
claims that the Material was, prior to disclosure in this action, within its
actual possession or knowledge and was not subject to a confidentiality
obligation or was public knowledge shall have the burden of proving that
fact.

3.

DESIGNATION OF MATERIAL
3 .1

General Provisions
3 .1.1 A Disclosing Party may designate Material as CONFIDENTIAL or
OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY only if the Material (1) is
CONFIDENTIAL, as defined by Section 1.2, or OUTSIDE
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COUNSEL EYES ONLY, as defined by Section 1.3; and (2) is not
excluded from the scope of this Order by Section 2.3.
3 .1.2 A Disclosing Party's failure to designate Material as
CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY at the
time of production or disclosure of the Material does not waive its
right later to designate the Material as CONFIDENTIAL or
OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY. After any designation, each
Receiving Party shall treat the designated Material as either
CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY and
subject to the protections of this Order.
3 .2

Methods of Designation
3.2.1 A Designating Party may designate Material as CONFIDENTIAL by
placing or affixing on the Material the word "CONFIDENTIAL"
and/or "SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER" or a similar legend.
3.2.2 A Designating Party may designate Material as OUTSIDE
COUNSEL EYES ONLY by placing or affixing on the Material the
words "OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY."
3.2.3 Hearing or deposition transcripts, or portions of such transcripts,
may

be designated CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES
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ONLY by: (a) counsel so stating on the record during the hearing or
deposition, or (b) providing written notice to the reporter and all
counsel of record within 30 days after the reporter sends notice to
counsel that the written transcript is available for review.
3.2.4 When CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY
Material is supplied or stored on a digital, electronic, or
electromagnetic medium, the CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE
COUNSEL EYES ONLY designation shall be made, to the extent
physically possible, on the medium itself (such as on a label attached
to a disk), on the sleeve, envelope, box, or other container or such
medium.
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Challenging Confidentiality Designations
3 .3 .1 If any Party challenges the confidentiality designation of any
CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY
information the parties shall undertake to resolve the dispute as follows:
(a) the objecting party shall notify the Designating Party in writing
as to its objection(s) to the designations. This notice shall include, at
a minimum, a specific identification of the designated material
objected to as well as the reason(s) for the objection.
(b) The objecting party shall thereafter have the burden of conferring
either in person or by telephone with the Designating Party claiming
protection (as well as any other interested party) in a good faith
effort to resolve the dispute.
(c) Failing agreement, the objecting party may bring a noticed
motion to the Court for a ruling that the Material sought to be
protected is not entitled to such designation. The Designating Party
bears the burden to establish that the Material is CONFIDENTIAL
or OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY and entitled to protection
under this Order. Notwithstanding any such challenge to the
designation of Material as CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE
COUNSEL EYES ONLY, all such Material so designated shall be
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treated as such and shall be subject to the provisions of this Order
until one of the following occurs: (a) the Disclosing Party withdraws
such CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY
designation in writing, or (b) the Court rules that the designation is
not proper and that the designation be removed.
4.

DISCLOSURE, USE, AND HANDLING OF CONFIDENTIAL OR OUTSIDE
COUNSEL EYES ONLY MATERIAL
4.1

Use and Handling of CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES
ONLY Material
4.1.1 To the extent any Material filed with the Court, including pleadings,
exhibits, transcripts, expert reports, answers to interrogatories,
transcripts of hearings or depositions, and responses to requests for
admissions, contains or reveals CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE
COUNSEL EYES ONLY Material, the Material or any portion
thereof shall be filed under seal pursuant to the applicable rules.
4.1.2 All copies, duplicates, extracts, summaries, reports, or descriptions
(collectively "copies") of Materials designated as CONFIDENTIAL
or OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY, or any portion thereof, shall
immediately be affixed with the word "CONFIDENTIAL," or
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"OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY" if such a word does not
already appear.
4.1.3 Material properly designated as CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE
COUNSEL EYES ONLY shall not be posted on the Internet, or
disclosed on any other public broadcast forum, chat room, message
board, or the like, except to the limited extent such materials are
properly made available for review through an Electronic Case
Filing system provided by the Court.
4.1.4 Material designated CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE COUNSEL

EYES ONLY does not lose protected status through an unauthorized
disclosure, whether intentional or inadvertent, by a Receiving Party.
If such a disclosure occurs, the Parties shall take all steps reasonably

required to assure the continued confidentiality of the Material.
4.1.5 Material that is subject to a claim of attorney/client privilege or work

product protection by the Disclosing Party does not lose its protected
status through disclosure to the Receiving Party and disclosure of
such Material does not constitute a waiver of a claim of privilege by
the Disclosing Party. If Material is produced in discovery that is
subject to a claim of privilege or of protection as trial-preparation
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material, the party making the claim may notify any party that
received the Material of the claim and the basis for it. After being
notified, a party must promptly return or sequester the specified
Material and any copies it has and may not use or disclose the
information until the question of its privileged or protected status is
determined. If a Receiving Party challenges the privilege
designation, the receiving party must sequester the Material and
promptly present the Material to the court under seal for a
determination of the asserted privilege claim. If the Receiving Party
disclosed the information before being notified, it must take
immediate and reasonable steps to retrieve it. The Disclosing Party
must preserve the information until the claim is resolved.
4.1.6 Any Material that is designated CONFIDENTIAL shall not be
disclosed to any person or entity other than the following, and only
after such person or entity has been advised of and is subject to the
terms of this Order.
4.1.6.1

The Parties, including in-house counsel, former
officers, directors, partners, employees, or agents of a
Party required to provide assistance in the conduct of
this litigation.
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The Court, its staff, the jury, and all appropriate courts
of appellate jurisdiction and their staff in this litigation;

4.1.6.3

Outside counsel of record for the Parties in this
litigation;

4.1.6.4

Members of the legal, paralegal, secretarial or clerical
staff of such counsel who are assisting in or
responsible for working on this litigation and who have
need for such information for purposes of this
litigation;

4.1.6.5

Outside consultants, investigators, interpreters,
translators, or experts of the Parties who have a need
for such information to assist in this litigation;

4.1.6.6

Court reporters during depositions or hearings in this
litigation;

4.1.6.7

Deponents during depositions or witnesses during
hearings in this litigation;

4.1.6.8

Persons who have had, or whom any counsel for any
party in good faith believes to have had, prior access to
the CONFIDENTIAL Material being disclosed, or who
have been participants in a communication that is the
subject of the CONFIDENTIAL Material and from
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whom verification of or other information about that
access or participation is sought, solely to the extent of
disclosing such information to which they have or may
have had access or that is the subject of the
communication in which they have or may have
participated, except that, unless and until counsel
confirms that any such persons have had access or
were participants, only as much of the information may
be disclosed as may be necessary to confirm the
person's access or participation;
4.1.6.9

Employees of third-party contractors of the Parties
involved solely in providing copying services or
litigation support services such as organizing, filing,
coding, converting, storing, or retrieving Material
connected with this litigation; and

4.1.6.10

Any other person agreed to in writing by the
Disclosing Party.

4.1. 7 Any Material that is designated OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY

shall not be disclosed to any person or entity other than the
following, and only after such person or entity has been advised of
and has agreed to be subject to the terms of this Order:
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The Court, its staff, the jury, and all appropriate courts
of appellate jurisdiction and their staff in this litigation;

4.1.7.2

Outside counsel of record for the Parties in this
litigation;

4.1.7.3

Members of the legal, paralegal, secretarial or clerical
staff of such outside counsel who are assisting in or
responsible for working on this litigation and who have
need for such information for purposes of this
litigation;

4.1.7.4

Experts, interpreters, translators, or consultants
retained by any of the Parties who have a need for such
information to assist in this litigation;

4.1.7.5

Court reporters during depositions or hearings in this
litigation;

4.1.7.6

Deponents during depositions or witnesses during
hearings in this litigation;

4.1.7.7

Persons who have had, or whom any counsel for any
party in good faith believes to have had, prior access to
the OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY Material
being disclosed, or who have been participants in a
communication that is the subject of the OUTSIDE
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COUNSEL EYES ONLY Material and from whom
verification of or other information about that access or
participation is sought, solely to the extent of
disclosing such information to which they have or may
have had access or that is the subject of the
communication in which they have or may have
participated, except that, unless and until counsel
confirms that any such persons have had access or
were participants, only as much of the information may
be disclosed as may be necessary to confirm the
person's access or participation; and
4.1.7.8

Employees of third-party contractors of the Parties
involved solely in providing copying services or
litigation support services such as organizing, filing,
coding, converting, storing, or retrieving Material
connected with this litigation.

4.1.8 Prior to disclosure of any CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE
COUNSEL EYES ONLY Material to any expert employed by the
Parties, or counsel for the Parties to assist in the preparation and
litigation of this matter, he or she must first be advised of and agree
in writing to be bound by the provisions of this Order. Such written
ORDER-15
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agreement shall consist of his or her endorsement of a copy of this
Order or of the Undertaking attached to this Order. Copies of such
writings, except as to those persons whose identities need not be
disclosed in discovery, shall be produced to other pa1iies upon
written request.

4.1.9 The recipient of any CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE COUNSEL
EYES ONLY material shall maintain such information in a secure
and safe area and shall exercise the same standard of due and proper
care with respect to the storage, custody, use andlor dissemination of
such information as is exercised by the recipient with respect to its
own proprietary information.
5.

OTHER PROVISIONS
5 .1

At the conclusion of this litigation, including any appeals, all Material not
received in evidence shall be returned to the Disclosing Party. If the
Disclosing Party agrees in writing, the Material may be destroyed.

5.2

Any third party producing Materials in this action may be included in this
Order by endorsing a copy of this Order and delivering it to the Requesting
Party, who, in tum, will serve a copy of it upon counsel for the other
parties.
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This Order shall not prevent any party from applying to the Court for
further or additional confidentiality orders, or from agreeing with the other
parties to modify this Order, subject to the approval of the Court.

5.4

This Order shall not preclude any party from enforcing its rights against any
other party, or any non-party, believed to be violating its rights under this
Order.

5.5

Except as provided for in this Order, nothing in this Order, nor any actions
taken pursuant to this Order, shall be deemed to have the effect of an
admission or waiver by any party, including the right of either party to
object to the subject matter of any discovery request. Furthermore, nothing
in this Order, nor any actions taken pursuant to or under the provisions of
this Order shall have the effect of proving, suggesting to prove, or_otherwise
creating a presumption that information disclosed in this action is
confidential, trade secret or proprietary, as it pertains to the parties'
respective claims in this action.

5.6

After final termination of this litigation, including any appeals, each counsel
of record, upon written request made within 60 days of the date of final
termination, shall within 60 days of such request, (a) destroy or (b)
assemble and return to the counsel of record, all Material in their possession
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and control, embodying information designated CONFIDENTIAL or
OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY, including all copies thereof except
that each counsel of record may maintain one archive copy of all pleadings,
correspondence, deposition transcripts, deposition exhibits, trial transcripts,
and trial exhibits, together with any attorney work product provided that
such archive copy be appropriately marked as CONFIDENTIAL or
OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY and be retained in accordance with the
terms of this Order.
5.7

Counsel for any party may exclude from the room at a deposition, other
discovery proceedings, or at a hearing, during any questioning that involves
CONFIDENTIAL or OUTSIDE COUNSEL EYES ONLY Material, any
person (other than the witness then testifying) who is not permitted the
disclosure of such Material under this Order.

5.8

The Parties and any other person subject to the terms of this Protective
Order agree that this Court has and retains jurisdiction during and after this
action is terminated for the purpose of enforcing this Order. This Order
shall survive termination of this litigation, to the extent that the information
contained in confidential matters is not or does not become known to the
public.
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DATED: December 21, 2010

~
Honorable Candy W. Dale
Chief United States Magistrate Judge
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UNDERTAKING

I, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, have read and agree
to be bound by the Protective Order in Melaleuca, Inc. v. Max Int'!, Case No. 4:09cv-00572-WFD, filed in the United States District Court for the District of Idaho.
I hereby submit to the jurisdiction of the Court for purposes of ensuring
compliance with the Protective Order.

Date:
Signature:

Printed
Name:
Address:
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WOOD JENKTNS T,T.C
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5 548
Brinton M, Wilkins (admitted pro hac vice)
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
ri armstrong@woodienkinslaw.com

Att<>rneysfor Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE. OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY
)

MELALEUCA, TNC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

REPLY MEMORANDUM TN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANTS' MOTTON FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S RULE
56(F) MOTION

(Hearing Date:
Monday, November 21, 2011, 9:30 a.m.)

Civil No. CV-09-2616
Judge Jon J. Shindurling

ARGUMENT

I.

MELALEUCA HAS NOT PROVEN DAMAGE AND DAMAGE CANNOT
RE PRESUMED IN THIS CASE.

TL is Plaintiff's burden in responding to a motion for summary judgment to
demonstrate a genuine dispute of"material fact. See Northwest Bee-Corp v. Home livingServ.,

136 ldaho 835, 41 P.3d 263 (2002). Importunlly, once the absence of evidence has been
established by the moving parly that docs .not have the burden of proof at trial, the butden shifts
to the party opposing the motion to establish, via depositions, discovery responses, or affidavits,
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that there is indeed a genuine issue for trial. See Sanders v. Kuna Joint <">'ch. Dist., 125 Idaho 872,
876 P.2d 154 (Ct. App. 1994). Stated another way, and in particular reference to Defendants'
motion, Plaintiff must poinl to something in the record which places into genuine dispute the
issue of Plaintiff's damages. Plaintiff has failed to do so.
In il!:i opposition, Plaintiff cites to three materials that show a genuine dispute of

material fact. Those materials are the affidavits of Josh Chandler, Frank Vandersloot, and R.oger
Smith. Each of these affidavits, however, are objectionable, because they do not pass evidentiary
muster for purposes of defeating Defendants' motion for summary judgment. In this regard,
Defendants incorporate by reference their motions to strike the above-referenced affidavits, and
the memorandum in support. Suffice to say, Plaintiff has never produced evidence ol'its
damages before the discovery cut-off date, and Plaintiffs affidavits do not create a genuine
dispute of material fact in relation to Plaintiffs damages,
Plaintiffs opposition to Defendants' motion for summary judgment is premised

on a fundamental misreading ofthls Cou1t's earlier SJ Decision. There can he

no question that

this Court meant what it said back in December 2010, i.e., th al Plaintiff's Policy 20(c)(1) is an
illegal penalty provision in the absence ofproof of actual damage. See SJ Decision, at 7.
Therefore> Policy 20(c)(l) cannot form the basis of Plaintiff's claim for damages in this case
without there being proof that Plaintiff actually suffered damage. WHhout evidence of such
actual damage, Policy 20(c)(l) is a provision designed to punish and deter a breach of Pla~ntiff's
policies ;.md procedures.

I
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The reason Defend<mts arc entitled to summary judgment in this case is that
Plaintiff has not come forward, as signaled by the Court, to present evidence of actual damage
caused by Defendants. Without such evidence, Plaintiff should nol be allowed to proceed to trial
on any claims for relieC including injunctive re lie[
Contrary to Plaintil'Ps argument, damages in this case cannot.be presumed and
nominal damages would be an inappropriate result. The law is clear. Damages in a breach of
contract case, and Lheir amount, "must be proven to a reasonable certainty." Eliopulos v. Kondo

Farm,·, Inc., 102 Idaho 915, 919, 643 P.2d 1085, 1089 (Ct. App. 1982). They cannot be
presumed. Stated another way, "the measure of damage - as well as the fact of damage

mtL'>t

be proven beyond speculation." Wing v. llulet, 106 Idaho 912, 919, 684 P.2d 314, 321 (Ct. App.
1984), citing Eliopulos, 102 ldaho 915.

Plaintiff argues that it is entitled to '"nominal damages" even if it cannot show an
amount for damage, Plaintiff is wrong. Nominal damages are only appropriate when it is
necessary to "symbolically" demonstrate an "infraction of a legal righl" relating to a plaintiff's
"person or property." See Myers v. Workmen's Auto Ins. Co., 140 Idaho 495, 508, 95 P.3d 977,
990 (2004). Under Idaho law, this means that nominal damages are only appropriate when a tort
has occurred, such as a battery, or some other legal infraction relating to property, such as
trespass, and the plaintiff is otherwise unable to prove an actual dollar amount for its injuries.

See, e.g., Pierson v. Brooks, 115 Tdaho 529, 537, 768 P.2d 792, 800 (Ct. App. 1989) (citing C.
McCORMICK, THE Lt\ W OF DAM AGES, § 20 (1935)). Tn such instances, fdaho courts have
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allowed un award of nominal damages in order to symbolically demonstrate the infraction of the
person's legal rights.
Moreover, Plaintiff never alleged nominal damages in its complaint. Plainliff
alleged that the damages in this case exceeded $10,000, and no allegation is made by Plaintiff in
the complaint that it is alternatively entitled to nominal damages. Because Plaintiff has alleged
more than nominal damages in its complaint, and has specifically failed to allege nominal
damages, Plaintiff has wuived its ability to claim nominal damages at trial.

TJ.

PJ,AJNTIFF'S RULE 56(F) MOTION SHOULD BE DENIED.
With its opposition memorandum, Plaintiff has purported to file a "Rule 56(1)

motion," arguing that Plaintiffs expert witness, Roger Smith, "needs additional time to prepare u
more complete detailed expert report." See Pl's Rule 56(f) Motion,, 2. Plaintiffs motion
should be denied.
The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure do not provide for the filing of a Rule 56(f)
"motion" when a party is unable to present by affidavit focts essential to justify the party's
opposition to a motion for summary judgment. The procedure in such _a situation is to file an

affidavit staling the specific reasons why it cannot, through affidavit or other evidence, justify the
pnrty's opposition to the motion for summary judgment. See Idaho R. Civ. P. 56(f). Rule 56(!)
reads:
Should it !lppcar from tlze tr.jfidavit of a party opposing the motion that the party
cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justi the party's
opposition, the court may refuse the application for jtJdgmcnt or may order a
continuance to pennit affidavits to be oblaincd or depositions to be taken or
discovery- to be had or may make such other order as is just.

ry
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Idaho R. Civ. P. 56(:1) (emphasis added).
Here, Plaintiff has not filed ·a Rule 56(f) affidavit and on this basis alone, the
Court shoµld reject Plaintiffs argument that it needs additional time for Mr. Smith to conduct an
expert analysis of the damages in this case, Even if the Court were to treat the motion as a Rule

56(f) affidavit, the request for additional expert discovery should be denied. Plaintiff faiis to
state or allege any reasons that would justify such an extension of time. There is no allegation or
aflinnation relating to why Plainli ff C<mld not perform its expert analysis of damages within the
time allotted by the Court in the scheduling order. For this additional reason, Plaintiff's Rule
56(1) motion should be denied.
Plaintiff has had more than sulTkienl time to assess its damages by way of expert
assistance. This Court's scheduling order set the deadline for fact discovery for:
October 10, 201 J . Plaintiff designated its expert by the deadline of September 20, 2011, but as
already stated in Defendants' motion for summary judgment, Plaintiff bas never timeJy disclosed
any expe1t opinion relating to damages and a figure for damages. Pfointiffhas not set fo1th any
testimony) by affidavit or otherwise, as to why Plaintiff could not abide by the Court's scheduling
order governing expert disclosures and fuel discovery deadljnes. Tt would be unfair and
prejudicial to Defendanls to allow Pla.intiff niore lime to assess its damages.
CONCLUSION

For at least the foregoing reasons, and for the reasons set forth in Defendants'
opening brief, and motions to strike, Defendants are entitled to summary judgment on all claims
asserted by Plaintifl'.
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DATED this 14'h day of November, 201 L
WOOD JENKINS LLC
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CERTJFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 14'h day of November, 2011, I caused to be
e-mailed and mailed in the United States mail, a true und correct copy of the foregoing RJ:.L'LY

MEMORANDUM TN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT AND IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S RULE 56(F) MOTION to the
following:
James R. Holman
Richard R. Friess
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES PLLC
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, Tdaho 83404

rfriess<W.ts-lawo ffi ce.com
Brent Manning
MANNING CURTTS BRADSHAW & ilEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Sall Lake City, Utah 84101
bmanning@mc2h.com
Joshua K. Chandler
MELALEUCA, !NC.
3910 South Yellowstone Highway
Idaho Falls, TD 83402

jfhandler@Melaleuca.com
Attorneys.for Plaintif(1\1elaleuca, Inc.

S:\WPDATA\PLEADINCill'OEl,l ,Hll.Ml;;LA LEUCA.REI'LY·MEMO MOTlON FOi{ SUMMA It\' 111DGMENT.wpd
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RECEIVE:

N0.1860

11/14/2011/MON 11:04AM

James D. Holman, Esq., ISB #2547
Richard R. Friess, Esq., ISB #7820
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
Telephone (208) 522-1230
Fax (208) 522-1277
holman@thomsenstephenslaw.com
rfriess@thomsenstephenslaw.com

-iONN£VlLLE COUNTY. IDAHG

2tJ II NOV I 5 PH t.,: 3 I

Brent Manning, Esq., ISB #2359
MANNING CURTIS BRADSHAW & BEDNAR LLC
170 South Main Street, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone (801) 363-5678
Fax (801) 364-5678
Ryan D. Nelson, Esq., ISB # 8357
Josh Chandler, Esq., ISB # 7756
MELALEUCA INC.
3910 S. Yellowstone Hwy.
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Telephone (208) 522-0700
Fax (208) 534-2063
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE
MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
V.

)

)
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE FOELLER,)
)
Defendants.
)

1-

Case No. CV-09-2616

AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD R. FRIESS
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
AFFIDAVITS

AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD R. FRIESS IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
AFFIDAVITS
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) SS.

County of Bonneville )
RICHARD R. FRIESS, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

My name is Richard R. Friess and I make this affidavit from personal knowledge.

I am over the age of 18 and am counsel for record for Plaintiff, Melaleuca, Inc., in the above
captioned matter.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A are true and correct copies of defendants' First, Second,

and Third Interrogatories and defendants First, Second, Third, and Fourth Request for Production
of Documents as referenced in Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to
Strike Affidavits.

3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy the reporters certificate for the

February 1, 2010 deposition transcript ofNatalie Foeller as referenced in Plaintiff's Memorandum
in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Strike Affidavits.

Further your affiant sayeth not.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to on oath before me this# day of November, 2011

Q1Jfl1vJb! /

Residing at: =t=~~
~
My Commission Expires: ~)JS-)/~

2-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, resident of and with
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on November 14, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of the
foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD R. FRIESS IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE
AFFIDAVITS to be served upon the following persons at the addresses below their names either
by depositing said document in the United States mail with the correct postage thereon, by hand
delivery, by transmitting by facsimile, or by placing said document in the attorney's courthouse box,
as set forth below.

MU.s. Mail
I ]Hand Delivery

RICHARD J. ARMSTRONG
500 EAGLE GATE TOWER
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
FAX: (801) 366-6061

[)rF acsimile
[] Courthouse Box

THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC

By:
Richard R. Friess, Esq.

J:\data\RRF\4550-021\PLEADINGS\042 AFF FRIESS OPP STRIKE AFF.wpd
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WOOD CRAPO LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rjarmstrong@woodcrapo.com

Attorneys/or Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.

RlCK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DEFENJJANTS' FIRST SET OF
. INTERROGATORIES,- REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION, AND REQUESTS
FOR ADMISSION

Civil No. CV-09-2616
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

Pursuant to Rules 33, 34 and 36 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendants
Rick Foeller and Natalie Foeller ("Defendants"), propound the following First Set of
Interrogatories, Requests for Production,·and Requests for Admission to Plaintiff Melaleuca,
Inc. ("Melaleuca"), to be answered and produced by Melaleuca within 30 days from the date
hereof or within such shorter period as the Court shall order. The requested documents are to be
produced at the offices of Wood Crapo LLC, 500 Eagle Gate Tower, 60 East South Temple Salt
Lake City, Utah·8411 l.
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DEFINITIONS
As used in these Interrogatories and the accompanying Requests for Production of
Documents and Things, the terms listed below are defined as follows:
a.

The terms "You," "Your," and "Plaintiff," mean Melaleuca, Inc., including

any divisions, departments, subsidiaries, parents, affiliates and predecessors, and their respective
present or former officers, directors, employees, owners, attorneys and agents, as well as
consultants and any other persons acting or purporting to act on behalf of each such entity or
person.
b.

The term "Defendants" means Rick Foeller and/or Natalie Foeller as well

as any other persons acting or purporting to act on their behalf.
c.
partnersh~p,

The terms "person" or "persons" mean any natural person, corporation,

association, organization, or group of natural persons, including but not limited to

any employee, officer, director, consultant, independent contractor, agent, attorney or representative of
anyofthem.
d.

The words "document" or "documents" shall be used in their broadest sense

and shall include, but are not limited to, any tangible thing capable of storing information, including
but not limited to the following items, whether printed, typed or recorded or reproduced by hand or
electronically, magnetically, optically or in any graphic manner of any kind or nature however
produced or reproduced, whether sent or received or neither, whether within the actual or
conStructive possession, custody, or control of any agent, employee, consultant, or any other person
acting or purporting to act on Your behalf, including drafts and copies bearing notations or marks not
found on the original:
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a.

all letters or other forms of correspondence or communication,

including envelopes, notes, telefaxes, telegrams, cables, electronic mail messages,
telex messages, and telephone messages (including reports, notes, notations and
memoranda of or relating to any telephone conversations or conferences or personal
interviews);
b.

all memoranda, research reports, speeches, reports, financial

statements or reports, appraisals, estimates, notes, transcripts, tabulations, ledgers,
studies, analyses, evaluations, projections, work papers of any type, corporate records
or copies thereof, lists, comparisons, questionnaires, surveys, charts, graphs, maps,
diagrams, summaries, tables, indexes, extracts; statistical records, compilations,
reports and/or summaries of investigations, testing or analyses, marginal notations,
desk calendars, appointment books, diaries, invoice receipts, contracts, insurance
policies;
c.

all books, manuscripts (whether submitted for publication or not),

advertisements (whether submitted for publication or not), press releases, magazines,
newspapers, booklets, brochures, training materials, pamphlets, circulars, bulletins,
notices, speeches, instructions, manuals, and articles;
d.

all minutes, transcripts, notes, presentation material, and memoranda

of meetings;
e.

all photographs, drawings, microfilms, tapes or other recordings,

punch cards, magnetic tapes, magnetic disks, optical or magneto-optical disks, print-

3
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outs, and other data compilations from which information can be obtained, and any
other information recorded in or on any medium whatsoever;
f.

all contracts, agreements, understandings, representations, warranties;

g.

any and all drafts of the foregoing.

and

5.

Unless otherwise specified herein, "relates to," "relating to," "refers to" and

"referring to" shall be used interchangeably to mean concerning, comprising, involving, directed to,
created by, sent to, received by, copied to, responsible for, or in any way logically or factually
connected to the subject of the request.
6.

To "identify" a person means to state the person's name, business address and

telephone number and, in the case of a natural person, his home address, current occupation or job
title, and. current employer or business affiliation and telephone number or, in the case of a business
enterprise, its form of organization, its state or country of incorporation if applicable, its address and
principal place of business, executive officer or officers and telephone number.
7.

To "identify" a document means to provide a brief description of the

document sufficient to support a request for production, including the general nature of the subject
matter, the date, identification of the author(s), addressee(s) and distributee(s), if any, and, ifthe
document comprises or embodies an agreement, the parties to such agreement. In answer to
interrogatories requiring identification of any document or documents, such document or documents
may be produced by Plaintiff for inspection and copying along with the answers to these
interrogatories in lieu of identification provided, however, the interrogatory or interrogatories to which
the document responds must be specified.

4
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8.

To "identify" a thing means to provide a brief description of the thing

sufficient to support a request for production, including any names, numbers, markings, or other
identifying characteristics by which Plaintiff understands the thing to be identified.
9.

To "locate" a document or thing means to state, by identifying a complete

address, the present whereabouts of the document or thing, and to identify the one or more persons
having possession, custody, or control thereof.
I 0.

The words "and", "and/or", and "or" shall each be deemed to refer to both

their conjunctive and disjunctive meanings. The words "all" and "any" shall mean "each and every"
as well as "any one." The masculine gender shall be deemed to include the feminine and the neuter
where appropriate, the singular, the.plural, and vice versa

INSTRUCTIONS
1.

These Interrogatories and the accompanying Requests for Production of

Documents and Things are of continuing effect, and to the extent that at any time after answering
thereof You become aware of or acquire additional information responsive to these Interrogatories
and the accompanying Requests for Production of Documents and Things, such infonn:ation shall be
produced promptly.
2.

References to natural persons shall be deemed to include, in addition to the

person named, his or her agents or assigns, representatives, and attorneys, any partnership of which
such person is a member or general partner, and any other business entity in which such person has a
controlling direct or indirect interest.
3.

References to entities other than natural persons, including Plaintiff, shall be

deemed to include, in addition to the entity named, its divisions, departments, subsidiaries, affiliates,

5
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parents, predecessors, present or former officers, directors, employees, agents, representatives,
accountants and attorneys, and all other persons acting or purporting to act on behalf of each such
entity or person.
4.

If any interrogatory or request for documents and/or things cannot be

complied with in full, it shall be complied with to the extent possible, with an explanation as to why
full compliance is not possible.
5.

In the event that any document identified in these interrogatories is subject to

any claim of privilege (including work product), Plaintiff shall furnish a list identifying each such
document by:
a.

identifying the person who prepared or authored the document and, if

applicable, the persons who sent the document and to whom the document was sent
(including copies) and the dates on which the document was prepar~d and
transmitted;
b.

describing the nature of the document (e.g., letter, inter-office

memorandum, telegram, notes, etc.) and, to the extent possible, the subject matter
thereof;
c.

identifying any and all attachments or enclosures appurtenant to such

documents;
d.

stating briefly the nature of the privilege asserted; and

e.

producing any non-privileged portions, attachments or enclosures to

any such privileged document, and identifying the portion(s) of the document to
which privilege is claimed.

6
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£

When producing any document in machine readable form, Plaintiff

will produce the means for reading said machine readable document, including
software, hardware and any other equipment or apparatus required for that purpose,
or, in the alternative, will provide complainant with a hard copy of said machine
readable document.
g.

Each copy of any document that contains any markings not appearing

on the original, or is an alteration of the original, shall be considered a separate
document for purposes of these discovery requests.
h.

Records produced should be identified by category, location and form

of record as ordinarily maintained in the course of business, and any indexes to s~ch
records should also be supplied.
i.

Where these Interrogatories call for the identification of a document or

thing, it may be satisfied by the production of the document or thing and a statement
identifying which of the documents produced is the document or thing in question
J.

Responses to these Interrogatories, unless specifically stated, shall

cover the period from 1998 to the present.

INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: Identify and describe the nature of any relationship
and/or business association between You and Defendants. Be sure to describe in detail the nature of
the services/work that Defendants provided to You or on your behalf, as well as a description of the
compensation scheme whereby Defendants received payments for services rendered/work performed.

7
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INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Starting in 1998, provide a detailed chronological
accounting of all revenue that Defendants generated for You up until their resignation from Melaleuca

in November 2008.
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Describe the annual average value of the
services/work that Defendants provided You, providing dollar amounts.

INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Identify and describe the annual average income,
revenues and sales You recognized from the geographical area in which Defendants worked.

INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Identify and describe the annual average income,
revenues and sales You recognized from the work/services that Defendants provided on your behalf.

INTERROGATORY NO. 6: Identify and describe the income, revenues and sales
that You will no longer receive as a result of Defendants' resignation from Melaleuca.

INTERROGATORY NO.: 7: Identify all commissions paid to and/or withheld
from Defendants since 1998 to the present time, and describe the reasons for any commissions
withheld.

INTERROGATORY NO. 8: State the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of
your accountant, bookkeeper, and any other persons who possess Your financial records, and state
which records each possesses.

INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Identify any financial statement or any list of Your
assets and liabilities prepared by You or on Your behalf in the last three years.

INTERROGATORY N0.10: Identify all witnesses, including experts, that You
intend to call.at trial, and for each such witness 1) identify the expected subject matter of that person's

8
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testimony and 2) identify all documents and/or things expected to be utilized by such witness in
preparation for such testimony.

INTERROGATORY NO. 11: Identify all persons who have lmowledge about any
of the matters alleged in the complaint in this proceeding.

INTERROGATORY NO. 12: Identify all distributors that You believe Defendants
have contacted and/or "raided" in any manner that violates Defendants' contractual obligations to
You.

INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Identify all up-line distributors that sponsored any of
the distributors that You believe Defendants have contacted and/or raided in any manner that violates
Defendants' contractual obligations to You.

INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Separately, for each of the foregoing Interrogatories:
·.a.

Identify all documents reviewed, consulted or referred to in anyway by

any person in preparing the answer to each Interrogatory, or in supplying information
used in preparing such answer; and
b.

Identify all persons who were consulted and/or who supplied

information used in preparing the answer to each Interrogatory.

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS
REQUEST NO. 1:

All documents referring or relating to any relationship between

You and Defendants.

REQUEST NO. 2:

All documents referring or relating to the services/work that

Defendants performed for You.

REQUEST NO. 3:

All documents referring or relating to Defendants.

9
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REQUEST NO. 4:

Your quarterly and annual financial statements from 1998 to

REQUEST NO. 5:

Your quarterly and annual profit and loss statements from

the present.

1998 to the present.

REQUEST NO. 6:

Your annual reports from 1998 to the present.

REQUEST NO. 7:

Any and all records/documents relating to, referring to or

referencing sales generated/made by Defendants since 1998.

REQUEST NO. 8:

Any and all records/documents relating to, referring to or

referencing sales made by any Melaleuca employee, affiliate or independent contractor within
Ontario, Canada, since 1998.

REQUEST NO. 9:

Any and all records/documents that You may have relied upon

or i:eferred to when answering Defendants' First Set of Interrogatories.

REQUEST NO. 10: Any and all genealogy reports for all distributors that You·
believe Defendants have contacted and/or "raided" in violation of Defendants' contractual
obligations to Melaleuca.

REQUEST N0.11: Any and all sales reports since 1998 for all down-line
distributors that You believe Defendants have contacted and/or "raided" in violation of Defendants'
contractual obligations to Melaleuca

REQUEST NO. 12: Any and all sales reports since 1998 for all distributors in the
up-line of any and all distributors that You believe Defendants have contacted and/or "raided" in
violation of Defendants' contractual obligations to Melaleuca.

10
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REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
REQUEST NO. l:

Admit that You can readily obtain Melaleuca's records

regarding distributor sales.
Admit
REQUEST NO. 2:

Deny
Admit that Melaleuca's records regarding distributor sales are

sufficient to detennine the legal damages that Melaleuca may have suffered as a result of Defendants'
alleged actions.
Admit
REQUEST NO. 3:

Deny
Assuming that the allegations in Your complaint are correct,

which Defendants expressly deny, adl1lit that upon reasonable inquiry the total value of the money
damages and/or the dollar value of any injunctive relief that Melaleuca might recover is in excess ·of
$75,000.00, exclusive of any interest and/or costs.
Deny

Admit - - - DATED this ()1h day of August, 2009.

WOOD CRAPO LLC

By~,l'-=~---l-4---'-!-,t.~-+-..,.,:.>=~'--~~

Richard J. A1rrn:SUJC•:tl•
60 E. So
Salt Lake
111
Telephone: (801) 36 -6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rjarrnstrong@woodcrapo.com
Attorneys for Defendants

S:\WPDATA\PLEADING\FOELLER.MELALEUCA.FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCDON.wpd
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WOOD CRAPO LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
SaltLakeCity, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rjarmstrong@woodcrapo.com

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY
)

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation, )
)
Plaintiff,

vs.
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DEFENDANTS' SECOND SET OF

JNTERiflJGATOJ11ES AND
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION

Civil No. CV-09-2616
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

Pursuant to Rules 33 and 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendants
Rick Foeller and Natalie Foeller ("Defendants"), propound the following Second Set of.
Interrogatories and Requests for Production to Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc. ("Melaleuca''), to be
answered and produced by Melaleuca within 30 days from the date hereof or within such shorter

period as the Court shall order. The requested documents are to be produced at the offices of.
Wood Crapo LLC~ 500 Eagle Gate Tower, 60 East South Temple Salt Lake City, Utah 84111.
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DEFINITIONS
As used in these Interrogatories and the accompanying Requests for Production of
Documents and Things, the terms listed below are defined as follows:
1.

The terms "You," "Your,'' and "Plaintiff," mean Melaleuca, Inc., including

any divisions, departments, subsidiaries, parents, affiliates and predecessors, and their respective
present or former officers, directors, employees, owners, attorneys and agents, as well as
consultants and any other persons acting or purporting to act on behalf of each such entity or

person.
2.

The term "Defendants" means Rick Foeller and/or Natalie Foeller as well

as an:y other persons acting or purporting to act on their behalf.
3.

The terms "person" or "persons" mean any natural person, corporation,

partnership, association, organization, or group of natural persons, including but not limited to

any employee, officer, director, consultant, independent contractor, agent, attorney or representative of
any of them.
4.

The words "document" or "documents" shall be used in their broadest sense

and shall include, but are not limited to, any tangible thing capable of storing infonnation, including
but not limited to the following items, whether printed. typed or recorded or reproduced by hand or
electronically, magnetically, optically or in' any graphic manner of any kind or nature however
produced or reproduced, whether sent or received or neither, whether within the actual or
constructive possession, custody, or control of any agent, employee, consultant, or any other person
acting or purporting to act on Your behalf, including drafts and copies bearing notations or marks not
found on the original:
2
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all letters or other fonns of correspondence or communication,

including envelopes, notes, telefaxes, telegrams, cables, electronic mail messages,
telex messages, and telephone messages (incluclingreports, notes, notations and
memoranda of or relating to any telephone conversations or conferences or personal
interviews);
b.

all memoranda, research reports, speeches, reports, financial

statements or reports, appraisals, estimates, notes, transcripts, tabulations, ledgers,
studies, analyses, evaluations, projections, work papers of any type, corporate records
or copies thereof; lists, comparisons, questionnaires, surveys, charts, graphs, maps,
diagrams, summaries, tables, indexes, extracts, statistical records, COI!lpilations,
reports and/or summaries of investigations, testing or analyses, marginal notations,
desk calendars, appo:intment books, diaries, invoice receipts, contracts, insurance
policies;

c.

all books, manuscripts (whether submitted fur publication or not),

advertisements (whether submitted for publication or not), press releases, magazines,
newspapers, booklets, brochures, training materials, pamphlets, circulars, bulletins,
notices, speeches, instructions, manuals, and articles;
d.

all minutes, transcripts, notes, presentation material, and memoranda

of meetings;
e.

.all photographs, drawings, microfilms, tapes or other recordings,

punch cards, magnetic tapes, magnetic disks, optical or magneto-optical disks, print-

3
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outs, and other data compilations from which information can be obtained, and

any

other information recorded in or on any medium whatsoever;
f.

all contracts, agreements, understandings, representations, warranties;

g.

any and all drafts of the foregoing.

and

5.

Unless otherwise specified herein, "relates to," "relating to," ''refers to" and

"referring to" shall be used interchangeably to mean concerning, comprising, involving, directed to,
created by, sent to, received by, copied to, responsible for, or in any way logically or factually
connected to the subject of the request.
6.

To "identify,, a person means to state the person's name, bµsiness

ad~ss

and

telephone number and, in the case of a natural person, bis home address, current occupation or job
title, and current employer or business affiliation and telephone number or, in the case of a business
enterprise, its fonn of organization, its state or country of incorporation if applicable, its address and
principal place of business, executive officer or officers and telephone number.
7.

To "identify'' a document means to provide a brief description of the

document sufficient to support a request for production, including the general nature of the subject
matter, the date, identification of the author(s), addressee(s) and distributee(s), if any, and, if the
document comprises or embodies an agreement, the parties to such agreement. In answer to
interrogatories requiring identification of any document or documents, such document or documents
may be produced by Plaintiff for inspection and copying along with the answers to these
interrogatories in lieu of identification provided, however, the interrogatory or interrogatories to which
the document responds must be specified.
4
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To "identify" a thing means to provide a brief description of the thing

sufficient to support a request for production, including any names, numbers, markings, or other
identifying characteristics by which Plaintiff understands the thing to be identified.
9.

To "locate" a document or thing means to state, by identifying a complete

address, the present whereabouts of the document or thing, and to identify the one or more persons
having possession, custody, or control thereof.

10.

The words "and", "and/or", and "or" shall each be deemed to refer to both

their conjunctive and disjunctive meanings. The words "all" and "any'' shall mean "each and every"

as well as "any one." The masculine gender shall be deemed to include the feminine and the neuter
where appropriate,.the singular, the plural, and vice versa.
11.

The term "Policy 20" means Policy 20 governing "Non-Solicitation and

Conflicts of Interest" of Plaintiff Melaleuca's Statement ofPolicies and Definitions of Terms, and
which is the subject of this litigation. A true and correct copy of the current Policy 20 is attached
hereto as Exhibit 1 and incorporated herein by this reference.

INSTRUCJIONS
1.

These Interrogatories and the accompanying Requests for Production of

Documents and Things are of continuing effect, and to the extent that at any time after answering

thereof You become aware of or acquire additional information responsive to these Interrogatories
and the accompanying Requests for Production of Documents and Things, such infonnation shall be
produced promptly.
2.

References to natural persons shall be deemed to include, in addition to the

person named, his or her agents or assigns, representatives, and attorneys, any partnership of which
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such person is a member or general partner, and any other business entity in which such person has a
controlling direct or indirect interest.
3.

References to entities other than natural persons, including Plaint:Ut: shall be

deemed to include, in addition to the entity named, its divisions, departments, subsidiaries, affiliates,
parents, predecessors, present or former officers, directors, employees, agents, representatives,
accountants and attorneys, and all other persons acting or purporting to act on behalf of each such
entity or person.
4.

If any interrogatory or request for documents and/or things cannot be

complied with in full, it shall be complied with to the extent possible, with an explanation as to why
full compliance is not possible.
5.

In the event that any document identified in these interrogatories is subject to

any claim of privilege (including work product), Plaintiff shall furnish a list identifying each such
document by:
a.

identifying the person who prepared or authored the document and, if

applicable, the persons who sent the document and to whom the document was sent
(mcluding copies) and the dates on which the document was prepared and
transmitted;
b.

describing the nature of the document (e.g., letter, inter-office

memorandum, telegram, notes, etc.) and, to the extent possible, the subject matter
thereof;
c.

identifying any and all attachments or enclosures appurtenant to such

documents;
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d.

stating briefly the nature of the privilege asserted; and

e.

producing any non-privileged. portions, attachments or enclosures to

any such privileged document, and identifying the portion(s) of the document to
which privilege is claimed.
f.

When producing any document in machine readable form, Plaintiff

will produce the means for reading said machine readable document, including
software, hardware and any other equipment or apparatus required for that purpose,
or, in the altemative, will provide complainant with a hard copy of said machine
readable document.
g.

Each copy-of any document that contains any markings not appearing

on the original, or is an alteration of the original, shall be considered a separate
document for purposes of these cliscovezy requests.
h.

Records produced should be identified by category, location and form

of record as ordinarily maintained in the course of business, and any indexes to such
records should also be supplied.
L

Where these Interrogatories call for the identification of a document or

thing, it may be satisfied by the production of the document or thing and a statement
identifying which of the documents produced is the document or thing in question
j.

Responses to these Interrogatories, unless specifically stated, shall

cover the period from 1998 to the present

7
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SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORJES
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: State the specific .provision(s) in Policy 20 that you
claim Defendants have violated.
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: State the name, address, and telephone number of
each individual and/or entity you claim has knowledge and information relating to Plaintiff's
allegations that Defendants have violated Policy 20.
INfERROGATORY NO. 3: State the name, address, and telephone number of

each Melaleuca Independent Marketing Executive and/or Melaleuca Customer that has knowledge or
information relating to Plaintiff's allegation that Defendants have violated Policy 20.
SECOND REQUESTS FORPRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS
REQUEST NO. 1: All statements and drafts of statements of any individual relating
to allegations that Defendants have violated Policy 20.

REQUEST NO. 2: All emails to and/or from Mike Connaughton that reference or
relate in any way to Defendants and the allegations in this case that Defendants have violated Policy
20.

REQUEST NO. 3: All emails to and/or from McKay Christensen that reference or

relate in any way to Defendants and the allegations in this case that Defendants have violated Policy

20.
REQUEST NO. 4: All emails to and/or from Travis Garza that reference or relate in
any way to Defendants and the allegations in this case '!hat Defendants have violated Policy 20.

8
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REQUEST NO. 5: All statements and other documents you rely on in claiming that

Laraine Agren, a former Melaleuca Independent Marketing Executive, has violated Policy 20.

DATED this 16th day of September, 2009.

S:\WPDATAIPLEADINGIFOELLER.MELALEUCA.SECOND SET OF INTERROOATORlES AND REQ~S FOR PRODUCTION.wpd
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their ln<leperukntMehleuallosinesa m bring Imp to iisporerui:d muus
or o[erto sell their business to anotherpe~on onW.rondition clm>Ueh
per>on bring the business up ro ll$potendal ratuR.
(c) Completed orlgin21 slgnt<l and .1>otarl:z.ed Otg;inllarlon s.le l.\e'Jill'Sf and
Oi:gani2:1tion l.'ull:h= Request fun:ns mun be sub:mlned to and acc.eptcd by
.Mebkuc:a.
· {d)1h~tnn.sferecoftbe business must have completed andsubmined to
Melal<:m:a :m Independent Marlc<:ting .Executive Agreement.
(e}The mmsfen:e of the business Im undergone, or~•&= to undergo, ruch
· tralni:ng and otlen!ation uMelalew:a mayn<juiteto1nmensun.tewith the
sne of the bunness being pun:hased.
(f)Th<: transferor Marlccting h=itive and the Jndepcnd<:nt Mdaltna
Business musrhav-.b<:<:n in tlll:llpliance with all of:t.klzkucis policios 2nd
the tennS of the lndependentMuketing ExeaitiveAgrumcm for the entire
twelve mOll!h period pn:ceding the nans!erincludingthe month in which

the n:u::isforocC\11&
. (g) Irulepcnd<:nr Mdileuca businesses that have or b:we had a total group
volume of 5,000 l'toduct Fnints ormo:rc lll1ynot be n>nsfcmd to any other
pany as any such tmJSferwould oonstirutethepurch.se of st:ams or position.
:x9. Tumsf.er from Orlgillal Org:mhation
MaiketingllXtcutives an ii Custnmm may truisfer from one Mthlena
oigani:z:alfan toanotberanlppon fuIBllment of all of the.following .requirements:
(a)The Mmering mcutive or Cnstomer sedring die org:m!;.ru:ion dwige Im

rubmitted an Org:uili.ation Chmge fonn witli 1he origi.nil ~rures ofthe

'even Marlceting bee wives in the immediate SeYcn generations above r:!ie
Mmretlngmcntive or Custo:mer sttking the change. FaxtG orphotocop!ei;
of the ~ °'E"nization change furm will not be acccpuod;
{b}A.Marketing Executive seddng !he org.nil:ltfon change has no ll!Otc thm
~--10Dlsto111min his/her existingMuketing Orgmlzation and will have no

mote thm 10 Qmomm in the M.aikctingOrgmlzation inlo which he/&bc
is seeking to be moved;
(c}11>e Maikering .Executive or Customer seeking the organization change h.s
poid to Milaleua the applicable f•e clwged by Melaleua fur mg;mjntion
cbmgeGj
(d) Mehlcucahas approved the change in writiny, which.approval Melaleuca
maywirhbold in itS sole clis=tion.

zo. Non-Solidt:ition and Con£1icts of Interest
Mm:eting Executives are indqierulent contraams and may be active in other
busincssv~u= while they am Muketing.Execitivesfur Melaleuca. However,

to qualify for oomperu:ation under Melmuw Compcns21i<m Flan, Mnhting
Exeaitives have !he ongoingt>eSp<>nsiliillry to service, supervise, motlvaie, rnrln
and assist the Marketing Bxecut:i-in their Mmerlog OxpnizatinDS. 'They
also have the responsibility to ]'l'OlnOte Mehle= prod.uas and the Melalem:a
inCCll!C opJ>O!IUllily. MdJileuca ;nd USMomtlng ExeaniYes have lllllde I great
· invcslment in tbe establishment of org;mi2.atlons consisting of Omomets and
MaiketingExecutives. lhis constit1J(es one of Melsleuca's most valWible assets.
Meloleuca ~e'.!Ves the right m cellSe poying compen52tion ro any Marketing
Extt11tive wiw =i:uits 1111y Melaleua Customer Or Maiketing Extcutive 10
panicip:lteinanorherbusineu venntte. In onkrtoprotecttbe clfons of all
MuketingE=urlves in building and .n:Wnra!nlng thelrindivldUA! Marketing
Otganil;nions and Customer bases, and ill onlerto piotea Melsleua's inlen:st
in the over.ill Custolllel lme,Muketing .Exi:cutiveund all members of tkJr

Jmmedi.ate Household a:rc requm,d to abide by the followingpolldts:
(•) Non.Solicitxtion ofMelaleuca Customers and Marketing Executive$:
(0 During the perlnd tb.ttheir lndcpcndcntMarl<<ring :ExeanM
.Agrr:e:mcnts are Inf= Maihtlng Executives andallmembero of
their Immediate Household are ptohibited from ditca!y. indirectly or
through athird party reauiting :any Mcl.alcuca Cusrmners or Marlcering
Jm<:utives to participate in•ny otherbusincssvelllUn;.
(il) Far a period of~vemonths after canccllaoonortennin:uionfor any
xeason ofa Marketing Exeeu:tiY.S 1ndepcndent Madtcting Ext:cutive
Apment, theM:nhtingllxeemivc and allmembets of his or her

Immediate Honsehold :111! probibited from directly, irulirealy or through
• thhd pmy:recmltins to pankipm in my other business vennue any
Mclaleuca Cusromm or Mathting Executives:
(1}who wm in the Mul<eting.ExtcutiveS Marhting Organlzation or
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SupportTeam at any time durlng tb¢ tenn ofhis or her o.ssodation

with. Mdaleuca;
.
(:i.) with whom the M.aikcting becmive hiul conma during the rerm of
his or hcrassocl:ttion with Melalcuca;
(3} whose cont>ct !nfoxm:nion (name, aooress, phone number or enWl
address, etc.) the Malhring .Executive ormemb:r.; of his or her
Immedi.are Bonsehal& !us obtained at my time during the= ofhls
or hcr0$S0cla~n with MWuca; or
({)whose coma a lnf=tinn (mrmc, odd:r-..ss, plu:me number or email
address, etc.) the Mm:ketingExmnive or membcu: ofhis or kr
Imm.dimEouscbold obtained at any time fiurn anotherpcn;oo'<>Jho
oht*led the lnfonmdon beciuse of:my otherpersonli ossociatlon

with Mtlal.euc:a.
Th<: prohibitions underchuses (•Xi) and (ii) >boveinclude but lllT! DOtliroited
to, ptesenting orassisnngln th,, presentltiDn ofother business venrun:s to
anyMel.leuca Customer orMu:kcting :E=utive orimplldtly or explicitly
encouraging any Melalcuca Customtr or Marlccring.llxecutive to joio any other

business vcnrures. It is a violat!on ofthis policy to =lit a Meklruca Customer
oru..kolingl:J<ecmive topanldpatc in an~ther burinessven~ even if the
llfulcttinglkcwive doe6 t!Ot lmow tbtttbe prospect ls
aMelakuca Cum>mer
orMmetingmcntivc. ltis thcMarketing.Eirerudve'nespm1sihility 10 !lISt .
dct.cmrlne wbelhetthc prospect is aMdaleuca Om:oma or Mathtingl!xi:cutlve
befote r=niting the prospect to patticipate in another lrusines!I ve.nrure.
(l'leue Wcr:spcci&illy to the ddlnitlbn of'tec:ult" lo the Deflnitions ofTc:rm.s ar
the en.I ofthese Policies.)
.
(b} During the period that tbeir Independent .M.uketlng Executive Agreemems

mo

min:fun:e, andfon pmodof twelve moml:is after the tmt:<!llation orU:nninatiOD tlu:reof fur 11ny n:asoo, .M2:thting .Eiri:cutivcs and allrncmbers
of their Immediate llousehold ate funliaproltlbikd from the following;
· (l)-P:iiidiiC:ii!gii>y litiif.iiili€,l:ipeS i:it'pn:i:aiotlonal;i:nateri>I ofany mtnl:e .·
(including but not limiued to websites and ~)which is used by the
Mmt:ting l:xeC111ive or:my third person to recruit Melalew:a Customas
or.Matketing ll=utives to participate in Ull)ther busioess v<:nllµ'e;
(ii) Selllog. offering to seD, or promoting any competing products or
&erviccs to Melaleuca Customctsj'
(iii) offetingaoy oon-Melalcaca produas. 6ervic.es or business ventures ill
oonjunction with tlic offuingofMelaleuc:a productt, .mviccs or incoroe
oppottnnity or at any MeWcuca meeting, seminar, l""nch. amventian,
orotherMdaltucafuna!on.
(c) (i) Vwlation ofany provision ofthis Policy w constirutes • Marlce1ing
'Executive'& voluntary i:esign.ation Gild ~lion of his/her
Jndepcndent Matketing EX<.ct1tive .Agremient, elfcctive as of tbe d.ttc
oftbe viobtion,and du: futl"t:ihm! by tbeMarlretingllxecwive of all
oo~lions or boDUSes p\tyabl.e for and aftmhe calcndumonrh in

which the viobtion oct:llillld.
{ii) IfMWucapays;mybonusesorcommissiomtotbeMarl<ctiog

Ei!tcutive after the dare of the violaion, all bonuses and commiffions fur
md afier1hc cilmd:irmonth in which the violation oo:uncd shall be
refunded to Md.alenca.
(il!)~ilcil lllllf'&"!!k anil nlr6Jn.from \he V:loJ:idng Mriketing llxecutive

. lioth mjiiiiCtiv~ .iellef:md ilB,01~'for\llblaiiom"of Utls- l'olicpo.

~ci, maY, :d: itS Oj;nan, elettio-enfore.. fuis Policy by lswrult in a
co~nfoompet.rii juiisdlctiou in iil2'.ho i:aihcrthanby arbitratioll.

(lv) Jn.addition to bcingentitkd {oa refund of bonuses.and commissions
and to damages :is dcscn1icd above, mdie event 2 p=n or entity
vlobttnbis l\Jlicy :w,Melsleuc:a and anyMolketibg :Ei<ecutivc that
experiences an advcxsc finandalimpattaJJ a xcS11h ofsuch person~ ot
entityIi vialation oftl:rls l'olicy 2.0 shall be enti!W to an accounting and
repayment of all profits, comv=tion, comndssion~ l1:tlluncntlons or
otherbenefittwhicb me person or ellti!y directly orirJt!l!<:ctlyrecelves

mdfarmay recciveua result of, growing out of, or in c:onneaion wilh
anyviofationoftbis Policy.Such remedy sball lie In addition to and
noi In limitation ofmy damages, or Injunctive relltf or other rights or
r=edles to wbichMelal.eut:ais onmy be entitled at law orio equity.
(d) V'wladons ofibis Policy 10 ne especi:illy &ttimcnt>l to the growth and
sales of other ~keting:i:xtcutives' independent Mcbl<UC2 Jlusinesses
and ID Meloleuc:W business. Consequently, Marlieting lixerutivcs who hav¢
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lwowlcdi;e that any M:ukrug llxt<::udve bas \!Inf.rte<! this l'o~cy inust
immediatcly report that infoilllarion io MeWeuols 'Polley .Administration
Dep;anment1he fulw:eof aMarketing :Eucutive to reporrsuch infurm>riO!l
w Mdmuca wJll also constirutea violation ofthis l'o!Jcy.1hemmes ofthose
n:poxt.ing v!oLllions of this l'olicy:w will be hdil in confulence.
2L l'roprleiacy Information rtnd Trade Secre!a

By cxccnting the lntlepwdcm Marketingfueculive Agreement, the .M&Iketing
lil=utive acknowledges tharallinfoi:mation which is co:ctained in the M:uketing
ll=utlvcS Monthly HILiiness l\eport, lnclucling names, addiessesand tdephonc
numbcm of Minketing E~cutives and Custom en, ls M..J.leuca's proprietary
m;de secm.infonnaliDn. The Ma.tketing .Extcutive agrees not to disclose Sl1ch
infolttl<ltion to mt thinl party (e=pt to odsting or prosptcdve MeWeuca
bbrketing.lixecutivesorCustomm fur thc puipose of promoting Mehleuca '
pro duen md business oppommity) or to utilit.o such infol"llll!tion for rhe pUipOse

ofpnnnoting any other business opponmtlty 11tony thne, whethe.r during tbe
term of his/her mociation witliMdaleuca or thereafter. The Muketing Jixecutive
acknowledges that sm:h pmprktary infomminn Ii of such th:mcter as to render
itUDique and thatdlsdorure or use thereofin vlolationo£thlsprovision wJll result
in 1m:parable <hmage to Mel.lcuca and to Indcpt!ndent Mebleuca Businesses.
Met.leura and its Mathting llxeaniveswill be tntitW w lnjunetive reliefIll
prevem violation ofthispo1icy. lflitigatlon ornbiuatlon is iequired to obmn
injllllctiverelitf or to m:averdmuges, theprewillng pzty shll be cndtW m""
aw.ml ofattDmey's fees and expenses.
·
:u. '1.1te:Emaller
(;i) AMlrhting :Executive wbo is tl:ie .Enroller of a mw Customer or
M&Iketing Eucndve ma.y not list anothcr Mal:keting Eucutivc who dui
not.panidp:ne in the contact or the pn:sentatio1111Sthe &roller of such
~CustomcroJM:uketingll=utive.Rt~ofwhcreaOmomer

or~tiJ;&"~\i.VeiSpla.:cd i.tiaMiikeimg Drguili.2tlon, the~au.l
Enroller ofSllCh CUsrpmer or Marketing m~ve must be lisred as the
:Enroller on the Cimo.mer Membership Agreement
(b) 'I1u: :Ei:irollerand any otherMatketingllncutmsinvolved in the
recruitingmd enrollment pmcesi; may use only Melaleue>i products and
118 compensation plm and tlieirpmonal comm!tmcnr to help the new
l>latk.:ting :Executive build bis other 'business ;s an inducement to enroll
Matketing&ecutives IIJaf DOl enterlnm spechl dW. with mEruollee,
including, bur not limited IX>, promises of the paymeot ofmonq or roll ups.
23, SuperW;ory and Leadership FunctiollS
• Mukerlng Executive£' rompem11tl.on is based on S2les ofproduct IO the lind
Consumei:; Tu qwillfy forthls compensation Mmketing l!ucutives ho.ve thc
ongoing responsibility to promote duo MeJ.leuca business opponunlty, to suppon
Mclaleuca'spolicies, prognimsand pmonnel,and to service, S1IJ"'f\'!Se,mo!Mte
and b2ln thc Mnketlng Executives in r:he!r 1Whting Org:mlz!tion m sell and
m:ttker Melaleuca pmductsand promote the Md:ileuci 1'usin..s opportunity.
Any effort by a Madteting Executlve 1Xl convince or entke any Customer or
MlrkriingJlxtcurive to discontinue or dinrlnlsh pwdming Melakuca produas,
to move from one Mclaleuca Matketing Oiganiwlon to another, m discontinue or
diminish clfons m promoo: the Melaltuca bustnts!I opportunily, ano promote or

pwsue another dixect selling opponunity, or to disparage Mclalenca. or iis
produet;, rruirlwing plan, managemenn= or otherpct>0nnd ls a vio!arl.on of
the Mithting llxecutivc's leader.1hip responsiblllty and.a viohtion ofthis policy.
:1.4-.Ex=s Inventory Purchitees Frohiblted

1he McJ.leuci nmketing program ls built upon sales to the End Corurumer,
Pn>dw:rs xcpresenting at lom ;ro% o£ a Marketing :Extculivcl; monthly
Organ!Dlliau Product Pol.tlls mUSt be 5old to End c:.m.irum•IS uch i:nontb. Any
devire or scheme wb::rehy aMMketing Ei=utlvc directly or tbi:ough a third
parrypun:ham eo<ccSS product soldy for purpo..s of qualifying fur bonu,<es or
CIJJlllllissions CDnstirutes fraud on the pm of the Maliceting &ecutlw:.
25. Selli:ngin StolCS
MeWeuca is in snong mppon ofhome-based business~ and pmonal product
piuentations. To m1intain a Slatldand of falruesa, Maikctlng Bw:utlves moy
not disphy or sell Mclaleuca products In dntg stoxes, healtb food stores or
grocery sioies.Any display ofMcW.cuca products to the public mllbt be t2SlCfu1
and professloni!. AMarketing mcutlve may not display ors.ll N":u:oleMlllet

products ii:iany rype of retail setting.
.i;
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16.:Mcdiit~s
·
It is Mclale11i;a's pollcy to b:.vca single spokesperson hmdle all inquiries fiom

the med la Slld !ill media rdations.1herefure, M;ukering Ex.:cutlves may nor, fur
any reason, discuss their lndc:perulcnt MeWcuca Business wir:h the media, nor
act as spo~far Mehleut:a nor talk to thc media reguding MeWeuca,
its Compensation rim, irspnxlucts or s.rviees. kis avfulation ofthispollcyro
p!CYlde any infotmaclon to the media, regardless of whether duo infutm:nion is
positlve arnc~tive, aa:urall! or inacamic.hll inquir!esfiom the media (wherher
radio, te!cv:ision orprlm) must be refened to MeWeuea.
27.Clw:lis Uld.Monthlyllusin""8 Reports.
Colll!lli5'ion and bonw: checl<s~ generally mailed by Mc:laleuca to Madating
B!ecutives onarabout the 1)th~y of c:;clllnonthforoomnrlssions and bonuse11
· eamea during the previous-month. When the 15th day ofWe month fills Oil a
weekend or hollda}; cheds will generally be mailed on the ncxx business day.
Eacb.Marketingllle01tive ~fura commission or bonus wJll teteive a
.Monthly llusiness Repon Showing the &UIUS of ~ch Custommnd Marketing
&ecutl11e In his/Lor M:itkeling Organiz:nion.
The Monthly Business lltport will show tht calculation of theMatkeling
l!lrecutivc's commission and bonus in detail MatketlngEl<eartives should
use their Monthly Business Reponasa rool to mamge, !illpetWe and n:ain
tbe membm of their Maxketing Organimlinnt.The infonn:Uion coniaima
in Business RejXlns i$ Mdaleuca's proprietary tmde semt infornmion, and
Marlteting l!KCanives mproblb!ted from disseminmingthe infuromion
conralncd therein. See l'olicy :u for furthcr det:Ul regmling Maiketlng
Executives' obligm:ions wir:hrespcc:t to sud> proprlerary mde secret information.
A data processing fee is dmged eatb.l\Wketingl!Ja:aitive for generating and
llllintaining CDmputtriud Monthly BusjJless ~
Commission and bonus duocl<s which rezmin uncashed fur trurre tkn x8o days
will not be hanaied and the amolllli ofthe i:heP<, less a processing fee of $rs-oo"''/ ·
$z:z.50""' and a bank canoe!Lttion/stop payment fee of Skoo"'/Sis.oo"", will Ile"
credited to the Marketing Erecutivea account, which acdit JDXf be used towanls
futnte purchases made by the Madceting Exe"'tive. Ifa Marketing Executive's
account is inactive and it is ~to ·notify the Marlr.cting Executive of r:he
crediron=un~ a ~IVice dmge of $10.oo"'/$15.00~ wJllbededuct:tdfiotn the
accountfuruch.nollce sent
~a. Pwrh"""s fur Other Persons

AMarketing l!K.ecutive Dl2V not onlcr orp;iy for products for Custmnm w!l'.hout
ruch Customer\; expms :mthorl:z:ttion md agn=ient to reimhuxse the Marktting
.lil!ecutive fur Sl1ch product.
19. :Resttlctlons on lnlcmatiowd Matketing (United States and Canada)
.MarlretlngExecutiYes eruolled Jn duo United SUt.s arul Canad2 are autbod:ztd
to st:tl Mehltuca products md to c!lJ:\lll Qisromen; and Mmkerlng Execntives
in the tmlltd Sutes and ean.da. In :ill other cotllllrles in which Mel.lcuc:a or
lm alliliates are anr:horiuld to o:iru!w:c buslness Ma!kerlng .Executives Dl2Y only
enroll Cusronu:is and M:Uketing Bxccurlvespmsuant ro Melalenllls lntttruitlonal
Sponsoiship l'rogmn. Mmb:ting:E~tutives and Customel1i may not ship or
iellMeWeuca produCIS across any intetnatimulbordcr for the pUIJlOSc of wale,
t=ptthe U.S./C=dim liorderprovidcd the products are appropriately labeled
fur the CCUDI!\' oftheir destination. Maliceting Ew:utlvts and Cuswmm may
not·scH, give, u:i.nsfer, impon, ex:pon or cllsttibutc Mela!euca producu orsiles aids
ln any country, othmhm the United Smtes arul. Can2da, norptcm.de produruto
any !ndMdnal who the Mltlteting Exean:ivc or Curu>mer knows or has reason to

believe i5 exporting products to~ country.
19.x. Restxiciians on lnl=lational:Miuhting [Mdaleuca oI die CaribbeaD)
Marketing .Executives enrolled under MeWeuca ofthe ambbeai are authorized
to enroll Customers and Marht!ngExecutivesin any COUlltry in which Mehlltuca
af the car.ihkan ls anthoiiud to conduct business. In all other countries in
whichMeWeuca or its affiliateS are authoriu!d to conduct bnsiness,M:uketing
Executives may only enroll Customeis and M:nitetlng~livcs pursuant to Mdali:uali Iotern:itional Sponron;hJp Program. Marbtillgmcutives and
Cwtommmay not ship or sell:Melaleuca produas across any lntemation.al
borderforthepwpose of =le. M&IketingExe01tives and CustommmayllDt
sell, give, uansfer, impon, export or dlstrllnne Melaleru:a prrnltU:tS or soles aids
in iny other CtllllllIY, nor provide produttHo any individual or entity who the

Mat'ketillg Exiecutive or Customer lmCIWS or bas reason to believe is ~g

products ro mother CDuntry.
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WOOD CRAPO LLC

Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsi.rplle: (801) 366-6061
rj annstrong@woodcrapo.com

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY
)

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,

)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,

vs.
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE OF
DEFENDANTS' SECOND SET OF
·1NTERROGATORIESAND··
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION

)

Civil No. CV-09-2616

)
)

The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1ff' day of September, 2009, a true and correct
copy of DEFENDANTS, SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR

PRODUCTION was faxed to the following:

Curt R. Thomsen
T. Jason Wood
1HOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, P.L.L.C.
2635 Channing Way
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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From:foeller, Rick and H

09/16

801 366 6061

16:36

tl333 P. 015/015

DATED this 16th day of September, 2009.
WOOD CRAPO LLC

By-"'-~~~-+~.,q....,~___.:....,..::;:o:::::;;_....:.......,__..l!'

RicbardJ.
60 E. South e
Salt Lake Ci
1
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rjannstrong@woodcrapo.com
Attorneys for Defendants

S;\WPDATAIPLEADING\FOEllER.MELALEUCA.CERTIFJCATH OF SERVICEJ>ISCOVER'l.wpd
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WOOD CRAPO LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rjarmstrong@woodcrapo.com

Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DEFENDANTS' THilUJ REQUEST
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
AND THINGS

Civil No. CV-09-2616
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

Pursuant to Rule 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendants Rick
Foeller and Natalie Foeller ("Defendants"), propound the following Third Request for

Production ofDocuments and Things to Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc. ("Melaleuca"), to be answered
and produced by Melaleuca, Inc. within 30 days from the date hereof or within such shorter
period as the Court shall order. The requested documents are to be produced at the offices of
Wood Crapo LLC, 500 Eagle Gate Tower, 60 East South Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111.
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DEFINITIONS
As used in this Third Request for Production ofDocuments and Things, the terms
listed below are defined as follows:

1.

ThC'. terms "You," "Your," and "Plaintiff," mean Melaleuca, Inc., including

any divisions, departments, subsidiaries, parents, affiliates and predecessors, and their respective
present or former officers, directors, employees, owners, attorneys and agents, as well as
consultants and any other persons acting or purporting to act on behalf of each such entity or
person.
2.

The term "Defendants" means Rick Foeller and/or Natalie Foeller as well

as any other persons acting or purporting to act on their behalf.
3.

The terms "person" or "persons" mean any natural person, corporation,

partnership, association, organization, or group of natural persons, including but not limited to
any employee, officer, director, consultant, independent contractor, agent, attorney or representative of
anyofthem.
4.

The words "docrnnent" or "docrnnents" shall be used in their broadest sense

and shall include, but are not limited to, any tangible thing capable of storing information, including
but not limited to the following items, whether printed, typed or recorded or reproduced by hand or
electronically, magnetically, optically or in any graphic manner of any kind or nature however
produced or reproduced, whether sent or received or neither, whether within the actual or
constructive possession, custody, or control of any agent, employee, consultant, or any other person
acting or purporting to act on Your behalf, including drafts and copies bearing notations or marks not
found on the original:
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a.

all letters or other forms of correspondence or communication,

including envelopes, notes, telefaxes, telegrams, cables, electronic mail messages,
telex messages, and telephone messages (including reports, notes, notations and
memoranda of or relating to any telephone conversations or conferences or personal
interviews);
b.

all memoranda, research reports, speeches, reports, financial

statements or reports, appraisals, estimates, notes, transcripts, tabulations, ledgers,
studies, analyses, evaluations, projections, work papers of any type, corporate records
or copies thereof, lists, comparisons, questionnaires, surveys, charts, graphs, maps,
diagrams, summaries, tables, indexes, extracts, statistical records, compilations,
reports and/or summaries of investigations, testing or analyses, marginal notations,
desk calendars, appointment books, diaries, invoice receipts, contracts, insurance
policies;
c.

all books, manuscripts (whether submitted for publication or not),

advertisements (whether submitted for publication or not), press releases, magazines,
newspapers, booklets, brochures, training materials, pamphlets, circulars, bulletins,
notices, speeches, instructions, manuals, and articles;
d.

all minutes, transcripts, notes, presentation material, and memoranda

of meetings;
e.

all photographs, drawings, microfilms, tapes or other recordings,

punch cards, magnetic tapes, magnetic disks, optical or magneto-optical disks, print-

3
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outs, and other data compilations from which infonnation can be obtained, and any
other infonnation recorded in or on any medium whatsoever;

£

all contracts, agreements, understandings, representations, warranties;

g.

any and all drafts of the foregoing.

and

5.

Unless otherwise specified herein, "relates to," "relating to," "refers to" and

"referring to" shall be used interchangeably to mean concerning, comprising, involving, directed to,
created by, sent to, received by, copied to, responsible for, or in any way logically or factually
connected to the subject of the request.
6.

The words "and", "and/or", and "or" shall each be deemed to refer to both

their conjunctive and disjunctive meanings. The words "all" and "any'' shall mean "each and every"
as well as "any one." Tue masculine gender shall be deemed to include the feminine and the neuter
where appropriate, the singular, the plural, and vice versa.

INSTRUCTIONS
1.

These Requests for Production of Documents and Things are of continuing

effect, and to the extent that at any time after answering thereof You become aware of or acquire
additional infonnation responsive to these Requests for Production of Documents and 1bings, such
infonnation shall be produced promptly.
2.

·References to natural persons shall be deemed to include, in addition to the

person named, his or her agents or assigns, representatives, and attorneys, any partnership of which
such person is a member or general partner, and any other business entity in which such person has a
controlling direct or indirect interest.

4
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3.

References to entities other than natural persons, including Plaintiff, shall be

deemed to include, in addition to the entity named, its divisions, departments, subsidiaries, affiliates,
parents, predecessors, present or former officers, directors, employees, agents, representatives,
accountants and attorneys, and all other persons acting or purporting to act on behalf of each such
entity or person.
4.

If any request for documents and/or things cannot be complied with in full, it

shall be complied with to the extent possible, with an explanation as to why full compliance is not
possible.
5.

In the event that any document identified in these requestS is subject to any

claim of privilege (including work product), Plaintiff shall furnish a list identifying each such
document by:
a.

identifying the person who prepared or authored the document and, if

applicable, the persons who sent the document and to whom the document was sent
(including copies) and the dates on which the document was prepared and transmitted;
b.

describing the nature of the document (e.g., letter, inter-office

memorandum, telegram, notes, etc.) and, to the extent possible, the subject matter
thereof;
c.

identifying any and all attachments or enclosures appurtenant to such

documents;
d.

stating briefly the nature of the privilege asserted; and

5
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e.

producing any non-privileged portions, attachments or enclosures to

any such privileged document, and identifying the portion(s) of the document to
which privilege is claimed.

f

When producing any document in machine readable form, Plaintiff

will produce the means for reading said machine readable document, including
software, hardware and any other equipment or apparatus required for that purpose,
or, in the alternative, will provide complainant with a hard copy of said machine
readable document.
g.

Each copy of any document that contains any markings not appearing

on the original, or is an alteration of the original, shall be considered a separate
document for purposes of these discovery requests.
h.

Records produced should be identified by category, location and form

of record as ordinarily maintained in the course of business, and any indexes to such
records should also be supplied.

6
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TIDRD REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS
REQUEST NO. 1: All documents relating to any and all terminations of any
agreements between Gwen and Lidell Miles ("Miles") and Melaleuca, Inc., including but not limited
to a termination of the Miles' marketing executive agreement in 2008.
REQUEST NO. 2: All documents relating to any and all agreements between the
Miles and Melaleuca, Inc., including but not limited to any renewal of any marketing executive
agreement.
REQUEST NO. 3: All signed amnesty agreements between any and all marketing
executives and Melaleuca, Inc., for the time period between October 2009 and the present, wherein
marketing executives at Melaleuca were asked to disclose involvement with business opportunities
other than Melaleuca, Inc.
REQUEST NO. 4: All emails, letters, internal memoranda, and other documents
showing Johnny Margison as a sender or recipient, and which relate in any way to Defendants Rick
and Natalie Foeller for the time period between September 2008 and the present.
REQUEST NO. 5: All tape recordings ancl!or other audio or video recordings of any
and ·all Melaleuca presentations at the October 2009 convention in San Diego, California, including
but not limited to any recorded speeches or other presentations depicting Frank VanderSloot.
REQUEST NO. 6: All tape recordings ancl!or other audio or video recordings of
Defendant Rick Foeller ancl!or Defendant Natalie Foeller.
REQUEST NO. 7: Any and all documents evidencing, showing, explaining, or
otherwise relating to any changes, amendments, or modifications to the compensation plan at
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Melaleuca, Inc., for the time period between January 1, 2005 through the present. For purposes· of
this request, "compensation plan" means "the plan offered by Melaleuca which sets forth the
compensation provided to Marketing Executives for the continuing building, promoting, training,
motivation, servicing and development of their Independent Melaleuca Businesses," and which is
defined at page 48 ofMelaleuca's "Statement ofPolicies and Definitions of Terms."
DATED this 6th day of January, 2010.
WOOD CRAPO LLC

S:\WPDATAIPLEADING\FOELLER.MELALEUCA.TIIlRD REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION.wpd
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WOOD JENKINS LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rjarmstrong@woodjenkinslaw.com

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs ..
. RICK FOELLER and NATALIE,
FOELLER,
Defendants.

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DEFENDANTS' THIRD SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND FOURTH
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION

Civil No.. CV-09-2616
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

Pursuant to Rules 33 and 34 of the Idaho Rules crf Civil Procedure, Defendants
Rick Foeller and Natalie Foeller ("Defendants"), propound the following Third Set of
Interrogatories and Fourth Requests for Production to Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc. ("Melaleuca"), to
be answered and produced by Melaleuca within 30 days from the date hereof or within such
shorter period as the Court shall order. The requested documents are to be produced at the
offices of Wood Jenkins LLC, 500 Eagle Gate Tower, 60 East South Temple Salt Lake City,
Utah 84111.
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THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: State the specific dollar amount of damages you
claim were caused by Defendants' alleged violations of Policy 20.

INTERROGATORY NO. 2: State the name, address, and telephone number of
any experts you have designated or intend to designate to testify on Melaleuca' s behalf regarding
any damages in any currently pending litigation or arbitration where at least one of the claims
involves allegations of Policy 20 violations andfor unlawful recruiting ofMelaleuca's marketing
executives.

INTERROGATORY NO. 3: In relation to any currently pending litigation or
arbitration, state the name of the case, case number, and court where you have designated or
intend to designate an expert witness to testify on your behalf relating to the issue of damages
arising from alleged violations of Policy 20 andfor unlawful recruiting of Melaleuca's marketing
executives.

INTERROGATORY NO. 4: In relation to this case, state the name, address, and
telephone number of each expert witness you intend to designate pursuant to Idaho R. Civ. P.
26(b)(4).

FOURTH REQUESTS FOR PRODlJCTION
OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS
REQUEST N0.1: Please produce all expert reports that have been prepared in
relation to the experts andfor matters identified in Interrogatory Nos. 2-4 above.

2
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REQUEST NO. 2: Please produce any and all correspondence, including e-mails
and other correspondence, between Melaleuca on one hand and the expert(s) identified in
Interrogatory No. 4 above on the other.
DATED this 25 1h day of January, 2011.
WOOD JENKINS LLC

S:\WPDATA\PLEADING\FOELLER.MELALEUCA.TH!RD SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCT!ON.wpd
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WOOD JENKINS LLC
Richard J. Armstrong ISBN 5548
500 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-6060
Facsimile: (801) 366-6061
rjarrristrong@woodjenkinslaw.com

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY

MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
RICK FOELLER and NATALIE
FOELLER,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DEFENDANTS' FOURTH REQUEST
FOR PRODUCTION

Civil No. CV-09-2616
The Honorable Jon J. Shindurling

Pursuant to Rule 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendants Rick
Foeller and Natalie Foeller ("Defendants"), propound the·following Fourth Request for
Production to Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc. ("Melaleuca"), to be answered and produced by
Melaleuca within 30 days from the date hereof or within such shorter period as the Court shall
order. The requested documents are to be produced at the offices of Wood Jenkins LLC, 500
Eagle Gate Tower, 60 East South Temple Salt Lake City, Utah 84111.
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FOURTH REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
REQUEST NO. 1: Please produce a copy of any all settlement agreements
reached between parties in the civil litigation entitled Melaleuca, Inc. v. Max International, LLC,

et al., Case Number 4:09-CV-00572, in the United States District Court for the District ofidaho,
Eastern Division., including but not limited to any and all settlement agreements between Ken
Dunn on one hand and Melaleuca, Inc. on the other, and Max International, LLC on one hand and
Melaleuca, Inc. on the other.
DATED this 3m day of March, 2011.
WOOD JENKINS LLC

S:\WPDATA\PLEADING\FOELLER.MELALEUCA.FOURH! REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION.wpd
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EXHIBITB
536

!
l

C E R T I

F I

C A T E

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
THIS IS TO CERTIFY that the deposition of
NATALIE FOELLER was taken before me,
Tassell,

Linda Van

Registered Diplomate Reporter and Notary

Public in and for the State of Utah.

,,

That the said witness was by me,

before

examination,

duly sworn to testify the truth,

the

whole truth,

and nothing but the truth in said

cause.
That the testimony was reported by me in
Stenotype,

and thereafter transcribed by computer

under my supervision,

and that a

full,

correct transcription is set forth
pages,
I

t

true,

and

in the foregoing

numbered 5 through 323 inclusive.
further certify that I

am not of kin or

otherwise associated with any of the parties to
said cause of action,

and that I

am not interested

in the event thereof.
WITNESS MY HAND and official seal at Salt Lake
City,

Utah,

this

4th day of February,

2010.

~-~~
L.)?~da Van Tass~ll,

My commission expires:
November 27, 2011

RDR/CRR

NOTARY PUBLIC
LINDA VAN TASSELL
333 Ri0 Grande St
Salt Lake City, UT 8410 l
My Commission Expires
'T

t

STATJ<:OFUTAH
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